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SUMMARY 
Rational analysis and design techniques are applied 
to various structural.problems associated with commercial 
vehicles. The underlying motive for this work is the 
increase in structural efficiency in order to improve 
operating economics. 
The design of the longitudinal members of a vehicle 
is firstly considered from the point of view of optimum 
cross-sectional shape. Other weight saving features are 
then explored. Since the design is dependent on the allow-
able stresses in tension and compression, these values are 
derived from a series of experiments in which the dynamic 
strains in a semi-trailer are recorded. A fundamental 
examination of vehicle torsion is undertaken, leading to a 
consideration of the influence of the several torsional 
loading cases on cross member design. 
The problem of shear diffusion in semi-monocoque box 
van structures is also considered. A simple computer model 
using diagonal bars to represent the.shear panels is used 
and verified against an experimental model and other known 
theoretical results. 
The experimental determination of the flexibility 
associated with practical joints between box me~~ers leads 
to an improved correlation between theory and experiment 
applied to the torsion of a simple frame. Four types of 
joint are examined and the effect of internal diaphragms 
- ii -
investigated. 
The same joint configurations are analysed theor-
etically using the finite element method, and the results 
compared with those of the experimental tests. 
L 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 
It has been said that a nation's development could 
oe measured by its network of roads and railways( 1 ), and 
therefore by its transport system. As the same author 
puts it, without exaggeration, "The history of transport-
ation is the history of the world". 
Recent events, such as the energy crisis and the 
necessity for the expansion of Continental trade, have 
caused many to re-evaluate their attitude towards the 
private motor car, and seek greater efficiencies from the 
systems for transporting goods and people. The pressure 
from the environmental protection and natural resource 
conservation groups has undoubtedly played a part in the 
wider re-evaluation of the whole transport system. Clearly, 
the next decade or two will see some radical changes in 
both the hardware and the operation of transport systems, 
in order to increase the efficiency. 
While the principal source of major savings is in 
fuel costs, it is obvious that the dead weight will have 
considerable influence on the economy. The productivity 
of a transport system is measured in terms of its payload, 
distance, speed and cost, and since the maximum weight of 
a vehicle is fixed by legislation (The Construction and 
Use Regulations), the payload will increase as dead weight 
/ 
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decreases. Smaller, but also beneficial influences of 
decreases in dead weight, are decreased fuel consumption 
apd less tyre wear when unladen. 
Of course, the commercial vehicle is by no means as 
cost sensitive to dead weight as aircraft, in which a 
pound of weight saved is more than gained in pounds of 
sterling earned per annum. Thus, the extra cost in terms 
of design, development and production complexity, is 
usually amply compensated for by the operating economies. 
There is some evidence( 2 ) that operators are willing to 
pay something on the basic cost of a vehicle for decrease 
in weight, thus recognising the extra earning potential 
of the vehicle. 
It is therefore essential that the design processes 
used in commercial vehicles, which have largely been 
developed by empirical rules stemming from experiment and 
experience, are thoroughly examined, and, if possible, a 
scientific reasoning established which will bear extra-
polation into regions in which little or no experience 
exists. 
This Thesis is an attempt to achieve this aim, and 
therefore probes some problem areas in vehicle structural 
design to a reasonable depth. Naturally, due to the 
restrictions of time, it is not possible to explore fully 
all areas which may be fruitful, and undoubtedly there are 
some problems that are just not mentioned at all. The 
' 
work concentrates on the static and quasi-static response 
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of various structures to the loading environment, and is 
an outcome of several years of work during which the 
author cooperated with various industrial organisations 
concerned with vehic~e design and construction. 
Acknowledgement is given to these companies and 
individuals for providing the stimulus for original 
thought. 
An area of considerable weight saving is that of 
the main longitudinal members of a chassis, and a detailed 
consideration of their design is given in Chapter 2. 
An experiment by the author< 3 >, in which the dynamic 
strains in a semi-trailer were recorded and analysed in 
order to estimate the fatigue life, revealed that 
considerable difference exists between allowable tensile 
and compressive stresses. This leads to the concept of a 
mono-symmetric beam section, for which the optimum design 
is thoroughly examined. The effect of web perforations, 
and variable depth, is also investigated, and according 
to these results< 4 >, a significant amount of weight may 
be saved. Previous work(S, G), had been restricted to 
symmetrical channel section beams, as used in many heavy 
vehicles, and of variable depth in the sense that such 
beams may consist of two.or three parallel portions, to 
alleviate problems coi.cerned with the pressing operations 
used in manufacture. These type of beam,s are not commonly 
used for heavy trailers, and thus the author's work is 
relevant to this type of market. 
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A fundamental appraisal of the problem of vehicle 
torsion and the induced stresses in the chassis, is 
presented in Chapter 3. This was undertaken because the 
limited amount of published work which was available 
either dealt with the problem rather descriptively(?, Bl, 
or concentrated attention on the joints to the exclusion 
of more generalised conclusions< 9 , lOl. In some earlier 
work the present author examined the problem of the 
optimum design in terms of stiffness-to-weight ratio of 
chassis-type structures(lll. However, it is by no means 
obvious that increased torsional stiffness is desirable, 
indeed, subsequent work(l2 l showed that under some 
circumstances, high torsional stiffness can have a 
deleterious effect on cornering performance. Further 
investigations were made into various types of chassis 
structure, and a much more fundamental consideration of 
the torsional loading imposed on vehicles. Thus, 
Chapter 3 has been written to provide an integrated record 
of this work, logically covering the above mentioned 
investigations, and deriving generalised conclusions where 
possible, particularly in regard to minimising the weight 
of structure associated with torsion. 
The heavy longitudinal beams of the conventional 
chassis may be dispensed with in box vans, particularly 
when articulated. Under these circumstances, the weight 
of the payload is transmitted to the suspension points by 
shear and bending in the box van sides. As these sides 
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are quite deep in comparison with their length, and 
composed of thin sheet material attached to stiffeners, 
which are generally vertical, it is by no means obvious 
that simple beam theory would adequately describe the 
stress distribution. The principal effect is one that is 
described by the words 'shear diffusion• and is familiar 
to those who have worked with thin sheet construction with 
discrete stiffeners, such as found in aircraft. A simple 
computer model is described in Chapter 4 which accounts 
for this effect, and is applied to several two dimensional 
and three dimensional examples, covering a uniform van 
side, a van side with a large door cut-out in which the 
door frame has finite bending stiffness, and a box struc-
ture with, or without, warping restraint. It is shown 
that this method has considerable advantage over the 
'Force Method' which is 
structures ( 8 ' 13 ' 15 ' 
conventionally used for such 
16' 17' 18) 
• The theory is 
compared with the results of an experiment on a scale 
model of a van side with a large cut-out. 
One of the assumptions usually made in the analysis 
of frames is that the joints between members are perfect, 
that is, infinitely stiff. In practise this condition is 
by no means satisfied, particularly in structures which 
are mass produced and the number of extra fittings reduced 
to an absolute minimum. · The joints between the sills and 
door posts are a typical example, so too are the joints 
between the chassis longitudinals and cross members in a 
- 5 -
heavy truck or trailer. There has been some work 
published (tg, 20 • 21 • 22 >on the efficiency of joints in 
conventional framed structures and the effects on 
structural response •. In the automotive field there have 
been some related studies ' 23 • 24 • 25 • 26 >which mainly 
concentrate on the flexibility connecting the moment and 
rotation at a joint. The work reported in Chapter 5 
investigates joints between box members in which another 
type of flexibility may be important, that connecting the 
shear and relative displacement at a joint. Some con-
figurations were tested with internal diaphragms to 
stiffen the cross section, as it was found that the dis-
tortion of the cross section under some loading conditions 
was quite marked. Culminating the series was a test on an 
assembled structure which utilised typical joints, and the 
torsional stiffness of the structure 1r1as considerably 
reduced from the 'perfect joint• condition. Using the 
experimentally determined joint stiffness, this reduction 
in stiffness was predicted to a reasonable degree of 
accuracy. 
The same joint configurations have been analysed by 
the Finite Element Method, using a computer programme 
known as PAFEC 70+ developed by a group at Nottingham 
University. After initial convergence checks to establish 
an economic element arrangement, the results, reported in 
Chapter 6, are given in terms of detailed deflection modes 
f.or jo,ints· with and without stiffening diaphragms. These 
' . ' '. . ' 
are compared with the results of the previous Chapter. 
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CHAPTER 2 
LONGITUDINAL BENDING OF A PLATFORM SEMI-TRAILER 
2~1. Introduction 
In this Chapter, the efficient design of the structure 
required to resist longitudinal bending is considered. 
The influence of allowable stresses, and hence 
material specification, is firsbiy examined, and this is 
followed by a thorough investigation of the use of mono-
symmetrical beam sections. The principles of constrained 
. 
optimisation are applied to this concept and some 
numerical results are given. 
Where quantified results are thought to be necessary 
to the argument, an example is taken of a typical 9.2m 
(30 ft.) semi-trailer carrying a payload of 19000 kg 
(18.5 tons), a typical combination in the Road Vehicle 
(construction and use) Regulations. 
2.2. Loading 
The layout of a 9.2m semi-trailer was taken from the 
"Pitt Trailers" information sheet, and used as the basis 
for comparative structural studies. 
Three loading cases were assumed:-
(1) A uniformly distributed load equal to the payload 
acting on the whole length of the chassis. 
(2) A uniformly distributed load acting on the portion of 
- 7 -
the chassis to the rear of the centre of the rear 
suspension. The magnitude of the load is equal to 
the payload multiplied by the fraction of loaded 
length to total ~ength. 
(3) A braking acceleration of tg acting on the total 
payload, which is assumed to be flexible, and has a 
centre of gravity lm above deck level. 
Figs. 2.1., 2.2., and 2.3., show this information. 
The design bending moment was taken as the largest of the 
combined values from CasEB (1) and (3), and of Case (2). 
The use of static (lg) loading is common practise in 
industry(S, 6 • 27 ) whils~ the rear loading case is similar 
t:o that suggested by Pawlowski ( 8 ) , although numerical 
magnitudes are not suggested. 
2.3. Material Choice 
Bearing in mind the comparative cheapness of steel, 
its availability, ease of welding and general durability, 
there seems little point in examining other materials, 
such as aluminium alloys and other more expensive 
materials. 
At first sight there appears to be a potential weight 
saving by using a higher strength steel such as B54360( 28) 
Grade 55, which has a specified yield stress of 430 N/mm2 
(29T/in2 ) in comparison 1vith the commonly used BS968( 29 )of 
340 N/mm2 (23T/in2 ) yield stress. The commercially 
available "Thirty-Oak" steel fulfills BS4360 Grade 55 and 
- 8 -
is apparently used on some trailers, according to maker's 
publicity. The sensitivity of the cross sectional area of 
I·beams to design stress, web depth and web thickness is 
shown in Fig. 2.4. This indicates that the cross 
sectional area of the beams for the example trailer could 
be reduced to approximately 85% of the original design by 
increasing the design stress to such levels. However, 
comparison of the performance of various steels in a 
fatigue environment( 30) indicate that most of the strength 
advantage could be lost for long life structures. The 
increased notch sensitivity of high yield strength steels 
is _now expressed in terms of crack propagation rate in the 
rapidly advancing theory of fracture mechanics, which is 
finding application in the automotive industry< 31 • 32 >. 
There is also some evidence( 30) to show that the fatigue 
strength of some steels is reduced by overstraining, as 
shown by Fig. 2.5. taken from the above reference. Such 
overstraining occurs from time to time when a heavily 
loaded vehicle encounters a bump of unusual magnitude. 
That the stress at any specified point in the 
structure has a fluctuating component is obvious for a 
semi-trailer which is subject to road surface irregular-
ities transmitted by the suspension. Such vibrations are 
random in nature and thus the choice of design stress must 
be based on random process theory or some statistical 
·approximation • 
. It is apparent that, some regions have such a high 
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mean compressive stress that the fluctuations never (or 
very seldom) cause the stress to be tensile under a given 
loading condition. This situation is found in the com-
pressive flange of the longitudinal beams of a heavily 
loaded trailer. Under no payload conditions, the 
fluctuating component may very well produce tensile 
excursions, but, in general, these stresses will be small 
and cause practically no fatigue damage. Some idea of the 
relative size of the mean stresses under maximum payload 
and zero payload may be obtained by the ratio of the total 
trailer weight to unloaded weight, which is typically 
between 6 and 7. 
Whilst the maximum payload condition (Case 1) causes 
the majority of the longitudinal beams to sag, thereby 
causing compressive stress in the upper flanges, it should 
be noted that the rearward payload condition (Case 2) will 
reverse the sign of the stresses. Thus, the upper flange 
will suffer some fatigue damage during the operation of 
this latter loading condition. Although no statistics are 
available to indicate the relative frequency of occurrence 
of these two conditions, simple observation is that the 
ratio is probably greater than 2;1 in favour of Case 1. 
Fig. 2.3. shows that the·ratio of the maximum bending 
moments is approximately 4.5:1, and consideration of these 
two facts leads to the opinion that Case 2 may be neglected 
for design purposes. Estimates of the amount of fatigue 
damage caused by Case 2 are impossible to make from 
- 10 -
existing data, since the stress levels are very close to 
the fatigue limit, thus giving almost infinite life. 
Unless very high stress concentrations are present 
(which would cause te~sile stress even though the applied 
stress was compressive), compressive regions suffer no 
fatigue damage and thus the design criterion follows from 
the specification of the probability of allowing the 
applied stress to exceed the yield stress. A typical 
figure used is that for every 1 1 000 peaks in the fluctuat-
ing stress, only one should exceed yield stress. 
A further cause of fatigue failure in regions 
apparently under compressive stress is the presence of 
tensile residual stress, caused, in this case, by longitud-
inal welding seams joining flange to web. The high 
temperature generated at the weld usually causes a 
localised compressive strain beyond the yield, which, on 
cooling, becomes a residual tensile strain (or stress). 
The fluctuating component of applied compressive stress 
causes this localised tensile stress to become fluctuating, 
with a lower mean (tensile) stress than the original 
residual stress. Hence fatigue failure will eventually 
initiate at a stress raiser in the welded material. The 
process of stress relief; either thermally or by the 
vibration method is on~ answer to this problem, although 
the early life of the trailer may well, in effect, initiate 
·and complete this process, before fatigue cracks propagate 
to any damaging extent. 
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However, in regions where tensile stress predominates, 
such as the tension flange of the longitudinal beams, the 
specification of the allowable stress must be based on 
some assessment of the fatigue damage caused by the 
repeated application of typical loading spectrum. Fatigue 
damage laws (33 • 34 • 35 )take into account every significant 
peak in the fluctuating stress, and this fact, when 
combined with allowances for local stress raising effects, 
produces an allowable stress which is usually considerably 
less than that derived from the yield point criterion. 
Stress raisers in steel caused by various welding con-
figurations are adequately covered in BS153( 3G) which is 
sufficient for the highly stressed areas in the long-
itudinals where stress raisers caused by holes, shoulders, 
etc., should not occur. The metallurgical changes caused 
by welding also degrade the fatigue performance of the 
higher strength steels to levels similar to that of the 
original steel for which the data of BS153 applies. 
The application of this technique to a semi-trailer 
chassis, was described by the present author at a recent 
(3) 
conference and is given in Appendix I for convenience. 
· From the foregoing discussion it is apparent that 
quite different allowable stresses may be used for 
compression and tensile regions. This leads us to a 
consideration of a beam section which is unsymmetrical 
about the neutral. axis, which will show some weight saving 
over symmetrical sections. The following section 
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investigates the concept of an unsymmetrical I beam, other-
wise known as mono-symmetric< 37>. 
2.4. Monosymmetric I. Beam Section 
In this first section of analysis, we shall investi-
gate the amount of weight that may be saved by reducing 
the area of the compression flange. At this stage, we 
may regard the flanges as "point" areas, and the web as 
fully effective in bending. The tensile stress, crT , in 
the lower flange area AT , will be constant and equal to 
the permissible stress to give the required fatigue life • 
. 
The compressive stress, ~ , in the upper flange of area 
Av, is permitted to exceed ~T , and is only limited by 
the yield strength of the material divided by the design 
factor. The web is of cons'tant thickness l::w and of 
depth ~. The stress distribution is described in terms of 
the coordinate ~ measured upwards from the centre of the 
tensile flange. Thus:-
er= 
}_ Note that the sign of the permissible 
compressive stress is positive. 
The integration of the stress over the whole area of 
o-T 
the 
Section gives the total end load, which is necessarily 
equal to zero. 
Thus 
0 :: 
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.. : ( 
hence 
The total area A of the Section is given by 
= 
h nee A = Ar ( I + c,ll.:ow )( I -t "-r ) p..,. <Ye-
For a symmetrical I beam, the total area ~s is given 
by:-
Thus the ratio of the weight of a monosymmetric to 
that of a symmetric I beam is given by 
:: 
(1 + cltw V\ + QJ) 2 .!:.... ()c:,.. 
2 + cl. bw 
t\.,. 
This relationship is shown in Fig. 2.6. and a typical 
result is a 10% weight saving with a compressive stress 
50% greater than the tensile stress with a typical web 
area to flange area ratio of 1.3. 
An alternative analysis which corresponds to the 
reinforcement scheme often adopted in practice is to 
consider a symmetrical I beam of area Ao which is re-
inforced by the addition of an area b~ to the tensile 
flange. 
The shift in the neutral axis from the centre is 
given by:-
-) 1-t M 
Ao 
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Thus the flange stresses are:-
o-, ~ M cl ('2. I ) 1-+ b. A-2.1 A-o 
cr-<- "- M cl. (.It ) 2I t.r. Ao 
In terms of the original (unreinforced) value of the 
second moment of area 1 1 the new value of I is:-o 
The reduction in the tensile (and compressive) 
stresses caused by adding tensile reinforcement is shown 
in Fig.2.7. derived from the above analysis. For example, 
the addition of tensile reinforcement of 10% of the 
original beam area would reduce the tensile stress to 77% 
of the original value and the compressive stress to 93% of 
the original value. 
The addition of reinforcement by welding the edges 
and a 15° - 20° runout at the ends would not significantly 
affect the fatigue life 
of the structure accord-
ing to BS153( 3G) since 
the fatigue life is 
already degraded from the 
"as rolled" condition, by 
virtue of the fact that 
most trailers use fabricated beams which are manually 
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welded longitudinally. Thus, the weight advantage gained 
would not be lost by having to decrease the design (tensile) 
stress. 
2.5. Optimum Design of a Monosymmetrical Beam 
As the flange areas decrease with increasing depth 
for constant bending moment and the web area increases 
(the thickness of the web will be assumed constant, the 
minimum commensurate with robustness and a reasonable 
corrosion life) there will be an optimum depth, at which 
the total cross sectional area is a minimum. 
Continuing the analysis of Section 2.4. we will 
establish relationsh:i.ps between the flange areas and the 
applied bending moment M. 
The total moment carried is given by:-
0 
where () = 
After integrating and substituting, the equations for 
Ac·and AT are: 
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The main parameter left to the designers• discretion 
is the depth of the beam. The moment is specified, as is 
the web thickness, for reasons already stated. The allow-
able tensile stress is also specified from a fatigue point 
of view. In the first instance, let us assume that the 
allowable compressi ve stress is also fixed •· 
The minimum cross sectional area (and weight) will be 
obtained therefore by setting ol\ = O. After some algebra 
a cL 
it can be shown that the optimum depth is given by:-
o...'-
on = 
It is easy to show that 
> 0 
thus we may be assured that the area is a minimum at this 
optimum point. 
Some numerical results of the variation of the total 
cross sectional area with depth and tensile to compressive 
stress ratio is given in Fig. 2.8. The values of moment, 
tensile stress and (effective) web thickness are relevant 
to the example trailer. 
It is obvious that a well defined optimum depth 
exists for any given value of stress ratio. It is also 
apparent that an optimum stress ratio exists for any given 
depth, which implies that the material specification for 
the compression flange may be selected from a knowledge of 
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) , 
the optimum stress ratio. 
The data from the curves is presented in a different 
manner in Fig.2.9. in which contours of total cross 
sectional area (divid~d by web thickness) are shown 
against the two variables - depth and stress ratio. This 
form of figure is one used to illustrate numerical "hill 
climbing" techniques( 3S) in automated optimum design. In 
our case, the ''hill'' is actually a depression, since we 
are seeking the lowest point of (minimum) cross sectional 
area. Clearly, the lowest point occurs at a stress ratio 
of 0.5 and a depth of 0.423m (16.7in)for the value of the 
parameter taken as example. 
This can be verified by using the standard technique 
<39 >of partial differentiation of the equation with 
respect to each design variable, and solving the resultant 
set of simultaneous equations. In our case, the function 
to be minimised is:-
f.. 
"' 
M c·-;') + ~("2.+ .i-t -;-) 
bv-~ er, bv-~ b "(' 
where 
-r-
"'" 
o-;-
o-c-
now bet) 0 ( ~) 0 ::. 
-
act ()'(" 
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gives 
.,_ bM (~ I I ) (,l ': on a-... t...,., 
... 
"(" 
and 13 3_, 2. l 0 :: -+ -2 ':2. 
The solution of this equation in the region of 
interest, is r = 0.5. which leads to:-
For the value of o--.t.w 
2 
= 0.090m as chosen for the 
figures, this gives d = 0.423m (16.7in). 
It is instructive to compare the cross sectional area 
of this monosymmetrical beam 1~ith that of an optimised 
beam of symmetrical section. In this case the stress ratio 
is unity and the optimum depth is given by:-
Using the previous value for M/ L gives d = 0.521m 
0"-r '--w 
(20.5 in), and a total cross sectional area of 2470 (mm) 2 
2 0.84 in ). The comparabie area for the monosymmetrical. 
beam is 2280 (mm) 2 (3.54 in2 ), showing a weight factor of 
0.923 i.e. 7.7% saving. 
However, there are several.practical constraints that 
must be considered. Since the compression flange is the 
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smallest, it is appropriate to consider how small it can 
be. 
Obviously, the area must be positive, since negative 
areas have no physical meaning. Thus:-
From previous analysis 
Hence:-
P. = c. 
As the compressive stress is greater than the tensile 
stress, the right hand side of the inequality is always 
positive ~Jhich is as it should be since the left hand side 
is defined as positive. 
The boundary satisfying this condition is shown on 
Fig.2.9. The fact that the line crossed the optimum point 
may be shown algebraically for all values of M f.. 1 and o;. c..., 
indicates that the optimum design always has a vanishingly 
small compression flange. 
· The optimum configuration of the beam has thus become 
a Tee section, and since the edge of the web is laterally 
unsupported and in compression, it would buckle at quite 
low stress levels, leading to an inefficient design. Thus, 
the following section will consider the problem of the 
minimum size of the compression flange which will- stabilise 
the web. 
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2.6. Stability of the Section 
It is apparent that the compression flange must have 
a. finite area in order to stabilise the compression edge 
of the otherwise unsupported web. The word "stabilise" is 
used here in the sense of "to prevent buckling", although 
it is recognised that the ''Classical'' buckling, as 
predicted by the small deflection theories stemming from 
Euler 1 s analysis of slender struts, seldom occurs in 
practical structures. Compression failure occurs as a 
result of the magnification of initial irregularities 
causing stresses which exceed the elastic limit. Such 
magnification is generally non-linear and increases 
rapidly as the compressive load approaches the classical 
buckling load, so that the level of the classical buckling 
load is an indication of the compressive failure load. Of 
course, the engineer's interest in classical buckling 
calculations is caused by the absence of a more reliable 
method applicable to wide ranges of configurations. For 
certain classes of structures (struts of sturdy section, 
thin cylinders) much experimental work has been achieved 
leading to semi-empirical methods of compressive strength 
prediction, but for the structure under consideration here-
in, no such methods exist and we are forced to use the 
classical approach. 
The problem is then, the instability of an I beam 
under pure bending, which has a sturdy tensile_flange, a 
lighter compression flange and a thin web, al)d is supported 
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at frequent intervals by cross members which may be 
rigidly attached to, or adjacent to, the compression 
f~ange. 
The lateral support of the compression flange given 
by the cross members is of considerable significance in 
the buckling calculations, since the distance between 
them determines the length of the strut, regarding for a 
I 
moment1 the beam as a strut. Most trailers allow the cross 
members to pass through the web of the beam with sufficient 
welding to transmit the vertical shear. The centroid of 
the cross member section is therefore close to the corn-
pression flange under normal loading conditions. The 
cross members are fastened to the deck planks, which run 
longitudinally, and this provides considerable resistance 
to relative motion of the cross members along their long-
itudinal axes. Thus it can be seen that the cross members 
provide approximately simply supported conditions to the 
lateral motion of the compression flange. 
Since the tensile flange is relatively large, its 
lateral motion is unlikely to be significant, thus it is 
reasonable to consider that torsional rotation of the 
cross section is prevented at the cross member positions. 
The modes of instability which will be considered 
are:-
(i) Flange local instability 
(ii) Flange lateral instability 
(iii) Flange vertical instability 
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· (iv) Web-plate instability 
(v) Lateral/torsional instability of cross section. 
These modes are illustrated in Fig. 2.10. 
Obviously these ~odes cannot exist in one part of the 
cross section without distorting other parts (except for 
{v)). Generally, assumptions are made which separate the 
modes, and these lead to conservative critical loads. For 
instance, predictions of flange local and web-plate 
instability are usually made by assuming hinged conditions 
at the junction. As the compression flange could be very 
small, a further mode which may be present is a combina-
tion of (ii) and (iv) in which the flange waves laterally 
in combination.~ith the web. This is analysed herein by 
the "classical" energy technique< 4o). 
The guide issued by the Column Research Council{ 4t) 
covers the various modes (i) - {v) suggesting the follow-
ing criteria, where the numbers correspond to the 
previously defined modes of instability. 
(i) 0·4-2S 1\-.. g (\:;.c..)>. 
12..(1-">•'-) b._ 
Conservative, since hinged conditions are assumed at the 
joint. 
(ii) 
where 
f l. : 
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(iii) J_ <. 0·4-S 
"" 6w ac. 
.(iv) c-c.. . \0 E. (~r 
This is derived from Timoshenko( 40) for a single 
value of ~~1. (= 3) and is used in the absence of further 
o-r 
information. Conservative, since hinged conditions are 
assumed at the joints. 
(v) I · 2 er-c. L ( l + 
E be (12.+ h) b.,. 
The lower limit maintains lateral stability up to q;, 
the upper prevents torsional instability. 
Strictly speaking, the above inequality is applicable 
only to doubly-symmetric cross sections, and therefore its 
use in the present study is open to question. Barta•s 
. work (3 ?) is specifically applicable to monosymmetric 
shapes and is sufficiently wide in scope to accommodate 
most boundary conditions. However, several of the para-
meters necessary for the numerical evaluation of the 
equations are not available at an early design stage, 
particularly those which depend on the detailed descrip-
tion of the cross section, such as the shear centre 
position, centre of twist,and lateral second moment of 
area. Thus the detailed calculations for this mode of 
instability may only be performed at a "check-stress" 
stage, when the design parameters have been fixed. 
Therefore, in the following section, we will develop a 
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:.· 
simple formulation of the problem which will assist us in 
the design stage. 
The energy technique for the combination of flange 
lateral and web-plate instability utilises an assumed mode 
for the buckled shape. 
A simple structural model was made from Perspex in 
order to investigate the mode shape for the buckling of 
Tee section under bending with the leg of the Tee on the 
compression side. It represents the case of an I beam with 
a vanishingly small compression flange, and photographs of 
it in the unloaded and loaded conditions are sho1-m in 
Figs. 2.11. and 2.12. Although no quantitative measure-
ments were made (since Perspex exhibits creep), the model 
indicated a suitable mode shape for the buckling calcula-
tion and also confirmed that failure was a progressive 
.increase of lateral displacement. 
For a conservative estimate, the web is assumed to be 
hinged at its junction with the tension flange, and a 
simple linear mode on the web cross section is taken. In 
the lengthwise direction, the usual assumption is made of 
a sinusoidal variation of displacement giving an integer 
number of half waves between supports. Thus:-
w-
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The direct stress is 
linearly distributed 
thus: 
Since no curvature of the web is assumed in the y 
direction, the strain energy stored in the web is given by: 
The torsional stiffness of the compression flange is 
neglected and hence the strain energy stored in the fla.nge 
is given by:-
u = F 
The work done by the axial stresses in the web is given by: 
For the flange, the expression is: 
At an equilibrium position, i.e. buckling, the total 
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potential energy has a stationary value, i.e. 
olT : 0 
where Tf 
-
Performing these operations leads to an expression 
for the compressive stress at y = d (in the flange) which 
will cause this type of instability as 
'l. 2. 2 t 
E bw S V. 1t d. ( 1 ;- ¥ ) -t 3 ~ 
<J.,_, " ~6 (t- .y"- )d.'" ~ L,. j 
where 
2q. 6..,3 b <.. ('- •• ,-•-) 
b,/ cl 
The lowest buckling stress always occurs at n = 1, 
i.e. one half wave between each support which corresponds 
to the pin-ended condition for struts. A curious feature 
of the solution is that the critical compressive stress is 
decreased by increasing tensile stress. It is realised, 
of course, that the assumed mode of buckling is very much 
a first approximation, but the inclusion·of higher terms in 
the depthwise direction for the lateral displacement is 
unlikely to alter this feature. It is also contrary to the 
trend observed in Timoshenko's( 40) results for simply 
supported plates subjected to a linear stress distribution. 
The cause is apparently due to the mode, chosen as linear 
because of the "free" edge, where the compression is 
greatest - thus steeper stress gradients caused by higher 
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tensile stress, accentuate the mode and hence destabilise 
the system. Obviously, the analysis is only reasonable 
when only a small portion of the web is in tension, which 
occurs when the comp~ession flange area is considerably 
less than the tension flange. Material requirements aside, 
this condition appears to be met near optimum designs, and 
thus the solution is applicable for the purposes for which 
it is required. 
The various stability criteria may be represented 
graphically by boundaries in the design space. The main 
parameters which determine the stability of the beam are 
the width and thickness of the compression flange and the 
spacing of the lateral supports. Web thickness and depth 
have a smaller effect, and, in any case, the minimum web 
thickness is determined from the durability point of view, 
as mentioned earlier. Fig. 2.13. shows the stability 
boundaries derived from the various criteria. It is 
obvious that the lightest compression flange will have a 
minimum thickness, this will be determined from the same 
arguments as used on the minimum web thickness. All 
calculations are based on a minimum thickness of 4.8mm 
(.1875 in) for flanges and web. Lines of constant spacing 
between lateral supports are also shown, and it is obvious 
that the lightest flanges' are those which lie on the 
stability boundary for flange-lateral/web-plate buckling. 
Vertical buckling of the flange and web-plate buckling 
are prevented by two criteria on the web thickness to 
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height ratio, the most severe of which prohibits webs of 
greater depth than 2.5m for the chosen thickness. Obvious-
ly, practical beams will therefore satisfy this criterion. 
To investigate tpe flange-lateral/web-plate stability 
boundary more closely, further calculations were carried 
out, with the results shown in Fig. 2.14. Thus, at any 
specified length between lateral supports and compressive 
stress level, the intersection yields the required flange 
width to maintain stability. Since the flange thickness 
has. been fixed, the flange area may be calculated, with the 
results shown in Fig. 2.15 • 
. 
It is apparent that the required area of the corn-
pression flange depends on the level of the compressive 
stress, and to a lesser extent, on the tensile stress. 
Thus, the minimum area is influenced by the design factor, 
since dynamic stresses frequently exceed the static.levels. 
On severe surfaces (see Appendix I), dynamic stresses 
occasionally exceed 2.5 times the static stress, although 
the time of their application is very small. Thus, the 
flange area should be calculated for stress levels which 
exceed the static· case by some margin to allow xo~ dynamic 
buckling, or the occasional badly distributed load. Since 
the design (static) compressive stress is already greater 
than the design tensile stress, the ratio being in the 
region 1.3 - 1.6 then the stability of the beam should be 
ensured up to stress levels exceeding these figures. In 
order to derive Fig.2.14. a factor of 2.0 was taken for 
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·,; 
' 
this purpose. The maximum compressive stress is limited 
to the yield stress, since the stability decreases quite 
Sharply in the post yield region, this boundary is. shown 
in Fig.2.14. for BS 4360 grade SOB. 
2.7. Constrained Optimisation of Cross-Section 
Having the minimum compressive flange area now 
specified enables us to turn again to the problem of 
optimisation with a realistic constraint on flange area. 
The optimum depth and·stress ratio may now be obtained 
from Fig.2.9. by a numerical (or graphical) search along 
lines of constant flange'area, interpolating where 
necessary between the lines. Actually, since the flange 
area is influenced, to a small extent, by the compressive 
stress, there should be some iteration to settle a common 
value of stress ratio between Fig. 2.9. and Fig.2.15. but 
the changes are so small that the process is not worth-
while. Thus, on Fig.2.15. we may draw a further relation-
ship between flange area and optimum stress ratio. From 
this composite presentation, we may therefore obtain the 
optimum stress ratio (and hence depth) for a beam with 
various values of length between lateral supports, and 
finally calculate the required cross sectional area of the 
beam. In tabular form the results are:-
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2.8. Beam Longitudinal Profile 
The lower surface of the longitudinal members may 
have a simple profile commensurate with economic produc-
tion. Since the bending moment varies quadratically along 
the length of the trailer, it is possible that the optimum 
depth also varies along the length. The existence of 
alternative loading cases from which different distribu-
tions of bending moment are derived dictates that the 
envelope of the distributions should be used for the 
calculations. Obviously, there are constraints on the 
depth in the region of the fifth wheel, because the height 
of the fifth wheel plate on the tractor has a fixed height 
for loading bay requirements - thus restricts the depth 
available for the beam in this region and is the reason 
for the "swan-neck" in most trailer designs< 45 >. In the 
region of the rear suspension, similar restrictions are 
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apparent due. to the clearance required over the axle(s) at 
full upwards travel of the suspension. The bending moment 
in this region also varies rapidly due to the particular 
method of mounting th.e suspension. Thus, the simplest 
solution in such regions is to maintain constant depth 
from some convenient position which will satisfy the 
strength requirements for the region covered. 
From the foregoing, it is apparent that the central 
region of the longitudinal beams ·should be examined from 
the point of view of variable depth, but even so·, the 
practical aspects should be kept in mind, particularly 
. 
those relating to the obvious manufacturing convenience of 
keeping the flange area constant over such regions. 
To begin the investigation, we require a relationship 
between optimum depth and the bending moment parameter 
lv\ /o: I;; • Since we have an analytical form for the 
T yJ 
minimum flange area constraint, it is possible to formolate 
the problem mathematically. The cross-sectional area is 
given by:-
b. :; .!:1. ('" ...:t.l 
-+ d. ( 7.. + ..L+ -r) I;., a;. I:."" cl (; '(" 
where i"= OT 
ere. A~ On the constraint line = constant, we have the 
t:::., 
relationship between the depth and stress ratio as:-
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Substituting this equation into the preceding one, 
and carrying out the differentiation for the optimum point, 
leads to the equation:-
0 == !d~ + $?o.dv1 +J6(4o,.''+5lo<:) +ds(%<Xo. -24<><:) 
2 
where 
+ ci tt ( IJ-2 o<o..,_ 1- :!>Go<:.,_- sq o<. -l2o< o..) +cl G (qo «.a.z.- S4o< oJ 
+cl G (36 0.2.~2.- 32'toc2 + 72 ol2.o.) + d ( -~ztt o<'"'- (o'ii'o<3a.) 
2.16o< 3a.2. 
o~. == fVI I o-.,. b"' 
0... == :, A ... A 
w 
Clearly, no analyti.cal solutions are to be found to 
this eighth-order polynomial. 
To try an approY.imate approach, we may use the fact 
to be observed from Fig.2.9. that in the regions of the 
optima, the constraint lines are practically linear. 
Fitting least squares regression lines to the data of 
Fig.9. leads to the following expression:-
117- .Sot.~- A.:. 
b.., 
Obviously, the values of the constants are functions 
of the bending moment parameter, but let us neglect this 
variation for the moment. Substituting this in the 
expression for Ajl:. and differentiating for the optimum 
w 
leads to a sixth order polynomial with all terms present, 
which again will not have a convenient analytical solution. 
Let us try another type of approach which is based on 
the unco~trained optimisation. From Section 5 of this 
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Chapter, we may express the optimum depth as:-
= 
In the constrain~d case which was examined, the 
optimum value for depth was only 3% less than this value, 
although in terms of the stress ratio, the error is larger. 
By substituting this in the expression for 
can be shown that:-
(\ 
= ]? (M )''~ 
bw c-.,. l:.,v 
where ~3 ~ = '1' + I + ·~ ( "2. +;}. + -;-) 
"""· Since the area is proportional to the square root of 
the bending moment, it is apparent that no dramatic weight 
savings can be made at sections where the bending moment 
is less than the maximum, for instance, if the bending 
moment is halved, the cross sectional area is reduced to 
approximately 70% of the maximum. The weight saved at 
each section must be integrated over the length that is 
available for profiling, in order to give the volume 
saved. 
If the flange areas are kept 'constant along the length 
for obvious manufacturing convenience, we may obtain an 
expression for the required depth from the assumptions that 
the stress is constant along the length and equal to the 
optimum value calculated at the most highly loaded section. 
Now the area of the compressive flange i"s given by the 
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following expression, derived from the analysis in 
Section 2.5. -
This is equal to the flange area required at the most 
highly loaded section, where 
A A 
fv\ = M g_ cl ::. cl 
M "' 
)\ 
'.t + ~('{-1) = M :t. -+ ~(~-1) 
0:, b..., 0. 
A 
o-.. 6., cl 
Obviously for minimum area, the stress is constant 
along each flange, thus r and a;. are constants. The web 
thickness; tw, is obviously kept constant for ease of 
manufacture, thus the expression gives the relationship 
between the depth of the beam and the bending moment at 
any section. 
After some manipulation, the following expression 
may be obtained for the ratio of the depth at a section to 
the maximum depth:-
where 
.. 'l ( 
o; b.,., d '- t) 
The reduction in cross-sectional area ~A, is only 
due to the reduced web depth, thus the ratio of the cross 
sectional area saved to the maximum area, A, is given 
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by:-
Integrating this. between t, and t~, the limits 
available, which may be expressed as a fraction of the 
volume of the corresponding length of a non-profiled 
beam, V. Due to the form of the expression for~, it is 
a-
not possible to integrate analytically, so recourse has to 
be made to numerical integration. The integral may be 
written:-
~ 
/lV 
,.. 
J = J., bw 1- o( Mt. V ,.. .( -t, A. l, ~ 
A:numerical example was taken from the tesults of 
Section 2.7. appropriate to the following conditions:-
r = 0.67 
d = 0.389m (15.3 in) 
M = 0.0903(m) 2 (140 in2 ) 
Cl bw 
A = 3140 (mm) 2 (4.87 in2 ) 
Thelifnits of length available for profiling were 
taken as:-
11 = 2.54m (100 in) 
12 = 5.60m (220 in) 
The variation of bending moment was taken from Fig.2.3. 
The results are shown in Figs.2.16. and 2.17. 
Numerical integration by the trapezoidal rule results in a 
volume saved equal to 5.8% of the non-profiled beam. 
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To estimate the effectiveness of profiling the 
central region on the total weight saving on the beam, we 
must make assumptions regarding the remainder of the beam. 
For the forward end o~ the beam, since the depth is fixed 
by tractor clearance requirements as previously mentioned, 
there will be no effect due to profiling. The rear end, 
however, will have a marked effect, since the depth at 
rearend of the central region is reduced, it is obvious 
that either the profile is continued by a straight line, 
(or curved), projection of the central region, or that the 
beam is kept at constant depth. The latter may be more 
convenient in order that the suspension may be mounted 
easily on interchangeable links, or it may be that a 
projection of the profile results in an impractically 
shallovl depth at the rear extremity. Thus, taking the 
case of a constant depth for the rear part of the beams, 
so as to match the depth at the common station, the total 
volume saved is now 13.5% of that volume of the non-
profiled beam between the rear of the "swan-neck" and the 
rear extremity. Some of the weight thus saved may have to 
be put back in longer suspension mountings, but this can-
not be estimated without consideration of the detail design. 
One of the effects of a curved profile to the tension 
• 
flange is the setting up of depthwise compressive stresses 
in the web. These are similar to the so-called "Brazier" 
stresses induced in the webs of beams by the curvature 
caused by bending - a second-order effect. 
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For a flange with a (shallow) radius of curvature R, 
the "Brazier" stress is readily shown to be given by:-
M 
-
Such a compressive stress must be compared with the 
web instability stress in this mode, which is approxi-
mately given by(40>:-
Substitution of appropriate quantities in this 
equation show that the curvature due to beam bending is 
. 
negligible, but that the radius of curvature R of the 
flange should be at least 2.5m (100 in), a condition which 
is easily satisfied by the profile shown in Fig.2.17. 
The kink in the profile at the rear end of the 
profiled section will give rise to a concentrated load 
which must be diffused into the web by a full depth 
stiffener, but since the front suspension link will be in 
this region in any case, such a stiffener will already be 
required. 
2.9. Perforated Web Desiqn 
Since the thickness of the web is likely to be fixed 
by manufacturing and durability considerations, particularly 
in the central region where the shear is small, it may be 
worthwhile for us to consider ways of reducing the 
"effective" thickness of the web by perforations. 
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When a hole is introduced into a beam, the stress 
distribution around the region of the hole is changed from 
simple beam theory, and the maximum stress in the region 
is related to the simple beam theory stress (with no hole) 
by the stress concentration factor, as shown in the inset 
diagram. The magnitude of the factor depends on the shape 
of the hole, its size in relation to the depth of the web, 
and the hole spacing along the length. The maximum stress 
will occur at either 
the edge of the beam 
(the flange) or at the 
edge of the hole. 
Consequently, both stress 
concentration factors k1 
and k 2 must be considered. 
c 
If neither factor exceeds unity, then the fatigue 
strength of the beam is unaffected by the presence of the 
hole, and thus the effective thickness of the web is 
reduced without affecting the strength. No published 
data has come to hand regarding the stress concentration 
in I beams with perforated webs, although some exists for 
plain, rectangular section, beams <42 • 43 • 44 >. 
For circular holes, the concentration factors are 
less than unity if the diameter is less than 55% of the 
depth. A lengthwise spacing equal to the depth of the 
beam is sufficient to separate the disturbance in the 
stress fields caused by the holes, and thus the effective 
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web thickness is reduced to 76% by this means. 
Square holes with a small radius in the corners show 
a.similarly small disturbance in the bending stress field, 
provided the sides of the square are parallel to the edges 
of the beam. The size of the square may be equal to 0.6 
of the depth of the beam without any point in the stress 
field experiencing more than the nominal maximum (un-
perforated) bending stress. Spacing these holes tt x depth 
seems more satisfactory than every depth, as the depthwise 
stress due to Brazier effect is approximately doubled in 
the former and not trebled as in the latter case. By this 
means, the effective thickness is reduced to 74% of the 
unperforated value. 
Hexagonal holes in the web may be formed by cutting 
the web of a rolled I beam in a zig-zag fashion and then 
welding the two halves together to form a deeper beam. 
With a small corner radius, the maximum size of the 
hexagon in order not to cause a stress concentration factor 
greater than unity in the field is given by the side length 
of 0.32 x depth of beam. Assuming a spacing of equal to 
the depth, this configuration reduces the effective thick-
ness to 75% of the unperforated value. 
In all these cases, it is possible to increase the 
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size of the perforation further, trading off the further 
weight saved from the web with the extra flange area 
required in order to compensate for the increased flange 
stress. However, in ~he absence of any information on the 
penetration of the stress disturbance into the flange, it 
is not possible to perform any calculations on this subject. 
A single measurement of the hexagonal holes used by one 
trailer manufacturer showed a larger hole than that used 
herein, giving an effective thickness equal to 63% of the 
unperforated thickness. 
The minimum thickness commensurate with reasonable 
resistance against damage in everyday use and corrosion 
pitting for the preceding perforated webs is likely to be 
4.8mm (3/16 in) as used on severa+ existing large trailers. 
In order to consider the use of thinner material, it would 
be necessary to stabilise the web with vertical stiffeners, 
pressed in place. Taking a web of thickness 3.2mm <i in), 
the edges of the holes could be stabilised with 45° flange, 
and a single vertical stiffener could be introduced between 
each hole, as in the 
accompanying sketch. 
The slight increase in 
effective thickness 
caused by such schemes 
would be well worth it 
in terms of the improvement 
of stability of the section. However, the welding of such 
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thin webs to flanges of two or three times greater thick-
ness entails rather more skill in order to avoid burning 
through, and thus economies effected in weight saving may 
be lost in paying for longer production times. The fatigue 
life of the beam may be shortened by the high residual 
stresses induced by forming the web, particularly in the 
corners of the flanged holes. On balance, it is felt that 
such a system is not practical for trailers of reasonable 
durability and life. 
In conclusion, the effective web thickness may be 
reduced to approximately t of the nominal thickness with-
out reducing the bending strength. Thus, the 4.8mm 
(3/16 in) web becomes 3.6mm (0.141 in),which would save 
about 55kg (120 lb.) in weight in this size of chassis. 
2.10. Optimum Design of a Beam with Perforated Web 
Since the effective thickness of the web is reduced 
by perforations, and the stress distribution in the web is 
also changed, it is obvious that the optimisation of a~ 
mono-symmetrical I beam with a perforated web will be 
different to that in Sections 2.5. - 2.7 • 
. The first assumption that we shall make is that the 
size and shape of the hole is such that the stress concen-
tration factor at the hole edge is unity. This means that 
on each side of the neutral axis, the stress at the edge 
of the hole is equal to the flange stress. As the beam is 
unsymmetrical about the neutral axis, this will mean that 
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the hole is slightly offset from the centre of the web. 
This offset is ignored in the following analysis since:-
(a) The ratio of compressive to tensile stress is 
unlikely to exce.ed about 1f, according to the results 
in Section 2.7. 
(b) There is no readily available reference on position-
ing the hole in an unsymmetrical beam. 
The second assumption is that the integrated value 
of the curved stress distribution between the hole edge 
and the flange is equivalent to an average stress of 85% 
of the edge value and that the effective centroid of the 
distribution is at its mid-point. 
The inset diagram J--..o-
makes this clear. The D t==J-lJ -figure of 85% is taken 
I I 
from a single result for ,~ I> 
a round hole( 44'. The ( "" 1-.ole 
moment resisted by this EJ L_ 
stress distribution is 
given by: 
.where t• in the "geometric" effective thickness is given 
by: 
t.w cl-b 
cl 
Now, for a stress concentration factor of unity for round 
and hexagonal holes( 4J) we have:-
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d. 
Thus M = o-c. A~ c)._ 4 . :.77 ere- \:;'cl'> 
-
(:;;' 2. 
· o'4c~ cr.., cl 
Hence M 1:.' cl ( •ll\LI- 9:r 1- '';!,) . A = + c. cr._ cl 3 a-.. 
From the condition of zero axial load, we obtain:-
The effective cross sectional area will take into 
account the variation of actual web area along the length 
between holes, thus 
P, = Ac.+ Ar +- d!:" 
where 1::-' ,. fl 1::' ('1.>1) 
Performing the unconstrained optimisation as in 
Section 2.5. leads to the following equation:-
=- 0 
Taking a typical hole pitch of 1.5 x depth, leads to 
~ = 5/3, thus the solution is:-
0·23 
Hence cl0PT = .462m (18.2 in). 
Calculating the numerical value of the compression 
flange area, we obtain a negative figure, showing that 
such a design is not physically possible. Therefore, we 
must perform an optimisation with a realistic constraint 
on compression flange area. Clearly, to study the stab-
ility of such a flange on a perforated web will be 
extremely lengthy in view of the complicated nature of the 
stress field in the web. Thus, the results of Section 2.6. 
will be taken as suitable flange areas, since they are 
likely to be conservative in any case. 
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For the constrained optimisation, we maintain the 
area of the compression flange as AC' which leads to a 
relationship between the stress ratio and depth, thus:-
~ -+ ·Oit-Sci. 
a;. I:;' cl 
Now, we calculate the total effective cross sectional 
area for various values of d, and numerically (or graph-
ically) search for the optimum point. Taking a numerical 
example corresponding to the reults of Section 2.10. we 
obtain the following figures, which are also compared with 
the results for the unperforated web:-
(~'\) 0·3os 0·4S7 0•61 0-76 0·91 
Le.l'\~1::.1-. 
(i ") 1'2. I'S '2.lf 3o 3(, 
(l"i\rN '1- s-oo 2. :5"'10 ~boo 2..62-0 2.6'-{-o (~lOo) (~ I'S"o) (~I s-e) ('1>2..2-o) (~ 2 '8 o) 
1\r-eo.... (in)2 <, . "tt <,.<?>f 4·0 4·03 4-o6 
(4 -~I) (4-H) (4 ,(h) (s-o) (s.o9) 
( tv.) 0·'1- O•'t3 o-'l-6 0•47 0·47 ( 0 ."!,<)4) (o-3<)1) (o.=?.~) (o.:;SC) (o · 31>'6) 
Del'l:h (i") f'!f.~ 17-0 l'l'S-2. Ill' .s I '8 • 7 (ls.s) (t-s.'/) (IS. 3) (iS·2) (iS. '2.) 
CJ '-/, 
'l,.og 1-?8 1·37 1•30 1·19 
O'T (i •GS') (1-S<l) (1·<13) (1·34) (1·'2.3) 
N.B~ Unperforated figures are in brackets. 
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2 .11. vlarren Truss Concept 
Excellent structural efficiencies may be achieved by 
the Warren or Pratt truss type of structure, particularly 
if the ratio of shea~ force to bending moment is low. 
This is because the material resisting bending is 
positioned at the extremities of the cross section and 
shear is resisted by tension and compression in alternate 
diagonal members. The t.ensile members are designed on the 
basis of a specified fatigue life, and the compression 
members on instability or yielding at the proof condition. 
The economic production of such a structure would require 
the assembly of an upper and lower rail (or rails) which 
would be continuous over several bays, to a preformed 
zig-zag web member as in the sketch below:-
======:::;:::====~====~,~i l) rr",.. c f..o re{ 
There are several problem areas as far as structural 
behaviour is concerned. They are:-
(1) The secondary stresses caused by the members being 
rigidly connected at the joints will decrease the 
fatigue performance. 
(2) The stability of the compression chord is likely to 
prove problematic, since it would probably consist 
of two slender members of the same cross-sectional 
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area. 
(3) Lateral bracing may be required for general 
durability. 
(4) The sharp change in extensional rigidity of the 
longitudinal members at the joints is a potential 
stress raiser which may decrease the fatigue life. 
Until some adequate experimental work is achieved on 
the fatigue performance of such a structure, it cannot be 
considered as a serious alternative to the fabricated beam. 
2.12. Integrated Deck- Compression Flange 
The deck on a semi-trailer is usually of wood some 
25 - 32mm (1in - 1fin) thick, in longitudinal planks. 
This is laid on steel cross beams, pitched at 0.3 - 0.6m 
(12in - 24in). It is obvious that neither of these 
contribute to the longitudinal bending strength. 
Sandwich plates are renowned for their structural 
efficiency under lateral loading, and also stability under 
in-plate compression. The facing material may be wood 
(usually plywood), aluminium alloy, steel, or glass re-
inforced plastics, etc., whilst the core may be a honey-
comb of paper, plastic, aluminium, or end grain balsa 
wood, or a plastic foam. 
If we consider replacing the wooden deck and cross 
beams with sand\~ich plates, then in order to ·obtain a 
significant contribution to the longitudinal strength, we 
must use a metal faced plate, such as aluminium alloy or 
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steel. 
To reduce costs to a minimum, the steel facings would 
be preferable, even when consideration is given to the 
cost of applying an a_nti-slip treatment to the upper 
surface. The nominal surface . 2 loadings of 8.4kN/m 
(1.2 lb/in2 ) may be supported by 25mm (1 in) thick sandwich 
with 1.6mm (0.064 in) steel facing sheets, ·resting on the 
longitudinal beams assumed to be 1.4m (54 in.) apart. The 
bending stress induced by the lateral load is less than 
15% of the proof stress, the design requirement being 
panel stability in longitudinal compression caused by the 
bending. Using end-grain balsa wood core material, the 
construction weighs approximately the same as existing 
. . 
wooden deck/steel cross beam designs to carry the same 
loading. The advantage of course, is that the compression 
flanges of the longitudinal beams has been eliminated, 
thus saving considerable weight. 
However, the main problem, which must be solved by 
engineering development, is the provision of structurally 
efficient joints to connect the vertical shear webs to the 
sandwich plates, and also to connect the plates together 
across the width. Welding is not possible because of the 
balsa wood core and adhesive, and thus bolting, or some 
form of rivetting, is necessary. Such mechanical joints 
are generally made through a preformed (usually extruded) 
member to prevent localised crushing of the plate, 
alternatively the faces may be held apart by "bobbins" 
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acting as distance tubes. A further possibility is the 
introduction of hardwood strips along the joint lines. It 
can be seen that .weight and cost are both increased signif-
icantly due to this d~fficulty. The exact trade-off 
between total weight saved and increased material and 
production costs can only be determined after a very 
detailed design and production appraisal. One design 
possibility is shown in Fig. 2.18. 
The durability of such a deck may only be assessed 
after prototype testing, and the inability to fasten loads 
down by nailing into a timber deck may be resented by some 
operators. 
2.13. Cross Member Design. 
In view of the uncertain economic benefits of the 
sandwich deck concept, it is appropriate to consider the 
design of cross members to support the conventional wooden 
deck. 
The normal technique is to use a rolled steel channel 
section - usually approximately 100mm deep with SOmm 
flanges (4 in. x 2 in.) and 3.8- 4.8mm (5/32- 3/16 in.) 
thickness and pitched at 0.6m (2 ft.). Thinner deck planks 
may be used if the pitch of the beams is decreased. The 
beams usually pass through the web of the longitudinal 
beams and are welded in place. 
The cost of a steel pressing becomes competitive with 
rolled section v1hen the production run reaches large 
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figures (say/ 1000) 1 thus for cross members, which number 
12 to 20 per trailer, they become competitive after 50 -
60 trailers have been made, which may be only a small 
proportion of a year'? production in one of the major 
manufacturers. 
The structural advantage with a pressing is that it 
may be contoured, in this case, shaped to provide the 
vertical stiffeners required for the web. The pressing 
would be made such that it satisfies the deepest of long-
itudinal cross sections, the less deep cross sections 
would necessitate trimming the lower extremity of the 
pressing- a simple hand'or machine task. 
The pressing shown in Fig. 2.19. weighs approximately 
the same as existing cross members but eliminates the 
necessity of extra vertical stiffeners for the web - thus 
saving a small amount of weight. Since the section is 
deepest where the bending moment is large, the pressing is 
considerably stronger than the normal constant section 
beam. The problem of seam welding the 3.2mm (i in.) 
material to the thicker flanges of the longitudinals may 
be troublesome and may require some development. 
2.14. Conclusions 
In order to make specific comparisons between the 
various schemes for improving the structural efficiency 
of the longitudinal beams, the weight of six beams was 
calculated, each employing one or more of the methods. 
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The results appear in Fig. 2.20. and may be put in order 
of weight saved as follows:-
(1) Symmetrical I beam 
(2) Mono symmetrical .I beam 
(3) Profiled Symmetrical I beam 
(4) Monosymmetrical I beam with perforated web 
(5) Profiled monosymmetrical I beam 
(6) Profiled monosymmetrical I beam with 
perforated web 
- 170kg 
- 162kg 
- 140kg 
- 133kg 
- 120kg 
- 115kg 
In each case, the section has been of optimum depth 
at the most highly loaded position, with practical con-
straints on web thickness and compression flange a.rea. 
Profiling has been calculated on the basis of constant 
flange area and stress along the length. The weights 
refer to a single beam, starting at the rear of the "swan-
neck" (at station 2. 52m) to the rear _extre.mity, a total 
length of 6.68m which represents 73% of the length of the 
example semi-trailer. 
It is worth pointing out that the beams are not of 
the same strength, for although the tensile stress (and 
hence the fatigue life) has been kept the same (125N/(mm) 2 , 
the compressive stress in (2) and (5) is 180 N/(mm) 2 and 
in (4) and (6) is 170 N/(mm) 2 , which are the optimum 
values for these configurations. These higher stresses 
are well within the 
strength sttuctural 
specified yield stress of the higher 
2 
steels, typically 430 N/(mm) • 
The use of Warren truss type structure may result in 
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improved efficiency, but numerical comparison cannot be 
made in view of the unknown fatigue performance. Further 
work on this aspect needs to be done. 
The integrated d~ck is a concept which cannot be 
evaluated with any accuracy, due to the weight allowances 
which need to be made for structural joints in the deck, 
and the doubtful customer reaction. 
The use of pressings for cross members is recommended 
as it leads to greater strength and more support for the 
web with no weight penalty. 
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CHAPTER 3 
TORSION OF CHASSIS FRAt1ES 
3.1. Introduction 
Torsional stiffness - does it need to be high or low? 
What is the effect of suspension stiffness? If torsion 
resisting structure is needed, how is it best distributed? 
These are some of the questions in the mind of the 
designer of the vehicle chassis, and this Chapter will 
examine some of the aspects of designing for torsion -
starting with simple loading considerations and leading to 
the optimum design of ladder frames. 
Four types of torsional loading are identified, cover-
•ing asymmetrically distributed loading, ground plane twist, 
lateral acceleration due to cornering and static turning 
forces. 
Two simplified chassis models are considered - the 
"backbone", consisting of one or more torsionally resistant 
longitudinal members, and the ladder frame, consisting of 
two torsionally flexible longitudinals connected by several 
or many torsion resistant members. 
3.2. Loading Cases 
The design of commercial vehicle chassis frames prin-
cipally revolves around the bending strength required in 
the longitudinal members( 27 >. For good structural 
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efficiency, deep beams are used with thin webs and 
flanges. As these members have low inherent torsional 
stiffness, cross members are added to provide some tor-
sional resistance and. stability to the structure. 
Four principal torsional loading cases may be identi-
fied, which may be superimposed in various combinations 
according to the type of expected operation. They are:-
Case (1) 
Vehicle static with load asymmetrically distributed. 
This "dead weight" condition may also be used as a steady 
velocity case, in which dynamic load factors of between 1.3 
and 2.0 are introduced to account for the operation on 
bumpy roads and related fatigue criteria< 3 >. 
Case (2) 
Vehicle static with ground plane twisted. The sus-
pension may accommodate the majority of the twist depending 
on its roll stiffness, but, in so doing, the chassis will 
be subjected to torsion. 
Case (3) 
Vehicle under steady lateral acceleration, causing 
cornering. The payload, due to the height of its centre 
of gravity above the roll axis, causes a large torque 
which is reacted by the front and rear suspensions. The 
influence of torsional stiffness on this distribution has 
been examined in a previous note< 12 >. 
Case (4) 
Vehicle subject to large turning forces at low forward 
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velocity. This is particularly severe in rear multi-axle 
configurations where, due to tyre scrub, large turning 
forces are required. In articulated vehicles, the tractor 
may be at a right ang_le to the trailer axis during 
manoeuvring, causing a large torque due to the wheel scrub. 
These cases are illustrated in Fig.3.1. 
3.3. Torsion Induced by Loading Cases 
In order to facilitate the calculation of the induced 
torque, the chassis has been simplified into a single 
torsionally resistant member, supported at its extremities 
by the suspension and axle beams, which have been repres-
ented by a simple rotational spring. Thus the model may 
represent any conventional commercial vehicle chassis, and 
in the case of multi-axle configurations each rotational 
spring would represent the group of front or rear sus-
pensions. For semi-trailers the front rotational spring 
would be the effective rotational rate at the fifth wheel 
coupling, thus including the tractor suspension and torsion-
al stiffness. It should be noted that this model is only 
used to obtain induced torque, and not for structural 
analysis, thus its crudity will not restrict the derived 
results. Also, the properties of the model are derived 
from analysis of realistic representations of chasses. 
Comparison of the structural performance of the model with 
finite element calculations are made in Section3.4.1. 
In terms of the road spring stiffness k, and the 
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tyre stiffness k1 , the effective rotational stiffness is 
given by:-
k ::. 
where Bs and Bw are the lateral distance between the 
springs and tyre centres respectively. For multi-axle 
groups the stiffnesses represent the total stiffness of 
each side of the group. This equation is valid only for 
simple (non-linked) suspensions, such as beam axles, trail-
ing arms, etc. 
3.3.1. Asymmetric Load 
It frequently arises that, when loading a vehicle 
with certain payloads (e.g. timber, bricks, etc.) due to 
pallet sizes and fork lift truck utilisation, one side of 
the vehicle is loaded first. Thus a realistic condition is 
to consider one half of the maximum distributed payload to 
be placed on one side of the vehicle. Conditions could 
conceivably be worse for more concentrated loads, but 
under these circumstances the operator would probably 
reduce the payload. 
Simple analysis using equilibrium and compatibility(l2 ) 
gives the fractions of the applied torque that are reacted 
at front and rear as 
TF 
G:r 
L._ + K,t. 
=-
I G:r l-1-
-i" G:r 
lcp t kl<-t 
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111. L, -t k.,_t 
= -I 
c;.::r G.J" 1-t 
-t 
k~ i ~.t 
The quantities L1 and L2 are the distances of the 
payload e.G. from the front and rear suspensions divided 
by the wheelbase respectively. For a uniformly distributed 
load over the whole wheelbase, these fractions are both 
equal to 0.5 and the front and rear torques are then only 
dependent on the spring rates kF and kR. These relation-
ships are shown in Fig.32. Note that changes in the tor-
. 
sional stiffness (equal to GJ"ft ) only change the torque 
in the chassis a small amount. 
3.3.2. Static, with Imposed Torsional Displacernents 
The model of the trailer is much the same as the 
previous case although the payload itself does not con-
tribute any torque.· The ground plane is twisted through 
an angle ~ from front to rear, which corresponds to 
imposing a rotation ~ at the base of the rear rotational 
spring. In terms of a single bump raised a distance A 
above an otherwise flat road surface, the relationship 
between ~and A is simply:-
Using a similar method to the previous case, the 
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solution for the induced torque is given by:-
T G:r 
= k i 
k .. c<. 1-t.<ll 
-+ 
r;:r 
k,..L k.-.t 
It should be noted that this torque is constant from the 
front to rear suspensions. Fig.3.3. which shows this 
relationship, indicates that the torque increases sharply 
with torsional stiffness. 
There is a limit to the maximum torque sustained by 
a chassis under these conditions, which occurs. when the 
chassis is so stiff that.the wheel, opposite to the one 
undergoing bump, loses contact with the road. The maximum 
torque is given by:-
L,w~ 
'2. 
Another limiting condition occurs when the suspension 
on the bump side reaches the end of its travel and becomes 
virtually solid. In this case, the rate of the rotational 
spring is effectively doubled (one spring is solid). If 
/),
5 
is the maximum travel of the spring from static loaded 
position to bump stop, then the angle of the grourid plane 
twist at which this occurs may be shown to be:-
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and the corresponding torque in the chassis is:-
However, it should be mentioned at this stage that 
numerical studies have indicated that these limiting con-
ditions seldom occur in practical situations. 
3.3.3. Steady Lateral Acceleration 
Fig.3.4. shows the geometry of the problem, the 
centre of gravity of the payload is distance h above the 
twist (flexural) axis of the chassis, and the payload 
(assumed as a concentrated mass) is subjected to a lateral 
acceleration of n x g. This causes the e.g. to move 
laterally due to the torsional flexibility of the system, 
although the shift due to lateral flexibility is neglected. 
The vertical component of payload mass also contributes to 
the torque, making the problem mathematically non-linear. 
If ~ is the rotation of the originally vertical line 
through the payload e.g. and the flexural axis of the 
chassis, then the applied torque is:-
3.3.1. 
The rotation ·~ at j:he payload e.g. may be related to 
the stiffnesses and the applied torque given by: 
'[ e- -t {1 )( I !s) l !..ll GJ k, -1-1 = l_ l. ! 3.3.2. + + kp. le" G..J 
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Thus the equation to determine ~ is:-
where k' is the inver?e of the expression in parentheses m 
equation 3. 3. '2.. 
To solve this equation, a graphical technique may be 
used, such as illustrated in Fig.3.4. However, in practi-
cal situations, the angle ~ is lim"ited to a fairly small 
value, for instance, less than 15°. Thus the linear 
approximation to the equation may be used with reasonable 
accuracy:-
. 
w h ( ~ + 1'\.) - -t<' i-
giving: 
k' 
Wi--
The form of this equation shows that an instability 
occurs when the denominator is zero - in other words, there 
is a critical combination of the parameters at which tor-
sional instability will occur, regardless of lateral 
acceleration. Above this lower limit of stiffness, small 
but finite values of the angle may be calculated from which 
the applied torque may be found. The resulting torque in 
the chassis is given by the expressions in Section 3.3.1. 
with the applied torque given by the first equation in the 
present section. The influence of the non-linear term in 
the expression for the applied torque may be judged from 
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Fig. 3.5. showing that even at a small angle of 5°, the 
torque is increased by 20 - 30% by the shift of the pay-
load e.g. 
The reactions o~ the wheels on the inside of the 
corner are of prime significance from the point of view of 
road-holding, as when one of these reactions is reduced to 
zero, the distribution of the lateral resistance of the 
suspension changes, which could cause an instabi~ity on a 
slippery road surface. The inner wheel reaction at the 
rear suspension _is given by:-
R.= LW-I 
but T 0 
"' 
where ~ is the distribution factor for the rear sus-
~ . 
pension, given by the equations of Section 3.3.1. Thus:-
R. 
w 
L -I ( k' 
1
_ I ) 
wh 
The sensitivity of the reaction to the term in brackets is 
obvious from the form of the equation, and is illustrated 
in Fig. 3.6. 
3.3.4. Cornering Forces 
Two conditions may be envisaged, one of which is a 
limiting case of the other. The first that will be con-
sidered is appropriate to "rigid" vehicles (not articula-
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ted) with more than one rear axle. Referring to Fig.3.7. 
it can be seen that if rotation occurs about 0, the slip 
angles of the inner and outer wheels are given by: 
t,. 
. 
Assuming that the side force produced by a tyre is 
proportional to the slip angle, the constant of propor-
-
tionali ty being ~ , the total side force on one axle is 
given by: 
Thus, the side force required at the steered wheels is 
given by: 
This force is transmitted from the tyre contact points 
up through the wheel, axle and suspension, and will cause 
an applied .torque to the chassis due to offset between the 
suspension pick-up points and the flexural axis of the 
chassis. 
For an articulated vehicle, the centre of rotation 
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can occur at the centre of the rear tyre contact points, 
which is the limiting condition of the rigid vehicle when 
R = t . However, the foregoing analysis is unsuitable 
because of the large slip angles involved. Both angles 
are now identical, and given by: 
For most common multi-axle configurations, this angle 
is larger than the limit usually assumed for "linear" side 
force - slip angle relationships( 4?) and thus the side 
force is simply given by the coefficient of static 
friction ( f'-• ) multiplied by the wheel load. The steer-
ing force required at the fifth wheel pick up is therefore 
given as: 
This side force is applied to the fifth wheel lateral 
pivot on the tractor, which has an offset from the flexural 
axis of the trailer chassis structure, causing an applied 
·torque. Fig.3.8. shows the magnitude of the steering force 
parameter with radius of turn. 
The side forces at the rear axles are considerably 
larger than these steering forces and will be transferred 
to the chassis through the point of side force resistance 
in the suspension. For conventional leaf springs, this 
would be the point of side contact between the spring and 
spring hanger. Such a point will inevitably have an 
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offset from the flexural axis of the chassis and thus a 
larger input torque will be present. However, this occurs 
between the axles and will only affect this local region. 
The detail design of the suspension of multi-axle con-
figurations will radically affect the distribution of 
torque in this region. 
3.4. Application to Example Design 
The design cases so far discussed will be applied to 
a specific design in this Section. No attempt will be 
made to define an acceptable or satisfactory design, since 
this is not only dependent on material strength data 
(including fatigue) but also on design policy, such as 
safety factors, economic benefits from weight savings, 
cost of complexity, etc. 
As a working basis, a semi-trailer outside the exist-
ing regulations was chosen, 9.1m (30 ft.) in length, 
30000 kg (30T) of payload. The centre of gravity of the 
payload is 1.5m (5 ft.) from the deck, the spring base is 
1.37m (54 in.) (laterally) and the rate of the rear sus-
pension springs is 1.76 kN/mm (10 4lb/in.). The fifth 
wheel rotational spring rate was taken as the same as the 
rear suspension rotational rate. 
As mentioned previously, there are three principal 
methods of varying the torsional stiffness of a chassis:-
(1) Increasing the torsional stiffness of the longitud-
inals, such as making them of box section. 
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(2) Concentrating torsionally resistant material in two 
members, one at each end (i.e. the peripheral frame). 
(3) Distributing torsionally resistant material in cross 
members throughout the length (i.e. the ladder frame). 
Each of these designs will be compared from a stress 
point of view, and the four loading cases are taken as:-
Case 1. 
One half of the payload will be distributed uniformly 
over one half of the width of the deck. Thus, 15000 kg 
(1ST) will have an effective offset of 0.6m (2ft.) giving 
total applied torque of 88 kN.m (30T ft.). 
Case 2. 
With the tractor fifth wheel horizontal, one side of 
the rear suspension is elevated 152mm (6 in.) above the 
other side. On a 2m (80 in.) wheeltrack, this gives a 
ground plane twist of 4.3°. 
Case 3. 
A steady lateral acceleration of 0.3 g will be applied 
to a concentrated payload equal to one half of the distri-
buted payload and placed at the centre of the chassis with 
its e.g. 1.5m (Sft.) above the deck. For a rigid chassis 
this is equivalent to a central concentrated torque of 
66 kN.m (22.5 T ft.). 
Case 4. 
The tractor is assumed to be perpendicular to the 
longitudinal axis of the trailer, as in Fig.3.7. The 
coefficient of friction will be taken as unity, and the 
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side force P applied at a distance of 152mm (6 in.) from 
the twist axis of the trailer. 
3.4.1. Validation of. Simple 'Backbone' Model 
The purpose of the model is to provide a means for 
the rapid calculation of: 
(i) The effective torsional stiffness between the 
front support points and the rear suspension mountings. 
(ii) The effect of the spring rates of the front and 
rear support points on the torsional behaviour. 
(iii) The transfer of torque from the central region 
to the front and rear suspension points. 
It should be pointed out that the model is not used 
to calculate the numerical value of the torsional stiff-
ness per unit length (G J~ff ), this parameter is found 
from the analyses given in Appendices III, IV and V, and 
is then used as a given value for the simple model. 
Finite element calculations, using the programme 
developed by this author, were carried out on a realistic 
chassis, details of which are given in Fig.3.9. 
The first test was to examine the mode shape under 
a constant torsion between support points, and the results 
are given in Fig.3.10. For this purpose the front support 
was taken as infinitely stiff in torsion, and the rear 
suspension springs represented by beams of low flexural 
stiffness, attached directly underneath the main longitud-
inal beams. The centre of one spring was simply supported, 
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and the centre of the other side was loaded, giving a 
torque which was constant between this position and the 
front supports. It can be seen that the results gave 
almost exactly a line.ar twist mode, even in the over-
hanging regions, which validates the model for calculations 
relevant to loading Case 2. 
For Cases 1 and 3, the centres of both rear springs 
were simply supported, and a torque applied at each of the 
cross member positions (between supportslin turn, giving 
four loading cases. By superimposing these results, the 
mode shapes for a constant torque per unit length (repres-
enting Case 1), and a central torque (for Case 3) were 
derived. These are also shown in Fig.3.10. By summing 
the internal shear forces at the support points, the re-
actions were calculated, and hence the distribution of the 
applied torque between front and rear was obtained. Using 
the relevant values of G J e(t calculated from previously 
mentioned appendices, the following results were obtained: 
TF/I l(!..l, 
Co...~e. I 0·53 (o.s7) 0·4'7 {o·4.'!.) 
Co...se. 2 0 ·C) I (0.64) 0 ·39 (o.%) 
The results in brackets were obtained from the simple 
backbone model. 
It can be seen therefore that the model is adequate 
for the purposes of this study. 
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3.4.2. Design with Box Longitudinals 
Whilst this type ot chassis structure is unusual for 
commercial vehicles, it was thought vlorthwhile investi-
gating, since it repr~sents one method of increasing 
torsional stiffness while maintaining satisfaction of the 
longitudinal bending criterion. 
Each longitudinal forms a box beam approximately 
100 x 460 mm (4 in. x 18 in.), the thickness of the sides 
is taken as the design variable, starting at 3.2 mm <i in.) 
and finishing at 11 mm (7/16.in.), and the thickness of 
the flanges is adjusted so that the largest second moment 
. 
of area of the section remains at a constant value of 
208 x 166mm4 (500 i~4 ). This value was found to give 
satisfactory stresses for longitudinal bending. The 
torsion constant is calculated from the usual Bredt-Batho 
theory. This implies that the cross section is undistorted 
in its plane and free to warp normal to its plane. Such 
conditions are the usual assumptions when the cross 
members consist of diaphragms which are flexible normal to 
their plane. 
The effect of other cross-sectional sizes has been 
examined. Generally, deeper sections than that taken 
decrease the cross sectional area for the same section 
modulus• in. bending an<.l in torsion. It is sh01vn in 
Appendix II that an optimum depth exists which minimises 
the cross sectional area for constant values of the section 
•The section modulus in tors~on is defined as ·the constant 
of proportionality in the equation T = C "C • 
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moduli in bending and torsion. Applying this optimisation 
to the current design shows that the least area occurs for 
the thinnest webs. Using 4.8 mm (.188 in.) as a minimum 
thickness, the optimum depth is 0.54 m (21.2 in.) with a 
cross sectional area of 7000 mm2 (10.8 in2), which is 10% 
less than the corresponding design used in the calcula-
tions. 
The stress analysis is elementary when the distribu-
tion of twist along the chassis is linear, which is the 
condition for Case 2. For this mode, the torsion is 
split evenly between both longitudinals. 
With both ends of the chassis constrained to remain 
level, as in Cases 1 and 3, the twist mode is no longer 
linear, and a different type of analysis was used. Due 
to the continuous nature of the longitudinals, and the 
possibility of a reasonable number of cross members, a 
continuum solution to the problem was obtained by assuming 
a mode of deformation and minimising the total potential 
energy to evaluate the coefficients. Details of this 
analysis appear in Appendix III. 
The accuracy of this approximate solution was checked 
by comparing it with finite element solutions of the 
chassis given in Fig.3.9. Generally, the agreement is 
reasonable.enough for the "design study" phase, although 
for the "check stress" phase, a more refined analysis 
would be necessary. The results of the comparison are 
given in the following table in which computer results are 
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in brackets. 
tll STR Ill, V "tc b 'To Rave- UN\R..A.L.. \oR Que 
J (1o~ ...... ") '+·lb 4 I·(, ((, 7 1..1· I(, 1.11 • {, I 6 7 
tv\ ~0..)(. '1-(, "1·1 'l· 'l S':l lb-. 3 s.~ 
(!.."' . "") (2-3) (1·'1) (2-•'i) (53) (2-S-~) (-r-7) 
-r ,. ... 1·').3 4 -'!>3 S•S I -lt 3 (,.S '1<·2 
(-ft...., .... ) (t. o~) (;.>) ('l -3) (!- 7 y) (s-7) &> .-;) 
t:. ...... ,. ,q.l.l ~-3 I. 0 ill.~ S·3 I· Gl< 
("' ... ) (~·I) (:, ·0) (1·1) (14 -9) (-s-7) (t-93) 
It was noted that the agreement for the concentrated 
torque case is improved if the bending stiffness of the 
cross members is increased. The above figures were 
obtained for a value of 20 x 106 mm4 (50 in4 ) for the cross 
member second moment of area, which is obviously small for 
the longitudinals with the larger torsional stiffness. 
The results of the stress calculations are given in 
Fig.3.11. which shows the shear stress due to torsion for 
the four loading cases. Also shown on the figure are the 
values of bending stress induced by torsion, which occur 
for Cases 1 and 3. The shear stresses are all less than 
38 N/mm2 (2.5T/in2 ) and are thus unlikely to be critical. 
When the beams have very small torsional stiffness, such 
as would occur if I beams were used, the bending stress 
due to torsion is 83 N/mm2 (5.4 T/in2 ) and 196 N/mm2 
(12.8 T/in2) for Cases .1 ·_and 3 respectively. 
Certain combinations of the four loading cases may 
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be superimposed to give higher stress levels. Fig.3.12. 
shows a combination of Cases 2 and 3 such as would occur 
when cornering the ground plane at a constant twist. A 
further combination shown consists of Cases 1 and 4 such 
as would occur when manoeuvring at low speed with 
asymmetric load. 
Both of these combinations show the same trend, that 
is, decreasing shear stress with increasing cross section-
al area. The bending stress is similar, with increasing 
benefit at the larger cross sections. For the purposes of 
comparison, let us suppose that the shear stress is limited 
• 
to 80 N/mm2 (5.3 T/in2 ) in either combined condition. The 
implication is that the required cross sectional area of 
each longitudinal is 9000 mm2 (13.7 in2 ), using the assumed 
dimensions. Applying the optimisation as in Appendix II 
reduces this area to 8100 mm2 (12.7 in2 ). 
The maximum slope of the chassis was also calculated 
for Cases 1 and 3 and is given in the following table 
together with the values for I beam longitudinals. 
The figures do not include the rigid body rotation of 
the chassis due to the suspension stiffness: 
Wall thickness (mm) 3.2 4.8 6.4 9.5 11 I beam 
Case 1 
max slope (degrees) 0.7 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.4 1.3 
Case 2 
max slope (degrees) 2.2 2.0 1.9 1.8 1.8 3.2 
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3.4.3. Design with Torsionally Resistant Cross Members. 
Most commercial vehicles have a chassis which consists 
of two heavy longitudinal members, usually of channel of I 
section, connection by-several cross members, which are 
sometimes tubular and sometimes open section. The 
functions of these cross members are:-
(i) to maintain the shape of the cross section, 
particularly under lateral loads, and torsion 
(ii) to support various equipment, 
(iii) to increase the torsional stiffness. 
The least number of these cross members is two, 
positioned at each extremity of the longitudinals, which 
has the effect of making the chassis into a "peripheral 
frame". The longitudinals have low torsional stiffness 
on their own, and when assembled as described, the struc-
ture has finite stiffness under centrally applied and also 
under end torque. Obviously, increasing the torsional 
stiffness of these cross members will increase the tor-
sional stiffness of the structure. However, it does not 
follow that increasing the size of the cross members will 
reduce the shear stress in them. This can be typical of 
statically indeterminate structures, in which, by adding 
stiffness to a member, the internal forces in that member 
are increased, and possibly also the stresses. 
The same arguments apply to structures with several 
cross members, and the purpose of this Section is to 
examine the effect of the size and number of the cross 
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members on the stresses induced in them (and the remaining 
part of the structure), and, to a lesser extent, the tor-
sional stiffness of the structure. 
To begin with, i~ is obvious that a method of struc-
tural analysis is required. For a chassis with several or 
• 
many cross members, exact solutions are difficult to obtain 
and cumbersome to use, and thus some approximations are 
necessary. They are:-
(1) All cross members are identical and equally spaced. 
(2) The longitudinal members are of uniform bending 
stiffness and zero torsional stiffness • 
. (3) The supports are at the ends of the chassis. 
(4) The deflection of the longitudinals may be represented 
by a polynomial expression, with sufficient terms to 
accommodate all the kinematic and static boundary 
conditions and including one undetermined coefficient. 
This coefficient is found by minimising the total 
potential energy of the system, which yields a solution 
which will show the main trends of structural behaviour, 
and is sufficiently simple to. evaluate over a wide range 
of parameters. In order to integrate the strain energy of 
the cross members, it was necessary to "spread" their 
torsional stiffness over the whole length of the .chassis -
a "continuum" technique well used in the analysis of semi-
monocoque structures. Details of the analysis are given 
in Appendix IV. However, it was felt that this was un-
likely to yield answers of sufficient accuracy when the 
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number of cross members is low (say 2 to 6). Thus for 
small numbers of cross members, an "exact" method was used, 
which involved satisfying the condition of compatibility 
at each junction of c~oss member and longitudinal, with 
equilibrium being satisfied by solving the beam differen-
tial equation for the longitudinals. Details of this 
method are given in Appendix V. Because of the laborious 
nature of this solution, it was only applied to chasses 
with up to six cross members. 
For the purpose of comparison, the "continuum" theory 
was also applied to chasses with 6 cross members and on the 
basis that the solution for 8 cross members lies somewhere 
between the discrete theory for 6 cross members and the 
continuum theory for 10 cross members, results for 8 cross 
members (derived by "continuum" theory) were slightly 
corrected. Fig.3.13. shows these main results. 
As in the previous section, computer checks were made 
in a few specific cases, using the finite element method. 
The results of these checks are given in the table below: 
~eNIIU\1... \()(tQvS' E'-'i> loi<..QvE' 
t-1:'2. "'~ 12- ... ~"2.-
' 
N- \2. 
Is I •OS" 0·\S'>' <).-z. ~-1 
k'N.\M (tol2-) (o·C?Js) (-s-.(,) ( ~.o) 
M 
"""• 
q,o s ·'l / / 
\<N.;v-. ('is .c.) (11 .q') (; ·5) (~.o) 
(") C." IU. 0. 06'l 2.-7q. o-'H e (C>.t21) (o .o13) (2-?s) (o ·98') 
•= 
Computer results in brackets. 
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It can be seen that the two methods have quite a 
reasonable correlation, and thus the approximations are 
justified, at least for preliminary design work. 
Referring to Fig .• 3.13. the maximum torque is given as 
a function of the cross member torsion constant, J 8 , and 
the number of cross members. The maximum torque always 
occurs in the cross members at the ends of the chassis. 
Only even numbers of cross members are considered, since 
under central torque, a member in the central position is 
not subjected to any torque, and therefore it would be 
ineffective. Also shown is the maximum bending moment, 
. 
which always occurs at the central position. In practise, 
a central concentrated torque would be a severe assumption, 
since the loading is inevitably distributed over some 
length, thereby reducing the bending moment. The final 
relationship shown is the effective torsional stiffness 
parameter, . GJ <tT calculated from the displacements and the 
applied torque. 
Fig.3.14. shows the results for the ladder frame under 
end torque - appropriate to Cases 2 and 4. The torque in 
the cross members is the major result and the computer 
checks are in close agreement with-the very simple theory 
of Appendix IV. However, this theory is unable to predict 
the bending moment in the longitudinals, which is plotted 
from the computer results. The position of this bending 
moment is always at the extremities, due to the torque 
applied by the end cross members. 
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These two figures were.then used as "design charts", 
to predict the stresses induced by the torsional loading 
cases. From the work done in Section 3.4.2. it is apparent 
that Cases 1 and 4 are not critical and therefore these 
were not investigated, due to the complexity of the calcu-
lations. Case 3 is significant because it causes large 
torques in the cross members and large bending moments in 
the longitudinals. Case 2 can occur in combination with 
Case 3 and was therefore also pursued. 
The results for Case 3 are shown in Fig. 3 .15 •. in 
which the torsional shear stress in the cross members and 
the maximum bending moment in the longitudinals is shown 
as a function of the number and the area (thus weight) of 
cross members. In order i·o obtain this latter parameter, 
it was necessary to assume that the cross members were 
circular section tubes, of constant (4.8 mm) wall thick-
ness. The effect of other cross sectional shapes is 
investigated in Section 3.6. The shear stress increases 
up to a certain weight of cross members, then decreases, 
the position of the maxima depending on the number of 
cross members. Thus, there is no "optimum" deSign in the 
usual sense of the word. Increasing the weight of cross 
members can be either beneficial or worsen the shear 
stress in them, depending on which side of the maximum 
point the design is. The bending moment in the longitud-
inals is more conventionally behaved, and shows a fairly 
steady decrease, with increasing cross member weight. The 
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asymptotes are appropriate to conditions \vhich imply 
"fully fixed" conditions at cross member junctions, and 
the heavy line indicates the best designs, if the bending 
moment is required to. be minimised. It is worth pointing 
out that the position of this bending moment coincides 
with that of the maximum for longitudinal bending and 
therefore the stresses may be superimposed, in which case, 
there could be a requirement to reduce the bending moment 
induced by Case 3. 
Fig.3.16. shows the results for Case 2, and as the 
~aximum bending moment occurs at the ends of the longi-
tudinal, it has not been included in this figure. From 
consideration of the anti-symmetry of this type of loading, 
the bending moment at the centre is zero, and thus need 
not be calculated for combination with longitudinal bending 
or Case 3. As the simple theory predicts, the torque and 
thus shear stress in the cross member shows steady increase 
with cross member size, and the torsional stiffness of the 
chassis is steadily increased. 
If Cases 2 and 3 are combined, which is quite possible 
in practise, and has been done in Section 3.2. the results 
are as shown in Fig.3.17. This indicates that the lightest 
chassis which meets the shear stress limits is one in which 
there are only two cross members - i.e. the peripheral 
frame. However, if more torsional stiffness is required, 
the best method is to increase the size of cross members 
until the shear stress limit is reached, and thereafter 
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the number of cross members has to be increased. If the 
relative severity of the two loading cases is changed, or 
the relative geometry changed, then this recommendation 
may change. For instance, if the limiting shear stress was 
just above the "flat" part of the curve for N = 8, then 
increasing cross member size would increase stiffness with 
no shear stress limitations. 
3.5. Weight - Strength - Stiffness Comparison 
The first cost of a vehicle is a basic factor that 
will determine its potential market, and weight is also of 
importance. Weight and cost are linked through the price 
of materials, and thus a reduction in weight will lead to 
a reduction in cost, if all other things are equal. 
However, if reduction in weight increases the complexity 
of production, then the argument is not so strong. In 
this section, a comparison is made only on weight, since 
cost of complexity is very sensitive to production volume 
and methods. 
Section 3.4.2. concluded that if box section long-
itudinals were used, they need to be of 8100 mm2 (12.7 in2 > 
cross sectional area each to satisfy torsional loading 
cases. In order to compare this with the other designs, 
it is necessary to subtract from this the area required for 
resisting bending only, leaving the torsion resisting 
element for the purposes of comparison. Based on a beam 
depth of 400 mm (18 in.) and a web thickness of 4.8 mm 
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(3/16 in.), the area required for bending is 5300 mm2 
(8.5 in2), leaving 2800 mm2 (4.2 in2 ) required for the 
torsion cases. Since this runs the whole length 
chassis, the volume Of material required is 
(3030 in3 ), giving a weight of steel as 400 
51 X 
kg (890 lb). 
The effective torsional constant (GJ) of this chassis is 
16.7 x 1012 N.mm2 (5.8 x 109 lb.in2 ) when subjected to a 
central torque. 
In the design in which the longitudinals have a very 
.small torsional stiffness on their own, it is apparent 
that the lightest design corresponds to cross members of 
zero weight and hence zero stiffness. Under these con-
ditions they do not resist the applied torque, which is 
carried by differential bending·of the longitudinals when 
a central torque is applied. However, under end torque, 
the stiffness is practically zero, which leads to large 
twists under Case 4 and poor stability of a load which 
may be placed on a corner of the chassis at the fifth 
wheel end. Thus, some degree of stiffness is required, 
and to compare with the weight of the previous design, we 
will make the stiffness the same under central torque. 
Using Fig. 3.13. the size of the cross members is estab-
lished which satisfies this stiffness, giving the 
following values: 
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N 2 ' 4 6 8 12 
J 520 360 252 200 140 
106 mm 4 
A 9 7.9 7.1 6.5 5.8 
103 mm 2 
NA 18 31.6 42.6 52 70 
10 3 mm2 
2bNA 24.7 43.4 58.5 71.3 96.0 
106 mm 3 
The final tabulated row is the total volume of cross 
members, which should be compared with the previous design 
of 51 x 106 mm3 • It is apparent that the ladder frames 
with 4 and less cross members are lighter than the previous 
design, for the same torsional stiffness. However, Fig.3.16 
shows that all of these ladder frames are unsatisfactory 
with regard to torsional shear stress, and it is not 
possible to design a ladder frame of these proportions which 
satisfy the same conditions as the previous design. 
The best that can be achieved with the ladder 1,f·vame, 
within the limitati•ns of shear stress, and of less weight 
than the box member longitudinals, is N = 8, and a total 
volume of cross members of 34 x 106 mm3 , and interpolating 
for N = 10, and total volume of 45 x 106 mm3 • Both of these 
have a smaller stiffness than the box member longitudinal 
design, being in the region of 8.6 x 1012 N.mm2 and 
13 x 1012 N.mm2 respectively, in comparison with 16.7 x 
1012 N 2 .mm • 
However, one factor remains unaccounted for in the 
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box member longitudinal chassis, that ic the weight of 
internal (or external) diaphragms, and "between-longitudinal" 
diaphragms, which are necessary to ensure that the box 
members twist as the longitudinals deflect. This is likely 
to be significant, both in weight and complexity, and is 
possibly the reason, probably arrived at intuitively, that 
chasses are not made in this fashion. 
Obviously, the manufacturers prefer to sacrifice some 
torsional stiffness, and therefore payload stability, in 
order to market a trailer which is competitive in cost and 
has a reasonable fatigue life. 
3.6. Influence of Shape of Section on Torsional Stiffness 
and Shear Stress. 
The basic function of the cross members in a ladder 
frame is to increase the basic torsional stiffness, and 
therefore the criterion for choice is the maximum value of 
the torsional constant J for a given cross sectional area. 
However, the previous Section has shown that increasing J 
causes increasing shear stress, and thus a further criterion 
should be considered, namely the minimum shear stress to 
torque ratio for a given cross sectional area. 
The calculations are easily performed for circular 
and square-section thin tubes, and are shown in Figs.3.18. 
and 3.19. It can easily be shown that rectangular section 
thin tubes show decreasing efficiency in both stiffnes~ and 
strength, as the ratio of breadth/depth increases. 
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For the purposes of comparison, the results of calcu-
lations on thin open sections of I and channel cross 
section, with fully restrained ends are shown. The theory 
of restrained torsion-warping is quite complex( 4S), and is 
strongly dependent on length, which was taken as 1.37 m 
(54 in.), appropriate to the example used throughout this 
paper. The maximum stress in restrained open sections under 
torsion is an axial stress, occuring at the edge of the 
flange, where it is attached to the rigid wall. In order 
to be comparable with a shear stress, this has to be divided 
by J3, in accordance with the Hencky-von Mises criterion 
for elastic failure< 49 >. 
As would be expected, the best section is always the 
circular section tube of the least possible wall thickness. 
The square section tube is only competitive if its thickness 
can be made smaller than the circular section. This is un-
likely, because minimum thicknesses are fixed from welding 
and general durability considerations, and also the flat 
thin walls of the square tube are more prone to shear 
buckling than the curved walls of the circular tube. The 
open sections show very poor efficiencies, requiring large 
cross sections for reasonable torsional stiffness, and 
suffering from high stress in localised positions. Clearly, 
rapid fatigue failure is likely for this type of cross 
member. 
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3.7. Conclusions 
Of the four loading cases investigated, the combin-
ation of cornering lateral acceleration and twisted ground 
plane gave the most s.evere stresses in torsion carrying 
material and also in the longitudinals. 
A chassis with torsionally resistant longitudinals 
can be designed satisfying a conservative shear stress 
limitation under the above mentioned loading condition. 
It also exhibits a high torsional stiffness. However, the 
provision of diaphragms to ensure its efficiency will cause 
it to be heavy in comparison with a ladder frame. Complex-
ity of manufacture is also against it. 
The ladder frame can be designed to have a similar 
shear stress limitation, and is considerably lighter in its 
torsionally resistant cross members. The lightest frames 
have the smallest possible members positioned at the 
extremities, as in the peripheral frame, but its inherent 
torsional stiffness is low, particularly under linear 
twist modes. Stiffness can be increased at the expense of 
cross member weight, and shear stress limitations can be 
easily exceeded by merely increasing cross member size, 
rather than number. Many cross members are required to 
achieve the torsional stiffness of the box member longi-
tudinal design, but the ladder frame is still likely to be 
an easier manufacturing problem than the other type, at 
least using conventional production methods. 
A treatment of the design of cross members considered 
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separately shows that the circular section thin walled tube 
leads to the least weight and stress for a given torsional 
stiffness. The minimum wall thickness should always be 
used, if sufficient space exists to accommodate the diameter. 
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CHAPTER 4 
LOAD DIFFUSION IN SEMI-MONOCOQUE STRUCTURES 
4.1. Introduction 
The structure of large vans often consists of thin sheet 
material supported on vertical members, attached to fairly 
substantial rails at the top and bottom. The ability of this 
structure to transmit the payload forces to the suspension 
points obviates the necessity for a strong chassis, and thus 
the suspension may be mounted on a short sub-frame. This 
causes a set of vertical .concentrated forces applied to the 
lower ends of the vertical members, which diffuse into the 
shear panels attached to the members. 
This type of diffusion problem is familiar to aeronautica 
engineers, and several simple methods exist(SO' 51 )for the 
solution. The details of the application to the van side is 
investigated in this Chapter. 
In order to analyse mote complex geometries, a simple 
computer model is proposed, which replaces the shear panel by 
diagonal members, thus utilising the finite element programme 
described in Appendix VI.The accuracy of this model is 
investigated by the application to a standard load diffusion 
problem. This method is similar to the early work of 
McKenna( 52 ). in which the body of a motor car is replaced by 
an equivalent assembly of pin jointed members. 
The cut-outs for the freight doors in some vans are 
often so large that all shear panels are removed at that 
section, and the bending stiffness of the upper and lower 
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boundary members causes the shear to be transmitted by 
portal action. The mixture of beams and shear panels in 
the structure may. be simul.ated by the finite element 
programme, again replacing the shear panels by diagonal 
bracing. The application of this method to a typical 
problem is investigated. 
Similar structures have been analysed ( 15·, 16, 17lby 
the Matrix Force Technique, which also utilises the shear 
panel with axially loaded edge members. However, this 
technique is not conveniently applied to structures which 
are generally. irregular, as Tidbury(lB) points out, since 
the various matrices have to be assembled "by hand", leading 
to considerable work and errors. 
A further example is presented involving a three 
dimensional assembly of bars and shear panels 111hich is 
modelledas a three dimensional framework. The ability of 
the technique to include warping due to torsion is also 
examined. 
· 4.2. Equivalent Diagonal Bars 
The following work will make the usual assumptions 
found in load diffusion theory, the main one being that the 
sheet material is considered to be capable of transmitting 
shear stress only. The capability of transmitting direct 
stress is represented by axially loaded edge members of 
uniform cross section. 
To obtain a suitable cross sectional area of the 
diagonal bars we equate the strain energy in them with that 
- 1;!.1 
of the shear panel, suffering the same shear strain. 
Referring to the inset diagram, 
it is easy to show that the 
diagonal strain is equal to 
• Thus, the 
energy equation may be written:-
. . G "'- l:: 
now 
2.(vt'"") 
A. == a.\:: (4.2.1.) 
If the axial loads in the diagonal are P, then by 
equating the diagonal strains, we obtain:-
Substituting eq.(1) and using 't. = 6Y, gives:-
2. p cos e 
('}.t 
(4.2.2.) 
Since ·the axial load in each edge member of the shear 
panel is linearly varying from P1 at one end to P 2 at the 
other, the end load in the bar which replaces the edge 
member is equal to the mean load f(P 1 + P2 l. The area of 
this member is increased to account for the direct stress 
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carrying capability of the attached panel. 
The exact equivalence of this model to the shear 
panel and bar representation in terms of strain energy 
can be readily shown for certain statically determinate 
systems, although a general proof has not been obtained. 
Thus, the next section is devoted to testing the model in 
a statically indeterminate system. 
4.3. Application to Load Diffusion Problem 
In order to assess the accuracy of the diagonal bar 
replacement, the method was applied to a specific load 
diffusion problem, the solution of 1~hich is well knmm. 
The problem, shown in Fig. 4.~ consists of three uniform 
area longitudinal-members, fixed at one end, the central 
member being loaded by an axial force at the free end. 
Clearly, the axial load in the central member is diffused 
into the other two members by the action of the shear 
stresses in the.panels. The solution to the problem is 
given bY Kuhn(SO)as:-
.. 
PI ::. A, \\ -+ '2- p, ,_ c 0 s h -h. '2: ) p "2.1\,_+ A, AI ca>sh %L 
p2. 
-
A .. (I - C. O<:l " -!t. "'l: ) -
cosh -1-z. t p '2.. A,_ -+ ()., 
-
P-k P-2. S1;, \,.. -\'1.-'r. 
t: 2 A2.-+ A, COSh ..t<..t 
w "u-e. :-
.f.t~ ; 2GI::: ( .l -+ ~,) Eo. 21\.,. 
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Since there are no bending effects in this problem, 
the finite element model used only axially loaded bars, with 
three degrees of freedom at each node in general, and only 
two active in this (planar) case. Although the theory is 
derived on the basis that a shear panel is replaced by two 
diagonal bars, the further simplification was also 
investigated that one diagonal of twice the area could be 
used. However, it is slightly more difficult to interpret 
the results in this case, because of the arbitrariness of 
the choice of diagonal leads to extra strains in the edge 
members. The effect of doubling the area of the edge members 
was also investigated to .overcome this problem. 
The shear stress calculated from the mean of the end 
loads in the diagonals (or the load in a single diagonal) was 
assigned to the centre of the panel. The end loads in pairs 
of diagonals was, in general, quite different in magnitude, 
as well as being of opposite sign, as would be expected. 
The end loads in the edge members were assigned to the centre 
of the member in the cases where pairs of diagonals were used, 
and when a single diagonal was used, the end load was 
assigned to the position of the intersection of diagonal and 
edge member. The following diagram should make this clear:-
~.~ 
~.~ 
paired diagonals 
12~ -
single diagonal 
The results are shown in Fig.4.2. and show a fair 
correlation ~lith the theory. The results using a single 
. diagonal are surprisingly good, particularly when the 
area of the edge members is doubled. As expected, the best 
results are obtained for two diagonals per panel, using the 
logically derived areas for the edge members. 
It should be pointed out that, although it is perfectly 
feasible to derive a stiffness matrix for a shear panel(S3), 
the relationship between the edge shears and equivalent 
nodal forces is by no means obvious, and thus its inclusion 
in a finite element programme only dealing with nodal 
variables presents some difficulties. The physical 
equivalence of diagonal bars to the shear panel has consider-
able appeal, and the results shown in this Section justify 
its use. 
4.4. Application to Complete Van Side 
The side of a demountable container of dimensions 
9.2 x 2.4 x 2.3m (30 x 8 x 8ft), designed to carry a payload 
of 2.7000kg (60000 lb) uniformly distributed, is analysed in 
this Section. The structure consists of substantial upper and 
lower horizontal members, to which the lighter vertical 
members are attached. At .the support positions, the vertical 
members are doubled, and the whole framework has a skin of 
1.24mm (.048 in) thickness securely rivetted in place. The 
container is loaded at one end, and therefore no cut-outs 
are necessary. Fig.4.3. shows the van side diagrammatically. 
Two loading conditions are investigated, the first 
corresponding to a uniform load over the whole length, and 
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the second being due to a loading of the same intensity 
over the region between the supports. Floor beams at each 
position of the vertical members transmit the load to the 
l01~er end of the member, and the concentrated load at the 
support points is als6 applied at the lower end of the 
member. 
Intuitively, the shear stress, and thus the rate of 
change of axial load in the vertical members, is greatest 
at the lower end, and thus the "mesh" of axially loaded 
elements is graded more finely in this region. Fig.'4•4. 
shows the equivalent structure, taking advantage of the 
symmetry about the mid-l~ngth. 
Results of the computer calculations are shown in 
Fig.4.5. and 4.6. corresponding to the two loading 
conditions. Generally, the load in the pairs of diagonals 
are of opposite sign, as would be expected, but they are by 
no means equal in magnitude, thus the mean load is used in 
calculating the equivalent shear stress. 
Figs. 4.7~ and 4.8. show the distribution of axial 
load in the upper and lower horizontal members, and for 
the purposes of comparison, the axial load calculated from 
Engineers Beam Theory is also shown. It is interesting to 
note that this simple theory would be quite adequate for 
design purposes on such a regular structure, despite its 
large depth to length ratio. 
In order to illustrate the correspondence of the 
axial loads in the horizontal edge members with simple 
theory, Fig .4. g-. shows the effect of the disturbance in the 
stress field caused by the concentrated load at the support 
point. In this case, the support point has been moved to 
the ends of the structure, and the upper corners are quite 
ineffective structurally, by virtue of the rate of diffusion 
of shear stress in this region. 
The distribution of shear stress in the sheet attached to 
the main vertical members at the support positions is shown 
in Fig.4.10 and is typical of the diffusion type of problem. 
Of course, it is of considerable practical importance, as the 
rivetted connections between the sheet and the member must be 
able to transfer this shear stress. 
It is possible to apply a simple continuum theory to this 
situation, known as "the substitute stringer" method (!50). In 
this, the lighter vertical members between the main member and 
the plane of symmetry, are replaced by a single "substitute" 
member. The width of the shear carrying sheet between is 
Kuhn (50).·-determined from the following empirical lawgiven by 
= C\. ( 0. (,5" -+ 0· ?:, ... 5) 
h 
where n is the number of members that the substitute stringer 
replaces. 
Under the loading conditions relevant to this problem 
the solution is given by:-
/, '/((// / 
~~ 
P, 
p 
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The closeness of this approximate theory to the finite 
element results may be seen from Fig.4.10. which again 
reflects the regularity of the finite element model. 
4.5. Application to a Model Van Side ~ith a Large Door 
' 
In some vehicle bodies large freight doors are required 
in the sides of the van, which may extend from top to bottom, 
thus destroying the efficient means of shear transference 
across the door aperture. To alleviate this problem, the 
upper and lower horizontal members have a section v1hich is 
reasonably stiff in bending, causing the shear to be 
transferred by portal action. 
Previous workers <ts, 16 ' 17lhave used the Force method 
for this type of problem, but as previously mentioned,' it is 
not economically feasible to fully automate such a programme, 
and the example described in this Section is completely 
contrasting in its method of solution. 
The shear panels are each replaced by two diagonal bars, 
with a cross sectional area calculated on the basis of 
- 12ll -
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Section 4,2. However, since the computer programme does 
not have the facility for mixing elements with differing 
degrees of freedom, the bars have to be defined as beams 
with fixed ends. By allocating a very small second moment 
of area to the "beam", the increase in stiffness over that 
of a simple bar is also very small. 
the value of I for the bars was made 
In the example studied, 
-3 10 times the largest 
value of I in the whole structure, and no significant 
change in displacements and member forces was noted when 
this was increased five times. Naturally, the bending 
moment in the bars was increased by approximately five, but 
as this is very small and not used in the interpretation of 
the results, it was not of any significance. 
The principal features of the model structure which 
was used in the experimental work are shown in Fig.4.11. 
and the two finite element models used are shown in 
Fig.4,12. The area of the intermediate horizontal and 
vertical members, shown dashed in this figure, were cal-
culated on the end load carrying capacity of the shear 
panel, and were small in comparison with the main struc-
tural members. The vertical displacements of the lower 
horizontal member were measured with dial test indicators, 
and the shear strain at the centre of the panels was 
measured by a pair of electrical resistance strain gauges. 
Fig.4.13, shows the results of the experiment and the 
calculations, and as may be expected, the door aperture 
has a large influence on the deflection and internal 
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forces. The large relative shear displacement over the 
door aperture would probably be unacceptable in a full 
scale situation, since on loading and unloading, the doors 
would jam unless they. had large clearances or flexibility. 
The displacements are overestimated by the finite element 
models, although there is a tendency to converge towards 
the simple theory, which is based on beam theory bending 
displacements, with shear displacements superimposed. The 
stiffness of the model structure may well have been increased 
by the gusset plates, which were not accounted for by the 
theoretical methods. The shear stress compares well with 
the average calculated from the finite element results, 
the largest errors being near the aperture and support 
points, where a finer mesh may have improved the results. 
Further computer results for both meshes are shown in 
Fig.4.14. and compared with simple theory. The bending 
moment in the upper and lower horizontal members at the 
door aperture may be estimated by a simple theory in which 
they act as two fixed-ended beams transferring the shear 
force across the aperture. The closeness of this to the 
F.E. results in this region indicates that the model is a 
fair representation of the true structural action. The 
decay of the bending moment along the member is more rapid 
for the finer mesh, and the bending moment induced in the 
vertical members at the aperture is very similar in both 
models. Due to the small scale of the experimental model, 
it was felt that strain gauges would not give sensible 
results for bending moment or axial force. 
The end load in the lower member shows a close 
co.rrelation between the two models and simple beam theory, 
which of course indicates that internal equilibrium is 
reasonably well satisfied. 
4.6. Application to a Three-Dimensional Box Structure 
The previous application involved a relatively small 
scale computation because of the advantage taken with the 
double symmetry of the structure. If such apertures were 
only placed on one side or at one end of the structure, 
then the analysis would have to involve.the whole of the 
structure, in a three-dimensional manner. 
In order to test the shear panel model in a three-
dimensional situation, a simple box structure with a 
closing diaphragm was analysed. A suitable example has 
been fully worked (S4 >, with all the necessary data, by 
the Force.method, and thus provides a suitable comparison 
between the two methods, since in every respect other than 
the represent·ation of the shear panel, the models are 
identical. 
Fig.4.15. shows the two models, together with the 
data, calculated on the basis of Section 4.2. 
The main results are shown in Fig.4.16. &nd again the 
closeness of the agreement validates the simple diagonal 
bar replacement for the shear panels. Clearly, more 
complex three-dimensional structures could be similarly 
- 13o -
modelled. 
As a point of interest, one of the fixing points was 
''released'' in the spanwise direction of the cantilever, 
and the mode of loading was changed to pure torsion. It 
is well known that such box structures suffer cross sec-
tional warping under torsion, and it is of interest that 
the warping displacement of .174mm under an applied 
torque of 1120 N.m. compares well with the predicted value 
of .154mm according to the Wagner Theory< 55 >. 
4.7. Conclusions 
In order to simplify the analysis of structures which 
include shear panels, a simple substitution of two diagonal 
members is made. By comparing the strain energy in the 
shear panel with that of the two diagonal members, a suit-
able cross sectional area for the bars is found. 
The application of this model to various structures, 
including shear diffusion problems and mixtures of beams 
and shear panels, shows results which compare well with 
either simple theory, experimental, or other reported work. 
The warping displacement of a three-dimensional 
structure under torsion is also satisfactorily predicted 
by the model. 
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CHAPTER 5 
THE EFFECT OF PRACTICAL JOINTS ON THE STIFFNESS OF 
FRAMED STRUCTURES 
5.1. Introduction 
The distribution of internal loads in statically 
indeterminate structures is, of course, greatly dependent 
on the flexibilities of the various parts of the structure, 
and thus a realistic analysis of such a structure should 
include the best estimates of the flexibilities. In prac-
tise, member properties are calculated on the assumption 
that they obey very simple laws, such as simple bending 
theory in the case of beam-like members. However, for 
beams fabricated from thin sheet metal, such simple laws 
may not represent their behaviour adequately, since no 
account is made of shear lag for instance, or the stress 
concentrations incurred because of the longitudinal joints. 
Another problem facing both the designer and the 
analyst is the efficient connection of two members which 
are not collinear. The designer is conscious of the fact 
that extra diaphragms, gussets and fittings add consider-
ably to the weight and cost, which may be an over-riding 
criterion for consumer orientated products such as the 
automobile( 56 >. On the other hand, the analyst is aware 
that unless cross-sectional and other localised distortions 
are prevented, the joint cannot be represented by the 
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"fully fixed" condition in which it acts as an infinitely 
stiff block. The compromise that must be made will, of 
course, be dependent on the trade-off between cost and 
stiffness, and thus it is essential to gain some insight 
into the behaviour and effect of such joints. 
The effect of joint flexibility on structural response 
has been the subject of a considerable amount of work in 
the analysis of 
engineering ( 19 • 
framed structures in the field of civil 
20, 21, 22) 
• Such analyses are usually 
concerned with the moment-rotational relationships at the 
joint positions. This type of approach has been applied 
to the integral bodies of cars, treating the side frame as 
a planar structure _subjected to in-plane loading. 
Shigeta, et al, <23 ) solved the resulting slope deflection 
type equations for a highly idealised body, and more lately 
Chang( 2G) used a much more realistic approach, utilising 
the finite element method with 39 beam elements and examined 
the effect of the variation of six joint flexibilities in 
various locations. The inclusion of experimentally deter-
mined joint flexibility markedly improved the agreement 
between theory and experiment on a complete side frame. 
Unfortunately, the paper gives no details of the measurement 
of joint flexibility or of the values taken in the calcula-
tions. 
The effect of joint flexibility on the chassis type 
of structure was investigated by Marshall, et al, ( 9) in 
which it was suggested that for torsional cases, the cross 
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members have a partial warping inhibition, depending on 
the type of connection to the main beams. An approximate 
theoretical method was evolved, which lead to an improve-
ment in the correlati.on between theory and experiment. 
The same kind of modification to torsion-warping theory is 
proposed by Hay and Blew< 25 >, with some suggestions on 
empirical factors for partial warping inhibition. Clearly, 
such factors are greatly influenced by the connection 
(24) geometry, and Sherman noted that very localised bend 
radii and flange distortion have large effects. 
For members with open sections, such as channels, 
Takahashi ( 10 ) suggested ~ simple analytic~! model \~hich 
represents the lateral displacement of the flanges, thus 
approximating the warping inhibition of a cross member as 
a lateral bending of the flanges. This technique was 
applied to an experimental model and gave an adequate 
description of the displacements and stresses. 
In this Chapter, the results are described from a 
mainly experimental programme on steel box beam assemblies 
tested in various ways. 
To begin with, the bending_and torsional stiffness of 
steel box beams with spot welded longitudinal seams was 
investigated. Within the limiting condition of obtaining 
reasonable strength in shear, the influence of spot weld 
pitch on stiffness was small and the efficiency, when 
compared with simple bending and torsional theory, was 
between 80% and 90% for various spot weld pitches. 
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A simple Tee joint was made between identical box 
beams without inserting stiffening diaphragms and the three 
primary stiffnesses of the assembly, about the plane of 
symmetry, were determined. These were expressed in the 
form of effective spring stiffnesses, assuming that the 
"spring" was concentrated at the joint, i.e. the inter-
section of the centre lines of the members. 
A complete peripheral frame consisting of members and 
joints with nominally identical properties to the previous 
tests was tested in torsion, applied on a ''restraintless'' 
rig( 57 >, and the deformation was compared with an analysis 
which included the measured efficiencies and spring stiff-
nesses of the joints. 
Further experimental work on Tee joints with offset 
axes was undertaken and some configurations also had 
internal diaphragms to prevent cross sectional distortions. 
The results are given in terms of the effective spring 
stiffnesses, assuming that the spring is concentrated at 
the centroid of the principal (or uninterrupted) member. 
A theoretical solution to one of the joints tested 
without internal diaphragms was obtained using simple 
corrections made on the basis of observed deformations. 
~.2. Experimental Rig 
The essential features of the rig are shown in Fig.S.1. 
'lhe main criteria for·the de~ign were:-
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(1) By various assemblies of the components, all the 
bending, torsional and shear distortions of a Tee 
joint could be measured. 
(2) Forces could be ppplied of reasonable magnitude and 
be measured directly. 
(3) The end conditions should be either fixed, simply 
supported, or free. 
(4) The stress distribution at the ends should not be 
too concentrated due to fittings transmitting the 
forces. 
The same rig was also used to determine the flexural and 
torsional properties of the box beam from which the joint 
was assembled. 
To meet (1), three separate support towers were used, 
enabling various sizes and configurations to be tested. 
Distortions were measured with ordinary dial gauges, using 
about 12 for most tests. 
The criterion (2) was satisfied by using a high quality 
ultra-low-friction hydraulic jack, applying its tension or 
compression through a calibrated load link. Thus a double 
check was available on load - hydraulic pressure and load ~ 
link (via. strain gauge) output. At no time was more than 
1% discrepancy noted. 
The use of roller bearings in each of the support 
towers ensured the end conditions being known. With the 
bearings arranged across the axis, fixed conditions are 
obtained, although strictly, the very small flexibility of 
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the support tower assembly should be accounted for. 
Simple support is obtained with the bearings used in their 
normal manner, whilst removal of the bearings - easily 
achieved by the removal of the top shells - gave free 
conditions. 
For criterion (4), care was taken to ensure close 
tolerances between the box beam and end fittings, thus no 
large stresses were induced by "forcing" the fit. The 
holes in the box members through which close tolerance 
shouldered bolts transferred the load from the end fittings, 
were jig-drilled and reamed, although it was noted on dis-
assembly that some elongation of the highly loaded holes 
had taken place. For later tests, the sheet metal box 
members near the end fittings were doubled in thickness. 
The complete peripheral frame was tested using a 
"restraintless" rig fitted with a hydraulic jack to apply 
torsional loading. This rig is designed to give simple 
(i.e. statically determinate).support to any three-
dimensional structure~ and was designed with the torsional 
displacements of a vehicle body primarily in mind. It is 
shown diagrammatically in Fig. 5.2. 
:• 
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5.3. Analysis of Experimental Results - Joint I 
5.3.1. Coupon Tests 
Longitudinal and transverse standard test specimens 
were taken from the mild steel sheet (commercial grade) used 
for the box beams. No significant difference was noted 
between longitudinal and transverse specimens. The mean 
value of E was found to be 210 GN/m2 with a standard 
deviation of 3.5% and the yield and ultimate stresses were 
202 MN/m2 and 330 MN/m2 both with a standard deviation of 
about 5%. 
5.3.2. Box Beam Flexural Tests 
Although the standar.d method of experimentally 
determining the value of the flexural stiffness of a beam 
is to measure the curvature over a region of constant bending 
moment, it was thought that this would not adequately 
represent the conditions met in practise. There is, inevitabl· 
in a real structure, a mixture of shear and bending and whilst 
it is usually admissible to neglect shear deformations, it may 
not be generally so. This is particularly the case when the 
beam is fabricated with longitudinal seams of unknm·m 
flexibility. That such seams have a shear flexibility greater 
than the parent metal is obvious, both from consideration of 
the localised deformations due to the stress concentrations 
around the connections<ss>, and from the finite shear 
stiffness cif the connection itself(Sg)• However, a detailed 
study of these effects is beyond the scope of the present 
investigation, and it is sufficient to say that these effects 
may be measured in terms of a reduction of the theoretical 
stiffness. 
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A further discrepancy occurs in a box beam composed of 
thin sheet metal, and that is due to the effect of shear lag. 
The state of stress in a beam sustaining bending moment and 
shear force is influenced by the shear deformations, 
particularly as when the width to thickness ratio is large 
and the presence of a longitudinal seam introduces a further 
shear flexibility. 
In order to assess the influence of longitudinal joints, 
several spot weld configurations were investigated. After 
testing (for stiffness) the box beam with 25 mm pitch of spot 
welds, the following sequence of modifications v1as introduced:· 
{1) Half spot weld pitc~ - 12.5 mm. 
(2) Drill out extra spots to original pitch (No. 9 Drill, 
5.2 mm). 
(3) Drill out alternate spots so that effective contact 
area is approximately halved for each drilled spot. 
<tin drill, 3.2 mm). 
(4) Drill out remaining spots as in (3). 
In all the tests, the specimen was first of all subjected 
to several full load cycles in order to settle any initial 
fit discrepancies. Then readings were taken in about 10 
increments to full load, and, on unloading, the zero 
readings noted. The box beam tests gave results ofexcellent 
linearity. Repeatability was also good, judged on the fact 
that each configuration was tested three times. The average 
of these tests was used to plot the deflected modes, as shovm 
in Fig. 5.3. 
The datum for comparison with simple bending theory 
was taken as the deflection readings at each "end", which 
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was about 115 mm. from each actual end of the box beam, 
thus eliminating any spurious end effects. Using the 
diagram on Fig.5.3. for the dimensions, simple bending 
theory obtains the relative deflection as: 
The value of this expression was calculated at each of 
the five dial gauge positions, assuming the value of E as 
that from the coupon tests and the value of I as calculated 
from the cross sectional properties, given in Fig.s.4. 
The flexural efficiency was taken as the average of the 
ratios of the experimental deflection to the theoretical 
for the five dial gauges, and was evaluated for each of the 
spot weld configurations. The results were:-
.: SPOT WELD PITCH (mm) 25 12.5 25 33 50 
(EFFECTIVE) 
BENDING EFFICIENCY 89% 89% 89% 85% 82% 
(AVERAGE) 
5.3.3. Box Beam Torsional Tests 
Similar arguments on the necessity for torsion tests can 
be made to those regarding the flexural tests, and the same 
test configurations and procedures were carried out. 
However, in torsion testing of thin walled beams, the 
effect of cross sectional warping must be kept in mind. 
Although warping restraint only affects the stresses near 
the ends of the beam~· it causes considerable increases in 
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torsional stiffness in short beams, particularly if of open 
section. Therefore, the box beam section was chosen so 
that, in theory, no warping due to torsion is present, which 
is the case of a square box of uniform thickness, and thus 
the torque could be applied by the rigid end fittings. 
However, whether the section is "warpless" with the shear 
flexibility of the longitudinal seams is doubtful, although 
the effect of restraining such warping would surely be 
extremely small, as the ''warp-free'' torsional stiffness is 
comparatively large. Also the effects would be concentrated 
at the ends, and the experimental analysis avoided using the 
ends in defining the datum plane. 
The angle of hlist was measured at four longitudinal 
stations by pairs of dial gauges a fixed distance apart, and 
the twist modes gave almost linear distributions (Fig.S.S.) 
showing that warping restraint was not an important factor. 
Unfortunately, the larger (effective) spot weld pitches 
were not investigated as a shear failure occured at the 
torque levels applied. The torsional stiffness in the three 
spot weld configurations analysed came to 81% of the 
theoretical value. When compared with the bending efficiency 
this lower figure is to be expected as the continuity of 
"shear periphery" (the material circumscribing the box) is 
all important in a torsion box, and the additional 
flexibility of the longitudinal seams will interrupt this 
continuity. 
5.3.4. Tee Jointl-Bending Stiffness Test 
The configuration for this test may be seen in Fig.s.6. 
and because of the large overhang for the applied load it 
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was thought necessary to restiict the load to about i of 
that used in previous tests. Some non-linearity between 
load and displacement was also noted, typical results are 
shown in Fig.5~7. Thus, the stiffness may be thought of as 
a "tangent" value at the higher load levels. 
Using simple beam and torsion theory, with a joint of 
stiffness KM on the short leg of the.tee, the deflection 
mode along the short leg is given by:-
From this expression, the value of KM was calculated 
the three dial gauge positions along the short arm of the 
at 
tee, the average figure . -1 be1ng 44 kN.m.rad over three tests. 
Comparison of the experimental mode shape shows that the 
long leg of the tee is far from the theoretical behaviour in 
torsion and bending, indicating that the moment at the 
junction of the short leg does not become a t~rque (and a 
shear) in the long leg. This is obviously due to the lack 
of diaphragms in the long leg to prevent cross sectional 
distortions. Thus, the spring stiffness does not really 
represent the effect of the localised deformations in the 
immediate neighbourhood of the joint so much as an effective 
value which accounts for more ~Jidely distributed deformations 
not accounted for by simple theory. 
5.3.5. Tee Jointi-Torsional Stiffness Test 
The assembly for this test is shown in Fig.5.8. with 
dial gauges arranged so that bending deflection of the long 
arm of the tee and torsional deflections of the short arm 
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could be measured. The same sort of non-linearity as in the 
bending stiffness test ·,vas noted, but as the maximum applied 
load was used, many more points were available at the higher 
load levels and it vms correspondingly easier to arrive at 
the tangent slopes. 
Applying simple theory to the system gives the follo•,Jing 
equation for the angle of twist at position x from the 
(theoretical) joint:-
e "' 
The value of KT \vas thus calculated at the two positions 
. -1 
along the short leg giving an average of 1.7 MN.m.rad over 
three tests. 
Comparison of the mode shape (Fig.s.B.) shows that the 
long leg deflects less than simple theory predicts, this is 
to be expected as the moment is not applied at the centre of 
the beam, but is reacted by two differential shears from the 
vertical webs of the short leg (which must give rise to some 
cross sectional distortion) and a more complex diffusion 
problem from the shear in the top and bottom of the short 
leg. 
5.3.6. Tee Joint I-Shear Stiffness Test 
It was originally expected that the shear stiffness of 
the joint would be almost infinite, since reasonable 
connections l'lere made to transfer the shear force. However, 
the test showed that, once again, the cross sectional 
distortions of the long leg caused by the lack of diaphragms 
gave rise to more distributed deformations not accounted for 
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by simple theory. The configuration shown in Fig.5.9. was 
similar to that for the bending stiffness test, except that 
instead of a shear force, a moment was applied at the end 
of the short leg. This gives rise to shear forces at the 
extremities of the tee. 
Dial gauges were arranged along the centre line of the 
short leg, and pairs of gauges across the width of the long 
leg gave the cross sectional distortion. Very little non-
linearity was noted for these readings. In terms of the 
applied moment M, the deflection along the short leg of the 
tee section is given by:-
From this equation the values of Ks were calculated 
from the two dial gauge readings along the short leg and 
gave an average stiffness of 10.7 MN.m-1 over three tests. 
Fig.5.9. shows the deflection modes, with the cross 
sectional distortion being an outstanding feature of this 
test. 
5.3.7. Peripheral Frame- Torsion Test 
After initial adjustment to the tightness of the ball 
joints, tension was applied to the jack followed by 
compression up to .• 75 kN magnitude. The deflections showed 
some non-linearity with load, in the same sense as the joint 
tests and the slopes were taken as tangents at the higher 
load levels. The mean of the tension and compression slopes 
were used to plot the deflections at a given load level, 
these are shown in Fig.5.10. The deflections are mainly due 
to torsional displacements of the members, with little 
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evidence of bending this is to be expected from the 
torsional nature of the applied loading. Note that 
discrepancies in deflection occur when extrapolating the 
almost straight lines along the members to the joints. 
This is due to the dial gauges being positioned on the 
centre line of the members, thus recording some cross 
sectional distortion of the members without diaphragms. 
5.4. Tee Joint II 
The construction of this joint is shown in Fig.5.11 
and Fig. 5.12,the basic difference to Joint I being the 
different sizes of the two box members. The simplest kind 
of formed gusset was used in order to provide a reasonably 
stiff load path. This joint was tested with and without 
internal diaphragms in the larger (uninterrupted) member, 
positioned in the same plane as the gussets. 
The test arrangements were the same as in the previous 
tests and the results shown in Figs. 5.13 - 5.15. The 
calculated values of the effective joint stiffnesses are 
summarised below:-
KM 
-1 (kN.m.rad ) -1 KT(kN.m.rad ) Ks (MN/m) 
Without diaphragms 46 63 28 
With diaphragms 67 96 165 
It is· clear that although the diaphragms prevented 
cross sectional distortion of the large box section, there 
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was considerable flexibility in the riveted connections, 
particularly in the sho.r.-t angle sections joining the 
upper and lower surfaces of the smaller member to the web 
of the larger box. 
5.5. Tee Joint III 
Fig.5.16 shows the construction of this joint, in 
which the axes of the two members do not intersect. It was 
possible to weld the upper surface of the smaller box to 
that of' the larger box at the joint position. The lower 
surface was connected by a short angle rivetted as in 
Joint II. 
Using the same techniques as in the previous tests, 
the following stiffness values were calculated:-
-1 KM(kN.m.rad ) -1 KT(kN.m.rad ) Ks <MN/m 
Without diaphragms 53 98 28 
With diaphragms 62 230 136 
Clearly, the influence of the offset itself was small, 
and the weld which it allowed improved the efficiency of 
the joint in bending and torsion. 
5 .• 6. Tee Joint IV 
As the box members used in the preceding joint tests 
are unrepresentative of commercial vehicle construction, it 
was decided to investigate the type of joint which is used 
on this type of vehicle. However, it was convenient to use 
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a fabricated box section as the smaller member, and a 
welded I beam as the main member. Fig.5.17 shows the 
details of the joint. The ends of the I beam were welded 
to solid steel blocks of 25mm thickness, thus preventing 
cross sectional distortions and warping of the beam ends. 
The torsional stiffness due to warping constraint was 
accounted for in the calculations of joint stiffness. The 
gussets were very stiff in their own planes and welded to 
the I beam, thus acting as diaphragms. The calculated 
stiffness values wer~:-
K T 
= 
= 
= 
390 
168 
156 
-1 kN.m.rad 
-1 kN.m.rad 
-1 MN.m 
Clearly, the welded connections between the components 
contributed to the increased stiffness of this configura-
tion. 
5.7. Simple Theory for Joints Without Diaphragms 
Taking note of the experimentally observed cross 
sectional distortions of the box sections without 
diaphragms, led to the notion that the vertical webs and 
flanges acted almost independently of each other. Certain 
strain compatibility conditions have to be satisfied at the 
jun7tions of webs and flanges, which lead to an approximate 
estimate of their contribution to the bending stiffness. 
Shear distortions may also be calculated and added to those 
calculated from bending theory. 
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As an example of the approach 
consider Tee Joint II under bend-
ing. The top flange is fixed at 
the extremities and subjected to 
a pair of forces from·the gusset 
connections. The horizontal 
displacement of the flange may be calculated, taking into 
account its own value of I, with a contribution from the 
webs amounting to t of their full contribution. The figure 
of t comes from the consideration of strain compatibility 
at the junction, but zero strain at the mid-plane, since 
the direction of bending is reversed on the lower flange. 
The shear displacement of the flange may also be estimated 
and included. Similar arguments apply to the vertical 11eb 
which transmits the shear. Based on these calculations, 
the effective join~ stiffness is 82 kN.m.rad-1 which is the 
same order as the experimentally observed values. The fact 
that it is also larger may be explained by the localised 
distortions at the gusset plate connections that were 
present in the experiments. 
Applying the same 
the joint stiffness as 
approach to the torsion test gives 
-1 68 kN.m.rad , which is remarkably 
. 
close to Joint II (KT= 63), although not representing the 
improved conditions of Joint III. 
For the shear stiffness test, the theory gives a 
figure of 32MN/m, again quite close to the experimental 
values for Joints II and III. 
A further implication of these reasonable results is 
.that the effects of the length of the joint specimens may be 
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accounted for, and corrections made to correlate 
experimental joint stiffnesses to a wider range of 
configurations. 
5.8. Finite Element Formulation (Beam Element) 
Since the outcome of the experiment appears to be 
that the type of simple joints made in practise suffer 
considerably from lack of stiffness, particularly when 
the cross sectional distortions are not prevented by 
diaphragms, it is necessary to introduce the effect of 
joint stiffness in structural calculations on vehicles. 
The most general method ~or such calculations is the 
finite element method, and thus a new beam element is 
required which includes these joint stiffnesses. 
The previous work(GO)of this author, had included 
the rotational stiffnesses, and this is extended in 
Appendix vnto account for all six stiffnesses, associated 
with the six internal forces existing at a node in a 
three dimensional frame. It is assumed that the stiffnesses 
are defined in the directions corresponding to the principal 
axes of the section. The stiffness matrix is included in 
the generalised frame computer programme, and applied to the 
peripheral frame, using the experimental stiffnesses derived 
for Tee Joint I. The frame was divided into eight elements 
and the results are included in Fig.5.10 It can be seen 
that considerable improvement in the correlation between 
theory and experiment is apparent when joint flexibility 
is included. The remaining discrepancy is obviously due 
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' ; '· 
to the joints in the peripheral frame not behaving 
identically to those in the experiments on the isolated 
joints. 
5. 9. Energy Solution to Peripheral Frame 
Because of the simple geometry of the peripheral 
frame, it was possible to derive an analytical solution 
to the torsional deflection, details of which are given 
in Appendix VIII. 
The application of this solution, using the experi-
mental values of joint stiffnesses, gave precisely the 
same deflections as the finite·element results, which of 
course, is as it should be, since the basic equations are 
identical. It therefore establishes confidence in the 
computer formulation of the element. 
5.10. Conclusions 
The bending stiffness of box ~ams with spot welded 
longitudinal joints was found to be between 80% and 90% 
of the theoretical stiffness, the lower figures being for 
larger spot weld pitches. 
The torsional stiffness of box beams was more affected 
by the spot weld pitch, being about HO% for the closer 
pitches. 
The st"iffnesses for four different tee joints were 
found, corresponding to forces which would be present in 
the torsion and bending of vehicle chasses. 
The joints that w.ere tested without diaphragms to 
prevent cross sectional distortions showed considerably 
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greater flexibility than those with diaphragms. 
A simple theoretical approach to the joints without 
diaphragms gave stiffnesses in the same order as found 
experimentally. 
The inclusion of" joint stiffness into an analysis 
of the torsion of a peripheral frame improved the 
correlation between theory and experiment. Neglecting 
joint flexibility, theory predicted a torsional stiffness 
69% greater than the experimental value, whereas the 
inclusion of realistic flexibility gave a stiffness 12.5% 
greater than experiment. 
The measured joint stiffnesses are summarised in the 
following table:-
Joint KM KT Ks 
Configuration Diaphragms -1 -1 MN/m kN.m.rad kN.m.rad 
I [ I No 44 1770 10.7 
No 46 63 28 
[tl I Yes 67 96 165 
No 53 98 28 [bJ I Yes 62 230 136 
H _j / 390 168 156 
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CHAPTER 6 
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS OF ·JOINTS 
6.1. Introduction 
Whilst experimental means have been used by previous 
authors( 25 • 26 ) for the determination of joint stiffnesses 
and the subsequent use in theoretical analyses, there 
appears to be no reported work of using· the finite element 
method in the region of the joint. Marshall, Roach and 
Tidbury(g) used an approximation for the partial warping 
inhibition of simple cross sectional shapes, and localised 
analysis of an 'alligator' type joint using simple 
structural methods. Large ·finite element programmes have 
been used extensively(6l)for vehicle analysis and design, 
but not in.a way which seeks to isolate the joint area in 
a structure for detailed attention. 
It is the latter approach that this Chapter investi-
gates, a technique similar to the 'sub-structure' method(S3 ) 
in which complex areas of structures are analysed with a 
fine mesh division separately from the main analysis, an? 
then the displacements and forces matched by satisfying 
compatibility and equilibrium conditions at selected nodes 
at the interfaces. This technique is economical in computer 
storage and time, with the disadvantage of slightly more 
data preparation. 
The joint configurations tested in the previous Chapter 
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are analysed by the finite element method, using quite 
coarse element divisions, and the resulting deflections 
compared with those obtained by using the experimental 
joint stiffnesses. The element division chosen was a 
compromise between computer and data preparation costs and 
accuracy as assessed by a convergence check on one con-
figuration. 
6.2. Element Choice and Mesh Division 
The joint configurations consist of a three dimensional 
assembly of plate type elements, thus the requirement is for 
a flat 'shell' element, in which membrane and bending 
actions are combined, and transformations performed to allow 
for any orientation of the elements. Such an element is 
available in the Loughborough University system( 6S), but 
certain difficulties have been reported(?l) when:. used in 
diaphragm stiffened box beams, a configuration which is 
closely akin to the joint problem. Thus, the use of a well 
developed and documented programme was sought, and due to 
close proximity and mutual interests, the PAFEC 70+ at 
Nottingham University was used. 
The main body of elements in this system are based on 
the displacement method, and both triangular and quadril-
ateral shapes are available. As well as the usual corner 
nodes for these elements, higher order elements using mid-
sided nodes are also available. To achieve similar 
accuracy of results, one may choose a large number of 
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simple elements on a fewer number of higher order elements. 
Since the data required to specify the problems is 
almost independent of the number of elements, (PAFEC has a 
data generation schem~ known as PAFBLOCKS) the choice is 
not obvious, and a sample problem, to which an analytical 
solution is known, was tested. In order to be relevant to 
the joint problem; it was decided to use a cantilevered 
channel section in bending and torsion, as shown in Fig.6.1., 
thus including in-plane (membrane) actions and normal-to-
plane (plate) actions. Warping is inhibited at the fixed 
end, and a (thin) diaphragm at the free end serves to· 
introduce shear forces through the shear centre. The main 
results appear in the following table: 
4 "<:>c!Qci '(.vru\ % "" d ea q,a. vet. . 
Loo-.d Con4 lho" S!Mpk lhro~ n= "!, V\"-b "=- 12. 1'1 :. '!. n::c6 t\ = l'2. 
lip '5\-.eor 0= 0·3\2.5 e ·tt52. C>· ?>~I 0.>,1'2. 0 ·'!>'>1:1 o.:,,v. 0·3120 
I ;p lor~ue e=- ~:!. 4·st3 ito l.j-.~;5" '!· ~ o I 1!·615' tf. (, 7."' ·~. :>7 'I 4·571 
Ce..,pv~ Cho.~~ / 1'2.·'2. IS·I 17·1 14-·'1- I'\. b 2S'·b 
The computer charge is as calculated at Nottingham 
University Computer Centre from a formula which includes 
terms from C.P.U. time, core storage, peripherals accessed, 
etc., and is included only for comparative purposes. 
It can be seen that the eight noded quadrilateral 
element is superior from a cost poi~t of view, and adequate 
accuracy for deflections may be obtained by using six 
elements. 
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6.3. Convergence Tests for Joint I 
In order to determine a suitable element arrangement 
for the joint configurations, three solutions were obtained 
to the Tee Joint I, which consisted of two identical box 
beam sections, joined to form a Tee shape, without the 
addition of internal diaphragms. The geometry was taken as 
identical to that tested in Chapter S, except that the 
boundary conditions at the ends of the long member (the 
continuous one), were taken as fully fixed, whereas in the 
experimental tests, rigid body rotation about certain axes 
was allowed. This was necessary in the computations since 
the programme did not have the facility of introducing such 
conditions without modelling the end fixtures, which would 
have considerably complicated the data preparation and 
caused a several-fold increase in computer charges. The 
end of the short leg was taken as free for similar reasons, 
although a thin diaphragm was incorporated in the model to 
prevent unrealistic distortions under torque. 
The main part of the boxes was modelled using eight 
noded quadrilateral elements, and the outstanding flanges 
by the offset beam element. This useful device obviates 
the necessity of representing a flange by a further shell 
·element, and retains the major structural influence of the 
flange. 
Fig.6.2. shows the three element divisions taken, and 
Fig.6.3. shows the deflection of the free end when subjected 
to a tip shear force of 8820N. The deflection results were 
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extrapolated to an estimated asymptote, 'and the errors of 
the three solutions from this •converged' solution calcu-
lated. Also shown are the computer costs as described in 
the previous Section. 
It was felt that the accuracy of about 2% given by the 
second of the element divisions is adequate when viewed 
against the computer costs. In fact this decision was 
proved to·be wise, as the finer element division would not 
have been possible in the more complicated joint configur-
ations later investigated, because of the limit of 140 k 
in core storage. 
It will be seen from Fig.6.2.that advantage was taken 
' 
of the symmetry about the centre line of the short member 
of the tee, in that one-half of the structure was 
analysed. The appropriate boundary conditions were used 
for the three symmetrical loading cases, and the one anti-
symmetric case. 
Two of the joint configurations were also symmetrical 
about the plane containing the centre lines of the main 
member and the short member, but it was felt that it was 
not worth taking advantage of this fact due to the common-
alty of data preparation with the other unsymmetrical 
·joints. 
6.4. Initial Results 
For each of the four joint configurations shown in 
Figs. 6.4. - 6.7., along with the element divisions used, 
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four loading cases were investigated. They were:-
Case '1 Tip shear force of 8820N. 
Case 2 Tip bending moment of 2350 N.m. 
Case 3 Combined Cases 1 and 2, which gives zero moment at 
the centre line of the long member. 
Case 4 Tip torque of 3360 N.m. 
The displacements and rotations along all three axes 
were output from the programme, and the graphical presen-
tation of the results shown in Figs.6.8. - 6.18. concentrate 
mainly on the displacements of the short member of the tee. 
Also shown are the results for Joints I, II and III 
with a diaphragm of thickness equal to that of the main 
member, shown shaded in Figs.6.4. - 6.6. The ease with 
which extra elements may be added, or other modifications 
carr5ed out, is a considerable benefit of such computer 
studies of structures. It is worth remembering that in the 
experimental programme reported in Chapter 5, the intro-
duction of a modification would mean a complete disassembly 
of the specimen from the rig, and when diaphragms were 
added, comple_tely new ·specimens were manufactured • 
. . -· 
The computer programme has the facility for requesting 
stress distributions, but this was not used, since it was 
felt that the element divisions were too coarse to yield 
sensible and smooth stress distributions, particularly in 
the close proximity of the joint. 
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6.5. General Discussion of Results 
Perhaps the most striking observation from the results 
is the considerable distortion of the cross section when no 
diaphragms are presen.t - particularly under shear and bending 
loads. This was noted experimentally in Chapter 5, and the 
extra information given in the computer results enable the 
distortion to be accurately described. 
The effect of adding diaphragms in the region of the 
joint is to completely change the behaviour under shear and 
bending loads. For torsional loadings, the effect i's not 
nearly so pronounced. 
. . 
In Joints r, II and rrr, in which the main member was 
box section, the cross sectional distortion is of major 
importance in the total behaviour of the joint. According 
to these results, it is not possible to represent the joint 
flexibility by simple rotational and shear springs, which 
only react to the appropriate loading. For instance, when 
a pure moment is applied to the joint, as in Case 2, the 
centre lines of the short member and main member no longer 
intersect at the origin, indicating a shear displacement 
when no shear force is present. Again, under pure shear 
(at the joint centre), as in Case 3, considerable relative 
rot.ation of the two members is apparent when no moment is 
present. Thus, we conclude that this cross-coupling of the 
modes of deformation and loading invalidates the simple 
concepts of independent spring stiffnesses to represent 
bending and shearing effects, at least for accurate analysis 
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of a complete structure. 
It is difficult to conceive a simple model of the 
joint that incorporates the effects with sufficient 
realism. The nearest that the author obtained is shown in 
the inset diagram, in which 
the short member is attached 
to a rigid frame with a rota-
tional spring, the centre of 
which is a certain distance 
from the centre of the joint. 
The frame is sliding on the 
I 
main member, and restrained by suitable springs. The 
parameters in the model are the position of the rotational 
spring centre, and the stiffness values of the rotational 
and shear springs. The three parameters may be obtained 
by interpretation of the displacements of the joints under 
load Cases 1, 2 and 3. 
Some insight into the reason for the cross sectional 
distortions may be gained by the consideration of simple 
structural models of the joints. Fig.6.19(a) illustrates 
Joint I under tip bending moment, which causes lateral 
loads on the top and bottom flanges, which will distort as 
in Fig.6.19(b). Since tensile and compressive strains will 
occur at A and B respectively in Fig.6.19(c), and the 
strains are compatible along the edges of the box, this 
will cause vertical displacements of the vertical walls of 
the long member as shown in Fig.6.19(d). Thus the cross 
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sectional distortion is as shown in Fig.6.19(e). Due to 
slope compatibility of the plate junctions at A and B, the 
flanges will take on the curved shapes as shown in Fig.6.8. 
Similar argument~ may be used for the joint under 
shearing action. Figs.6.19(f) to (i) illustrate the be-
haviour observed in Fig.6.8. 
Turning to the behaviour under torsional loading, the 
cross sectional distortions are not so significant in 
contributing to the total deformation. This is presumably 
because the torsion is transmitted through the joint by 
shearing actions between the various components without 
causing large bending deformations. For instance, Fig.6.10. 
illustrates the pure torsional-shear behaviour of the short 
member, and the complete non-involvement of the rear wall 
of the long member when no diaphragms are present. The 
effect of the diaphragms is, in fact, to involve this rear 
wall and thus stiffen the joint by a small amount. 
The effect of the larger cross section of the long 
member in Joints II and III are as may be expected, inso-
far that the increased depth of the vertical structural 
members reduces the beam~type displacements and hence the 
cross sectional distortions are smaller. To a certain 
extent, the reduced size. of the short member makes up for 
some of this reduced distortion, and thus the effect of 
different cross sections is not large in these examples. 
The asymmetry introduced in Joint III also appears 
to have little effect in bending, shear, or torsion, and 
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the results are within 5% of Joint II in terms of maximum 
displacements. 
The results for Joint IV, which was a box member 
joined to an I beam, are as may be expected, since the 
large gusset plates (necessary to transfer the bending 
loads from the short member into the flanges of the I beam) 
act as stiff diaphragms for the I beam preventing any large 
cross sectional distortions. Thus the joint is much more 
stiff than the box members without diaphragms. Note that 
in Fig.6,17.and Fig.6.18., there is some torsional deforma-
tion of the main member caused by (a) pure shear at the 
joint centre, and (b) pure torque in the short member. This 
interaction is noted by Takahashi(iO) when dealing with 
joints between open section members. 
Since the size of the gusset plates in this joint are 
quite large, and their thickness is twice that of the short 
member, it is apparent that they contribute significantly 
to the stiffness of the short member as well as preventing 
cross sectional distortion of the main member. In modelling 
this type of joint, therefore, it is necessary to account for 
the finite size of the gusset plates, as other workers have 
d (53' 57' 60) one • 
6.6. Comparison with Experimental Results 
In the majority of the joints analysed by these 
computer calculations, there are experimental results in 
terms of effective stiffnesses. Thus, it is possible to 
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calculate the deformation of the complete joint using 
these experimentally determined stiffness values. On each 
of the computer results shown in Figs.6.8. - 6.18. there 
are broken lines calc~lated on this basis. 
It can be seen that there is a significant difference 
in the results, caused by the over-simplified interpreta-
tion of the experimental results. It has already been 
noted in this Chapter that shear displacements are caused 
by moments, and rotations by shear forces, a coupled 
situation that was not accounted for when calculating joint 
stiffness values from experimental data. Thus, although 
slopes and general modal shapes are similar between experi-
mental and theoretical results, actual displacements are 
not in good agreement when cross sectional distortions 
predominate, for the above reasons. 
However, for the joints in which diaphragms were 
present in the experiments (II, III and IV), the agreement 
is very much improved and the simple (uncoupled) stiffness 
values may be used. The remaining difference may be 
accounted for by the fact that the computer technique was 
unable to account for the very localised flexibilities at 
rivets, short angles, local weldments, etc. Considerably 
greater complexity in modelling would be necessary to 
achieve this type of realism. 
6.7. Simple Theoretical Calculations 
Having gained insight into the structural behaviour 
of joints, with and without diaphragms, it is a simple 
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matter to apply structural theory to the individual corn-
ponents as described in Chapter 5, Section 7. The methods 
are based on the physical arguments typified by the dia-
grams in Fig.6.19. an~ rely on the calculation of bending 
and shearing displacements from simple beam theory, taking 
into account those portions of the cross section which are 
wholly or partially effective. For instance, in the 
calculation of the bending deformation of the top and 
bottom flanges illustrated in Fig.6.19(b), the value of I 
is based on the whole of the top flange being effective, 
and one quarter of the area on one side web. This value is 
assumed because the stress varies from a maximum at the 
edge to zero at the centre, thus the end stress is ·one-
half of the maximum, and the area is one half of the side 
web area, thus the product is one quarter. 
It is necessary to include shear deformations in the 
calculations, since the beams are comparatively thin and 
deep. The shear area is taken as equal to the area of the 
web parallel to its line of action. 
The results of these calculations are compared with 
the computer predictions and those derived from the 
experimental stiffness values, in the following table:-
. 
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6.8. Conclusions 
The finite element method provides a rapid solution 
to the ove~all structural behaviour of joints, and has an 
advantage over the experimental technique in that design 
modifications may be readily introduced. However, consider-
ably greater complexity would be necessary to model the 
detailed behaviour adjacent to rivets, angle brackets, etc. 
Having established the main features of the behaviour, 
it is possible to use simple theoretical methods for other 
similar geometries and loading. 
. 
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The greater description of the displacements available 
from finite element solutions in comparison with experimen-
tal techniques, revealed that it is not possible to 
describe accurately t.he behaviour of a joint in terms of 
simple rotational and extensional springs which respond in 
an uncoupled manner. Thus, the most appropriate method for 
the analysis of framed structures with unstiffened cross 
sections is the finite element technique, using, where 
possible, a sub-structure approach in the region of the 
. joints. 
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A 
a 
B 
b 
c 
D 
d 
E 
G' 
h 
I 
i 
J 
K 
k 
L 
L1' 
1 
M 
m 
N 
p 
p 
R 
r 
L2 
NOTATION 
Cross sectional area. 
Length, coefficient. 
Distanc~ between longitudinals. 
Half width of frame, length of short leg of 
tee joint. 
Coefficient. 
Diameter of hole, flexural rigidity of plate. 
Depth. 
Young's modulus of elasticity. 
Modulus of .rigidity. 
Height of sides. 
Second moment of area. 
Polar moment of inertia per unit length. 
Torsional constant. 
Joint stiffness. 
Suspension stiffness, coefficient. 
Length. 
Length ratios. 
Length of chassis. 
Bending moment. 
Moment per unit width. 
Number of events, number of cross members. 
End load. 
Pressure, floor pressure. 
Radius of curvature, wheel reaction. 
Stress ratio. 
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s 
s 
T 
t 
t I ' 
u 
u 
V 
w 
'w 
X 
y-
y 
z 
E 
f 
i 
~ 
t" 
Steering Force. 
Standard deviation in a sample. 
Torque. 
Thickness, time, torque per unit length. 
Effective thicknesses. 
Strain energy. 
Axial displacement. 
Loss in potential energy. 
Weight (laden). 
Vertical deflection~ 
Lengthwise coordinate. 
Vertical shear force. 
Vertical coordinate. 
Horizor.tal coordinate. 
Angle of twist, coefficient. 
Displacement of floor, coefficient. 
Displacement of side, coefficient, shear strain. 
Displacement, height of bump. 
Displacement of side. 
Displacement of floor. 
Twist of chassis. 
Dimensionless factor. 
Poisson's ratio. 
Radius of gyration of section. 
Angle of twist, coefficient. 
Coefficient. 
Angle of b~ist, slip angle of tyre. 
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rr 
~· 
w 
Suffixes. 
B 
c 
EFF 
F 
0 
OPT 
R 
s 
T 
w 
Total energy. 
'-
Shear stress. 
Rotation of payload. 
Forcing.frequency. 
Cross member. 
Compressive. 
Effective. 
Front, floor, flange. 
Original. 
Optimum. 
Rear, rail. 
Sides, symmetrical. 
Tensile. 
Web. 
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APPENDIX I 
AN EXPERIMENT ON THE USE OF DYNA!1IC STRAIN 
RECORDS TO PREDICT THE FATIGUE LIFE OF A 
SEMI-TRAILER 
The main object of the experiment was to record the 
dynamic strain at various positions on a semi-trailer 
supplied by the Pitt Trailer eo. Ltd., and denoted by 
16 Tons G.v.w. The positions were judged to be highly 
stressed areas, and the dynamic vertical accelerations at 
several positions were also recorded. 
As a preliminary, a static stress analysis was carried 
out at the given payload weight. This gave the position 
of the most highly stressed section on the longitudinal 
beams and the distribution of stress along the length 
according to simple beam theory. Fig.A.I.1. shows the 
positions of the gauges and the results of the stress 
analysis. 
Conventional foil strain gauges were attached to the 
inner surfaces of the upper and lower flanges of the 
I section longitudinal beams and wired as a t bridge 
circuit. Low resistance leads were carried to the forward 
end of the vehicle where the amplifiers and magnetic tape 
recording equipment were mounted in a small "shed" structure 
on the forward end of the semi-trailer. However, the 
/ 
severity of the ride, particularly on the pave surface, made 
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its safety and accuracy somewhat doubtful, not to mention 
the operator's discomfort. Subsequently, the equipment was 
mounted in an estate car which travelled on a smoother track 
/ parallel to the pave,. the connections being made via a long 
multi-core wire carried on a flexible rod. 
Continuous recordings were made in this manner of 
portions of various test tracks at the Motor Industries 
Research Institute, Nuneaton. The vehicle was driven at the 
maximum speed that the driver could maintain control, which 
varied between 25 m.p.h. and 35 m.p.h. It was regretted 
that more control on speed was not enforced, since there is 
evidence(G?) to show that the dynamic forces in suspension 
parts increases with increasing speed. Thus, it is reason-
able to presume that the strains in the chassis are also 
dependent on speed and this restricts a general interpreta-
tion of the results. Fig.A.I.2. shows a typical result,. 
·output from magnetic tape onto a pen recorder. 
Calibration signals were added to the recordings by 
adding a known resistance in parallel with one of the 
gauges in each circuit. This was converted to strain, and 
hence stress, thus establishing a stress scale on each 
record. Also added to the records were audio signals of 
the comments on test track surface. 
A full and mathematically rigorous analysis(GG) of the 
many yards of strain records is clearly a formidable task, 
even if some automatic processing equipment is available. 
In this case, no such equipment was available, and hence 
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only comparatively short sections of the records were 
analysed. The magnetic tape signal, with calibration steps, 
was transferred to a pen record and a portion was then 
selected. 
The height of each "peak" and "valley" was measured 
from a suitable datum over several hundred undulations. The 
length of the portion of record analysed thus corresponded 
to approximately one minute of real time. The mean was then 
calculated from:-
+ h ). valley • 
The root mean square or standard deviation was then 
calculated from:-
-)2 h + ""> - 2 L...(hvallev - h) 
N 
In order to assess fatigue damage, the number of exceed-
ences was also counted for between six and ten differing 
stress levels. This counting must be done with some care, 
and was only done for stress levels above the mean. For a 
Gaussian distribution, the counts should be symmetrical about 
the mean, this was only checked in one case, in which the two 
distributions, above and below the mean, agreed with about 
8%. A hint which the author found useful is to only count 
those crossings of the chosen level which were in the same 
sense, in this case, of increasing stress and time. 
The results are summarised in Table A.I.1. 
It is usual in statistical work(GG, 67 >to relate the 
probability of encountering a given level of signal, in this 
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case stress, to the standard deviation. For instance, if 
a Gaussian distribution of signal is assumed, then 99.9% of 
the events will be in the band + 36 where ~ is the standard 
deviation. Thus, the· chance of exceeding 3~ is about one 
in 1000. This level of probability is commonly accepted 
in many industrial situations and will be used to derive 
design factors. 
The design factor in this case is a numerical factor 
greater than unity which multiplies the static (1g) load to 
give a load which is used in subsequent design and analysis. 
Using the 11 3~ 11 criterion, the design factor is therefore:-
l> F :::: 
h 
-
where h = mean signal level, e.g. static stress. 
Since the response to various types of road surface 
was recorded. different design factors are derived and are 
given in Table A.I.2. Several Companies which design 
commercial vehicles use a design factor of 2.0. which in 
these tests was only exceeded in very severe situations, 
such as railway level crossings, skew ridges, and on the 
,. pave surface. It should be remembered that these factors 
are appropriate to a particular speed, judged by a single 
driver as the maximum possible for full payload on the 
observed surface. It is quite likely that other drivers 
may produce different results, and thus not too much 
significance should be placed on the precise numerical 
magnitude. The factors are given to three significant 
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figures, which is consistent with the quality of the 
records, but certainly the final digit should not be used 
out of context and considerable latitude exercised on the 
figures after the decimal point when comparing with other 
data. 
In order to estimate the fatigue life of the chassis, 
assuming that failure will occur at the point of maximum 
measured stress, the following information is required:-
{a) A Stress-life (S.N.) curve for the material. 
(b) A suitable cumulative damage law. 
{c) A spectrum of operational use. 
The material used for the flanges of this particular 
semi-trailer was to the specification BS 4360 Grade 50B( 2S) 
and since no stress-life curves for this material could be 
located, the information contained in BS 153( 36 ) was used. 
Basically, this specifies stress-life curves for various 
types of welded joints for structural steel used in bridge 
construction, which is to a less exacting specification 
than BS 4360 Grade SOB, so that the life calculations would 
be conservative. The presence of welded joints however, 
degrade the steel in the region of the weld, making the data 
more appropriate. The results are meaningful relative to 
each other, which is probably the most that can be expected 
from fatigue life prediction in any case. A further utility 
of BS 153 is that the life is given in terms of mean stress 
• and stress ratio" - the minimum stress divided by the 
maximum, this accounting for mean stress, presumably by the 
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"modified Goodman diagram" method. In terms of the measured 
stresses, it can be seen that the stress ratio is given by:-
For assessing damage caused by cumulative cycles of 
stress at differing levels, Miner's law was used, i.e. fatigue 
failure occurs when:-
7(~) = 1 ~, 
where 
n = number of cycles at a given stress level 
N = number of cycles which would cause failure at 
that stress level. 
Whilst this law takes no account of the order of the 
stress cycles, and ignores stress rate and frequency effects, 
it is commonly accepted practise< 33 >, used in the absence of 
any easily applied method. 
The operational aspect is one in which some standards 
should be set in order from the basis of comparative design. 
The only suggestion found in the literature( 27 ) is 25% rough 
road operation and 75% smooth road, with special events 
occuring with the frequency shown in the following table:-
Event 
' ~ . Tractor-tra~ler engag~ment 
Backing into shipping dock 
Hitting pothole or curb 
Tight turn up ramp 
Brake stop from 15 m.p.h. 
Distance during which 
event occurs once, (miles) 
500 
(severe jolt) 4000 
1500 
3000 
- hard 1000 
normal 100 
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As this data is relevant to the operational conditions 
in U.S.A. and did not correspond in any way to the recording 
made in this series of tests, the life was calculated 
separately for each t~st track condition, and no attempt was 
made to combine these sectors. 
The general problem of special events may be treated 
from a .statistical point of view< 34 ) in combination with the 
continuous degradation of the strength of the structure due 
to the growth of fatigue cracks. However, as no numerical 
quantities were readily available for the various parameters 
(crack propagation rate, scatter characteristics, etc.,) the 
application of such theory is not possible to this series of 
tests. 
Regarding operation of different surfaces, the data 
which is available ( 46 • 62 • 63 • 64 )relates to the profile 
of the surface, and its influence on strain levels can only 
be estimated by using mathematical models of the complete 
dynamic system( 6s>, which is beyond the scope of this work. 
Table A.I.3. shows the results of these calculations 
in which the life has been given in terms of the hours of 
operational use. This is the most direct result to derive 
from the experimental data, as the length of the record 
analysed was 60 seconds in real time. This gave a total 
of several hundred exceedences, which was judged to be 
sufficient for reasonable accuracy balanced \'{i th timer 
required for counting. 
The life was calculated for both Class D and Class E 
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welded joints in BS 153, which are defined as:-
Class D 
Class E 
Longitudinal manual fillet welds. 
Transverse butt welds made in the flat position 
with no undercut. 
Other transverse butt welds and transverse butt 
welds made on backing strip. Cruciform butt 
welds. 
The life on smooth tarmac and rough tarmac are given as 
identical, since the stress levels involve extrapolation of 
the stress-life curves, which are very flat in this region, 
being close to the fatigue limit. 
In terms of an 8 hour operational day for 360 days per 
year, the working year is approximately 3 x 103 hrs. Thus, 
the Ride and Handling Track represents the limiting surface 
to which the trailer should be subjected in the fully laden 
condition. Class E joints would also be unsatisfactory in 
this condition. 
For tarmac road operation, the trailer may be judged to 
be overstrength, even with Class E joints, where the life is 
two to three orders of magnitude in excess of the normal 
requirement - about 10 years. Thus, the mean stress may be 
raised to around 120 N/mm2 (7.8 T/in2 l according to these 
calculations. This corresponds to the stress encountered 
on the Ride and Handling Track, with Class D joints. 
To accommodate more severe environments, less than the 
maximum payload would be used for a reasonable fatigue life, 
and the yield stress for the material should not be less 
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than 2.4 x 120, i.e. 288 N/mm2 (18.8 T/in2 ) which is well 
within the specification. 
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TABLE A.I.1. 
DISTRIBUTION OF EXCEEDENCES. 
Road Condition Stress Level No. of 
2 (N/mm ) Exceedences 
115 4 
112 12 
109 20 
Smooth Tarmac. 107 48 
104 112 
101 120 
99 132 
120 43 
117 8 
-
115 12 
112 25 
Coarse Tarmac. 109 40 
107 88 
104 155 
101 180 
. 99 205 
146 3 
136 8 
130 12 
Ride and Handling Track. 125 17 
120 29 
115 84 
' 
continued ••••• 
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' ' 
TABLE A. I.1. continued •••••• 
Road Condition. Stress Level No. of 
(N/mm2 ) Exceedences 
• 
Ride and Handling Track 109 144. 
continued •• 104 195 
99 250 
185 4 
173 27 
160 72 
,. / Pave Track 148 100 
136 150 
123 188 
110 208 
. 99 208 
238 
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TABLE A.. I. 2. 
DESIGN FACTORS DERIVED FROM (1 + 3~ ) CRITERION 
Road Condition Design Factor 
Smooth Tarmac 1.2 
Coarse Tarmac 1.25 
Ride & Handling Track 1.6 
Short bumps on Ride & Handling Track 1.9 
Long Waves on Ride & Handling Track 1.4 
Level Crossing 2.2 
, 
Pave Surface 2.4 
;_ 
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TABLE A.I..3.~ 
FATIGUE LIFE ESTIMATES 
Road Condition Life (Hrs.). 
Class D. Class E. 
Smooth Tarmac 2.7 X 10 7 1.2 X 106 
Coarse Tarmac 2.7 X 10 7 1.2 X 106 
Ride & Handling Track 1.5 X 10 4 1.7 X 10 3 
,. 
Pave 110 25 
.. 
,. . 
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APPENDIX !I 
Optimisation of a Box Section with Constant Section 
Moduli in Bending and Torsion 
Assume 
!:r ) ~w 
cl >> er 
b ")) Cw -
.....__ 
The maximum bending stress is . 
<S =- M 
b l:f cl + cl 'I:: 
- w 
'1> 
The maximum shear stress is 
"t. = T 
2 b cl l::w 
The cross sectional area is 
A -= 2b\:r -+ 2 cl \:;w 
Since ~w is likely to be fixed by manufacturing 
considerations it will not be taken as a variable. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
Eliminating the variables b and bf by means of constraint 
equations (1) and (2), gives:-
A 
-+ 
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The form of this expression is recognisable as a 
single variable optimisation problem, in which the stationary 
value occurs when the two terms in the equation are equal. 
Thus:-
c\.7.. 
Ol'f 
A 
MtN 
= 
= 
-
3M 
2. er \:;w 
LJ-M 
o-cl 
ll' d. l::w 
3 
Note that the solution in independent of the applied 
torque,: and ·.hence independent of the width. 
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APPENDIX III 
Analysis of Chassis with Torsionally Resistant Longitudinals 
(1) Uniformly Distributed Torque 
The method will use an approximate deflected shape of 
the chassis, defined in terms of undetermined coefficients, 
which are subsequently evaluated by the known static and 
kinematic boundary conditions and the principle of stationary 
total potential energy. 
Since the problem is antisymmetrical about the 
longitudinal centre line, the deflections are equal and 
opposite in the main beams. A suitable mode shape will be:-
w ::: 
Thus the twist at any point is 
The independent boundary conditions are:-
'W ::: 0 o-.1::: n=O,t 
0 
giving:-
o( 0 -=- c{ ,._ ::: 0 
o<3 -+ 2 o('l t :. 0 
t £ 1 o<, -+ c{3 -t o(" .t = 0 
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These four conditions leave one undetermined coefficient 
which will be (arbitrarily) taken as ~~ 
3 
o<., = o('j- ~ 
and o<"l> == - 2 «-'+ ~ · 
The total P.E. is 
li = U+V 
= 2 { EJ J ( ~2;2fdx 
(The doubling of the strain energy term is necessary since 
EI and GJ refer to one beam only). 
Now 
(tw 
= d,C 
12 «.,. ( -,_1 - .t "-) 
cl.& 
= 
d.lL 
Substituting and integrating leads to 
T 
~ = 4'2H(n -1- G.:rt2 ) 
lO•I b2 
The maximum torque in the beams occurs at the end and is 
given by:-
The maximum bending moment occurs at the mid points and 
is given by:-
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(2) Central Concentrated Torgue 
Since the bending moment diagram for the longitudinals 
is discontinuous at the centre of the chassis, it seems 
sensible to only consider one quarter of the chassis, 
assuming symmetry about the lateral axis through the centre 
and antisymmetry about the longitudinal axis. Thus the 
following expressions are appropriate:-
0 ~ ;,:. ~ tf?_ 
w :: o(.o -+ «,?t. + o(_ "-2. + o(~ 3 X. .. 
e .,. J_ ( o<o ·+ o<, X -+ o( x.' -1- o(~ ?(., ) 
h 2-
The boundary conditions are:-
w = 0 "-.t -x.= 0 
o.w 
= 0 a.t. "-" 1 d.><. 2 
cl2w ~ 0 d.t x= 0 
cJ.. ,_ ... 
giving:-
.,(_6. = .X ... :: 0 
<>il 
Using ~3 as the undetermined coefficient yields 
d2w 
= b o<l X. 
cl ,_• 
cLG :: . 3_5 ( ,._• - ~·) 
cl."l<- I> 
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On minimising the total potential energy:-
2.4b 
Thus 
(E.l 
3t"'" 
4 b 
-+ G:rt"") 
to b.,_ 
G:J t.,_ ) 
lo E.1.b"-
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APPENDIX IV 
Ladder Frame with Many Cross-Members (Continuum Theory) 
(i) Central Torque 
For each longitudinal, 
we assume 
for ~ >/ ~ ~ 0 
The boundary conditions are:-
at 7<-~ 0 I 
"" 
= 0 
-x..~o.. 
' 
dw 
d.:><-
~ 0 
In addition, the curvature at >t.=O is related to the torque 
in the end cross members, thus 
The torque in the cross member is related to the twist, which 
is equal to the slope of the longitudinal at this point, 
i.e. 
Thus 
clwj 
cJ,x. ,._o 0 
Satisfying these boundary conditions in equation (1) gives 
o(o .,_ 0 
a<, 
"' 
2o<._ 0.. - 3o< 3 0.2 
oc,_ = ~ o<.3 
~ = 
3 .t 2. G::f8 
3bE:.L 
+ t G :re 
'2.bE~ 
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With three boundary conditions, equation (1) may be 
written 
(2.) 
The problem is thus reduced to establishing a relationship 
between ~3 and the applied load. This will be achieved by 
using the theory of stationary potential energy. 
i.e. 
6( U+V)-=- o 
The strain energy consists of the bending energy in the 
longitudinals <Ue>, and the torsional energy in the cross 
members <Ur>· To facilitate the calculation of this latter 
term, the total torsional rigidity ot the cross members will 
be "smeared" over the whole length of the longitudinals. Thus 
the torsional rigidity of an elemental length (Cl>t) is given 
by ~JB cl,., , giving the total strain energy due to torsion 
2o. 
as:-
tt. 
U-r = '2 N G ::r. J (~t~x Lb 
0 
The total strain energy due to bending of the longitudina 
is given by 
fl~ 
V& :. EJ_ J (::s d.~ 
• 
The loss in potential energy of the load is given by 
-V · -r w I 
"" .1:> .J,..d 
l 
Substituting equation (2) in these functions, and 
performing the variation equation (3) with respect to d~ gives 
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the following solution:-
~f ( ~ + t) 
2N6:fAo.?·(~f\2.-> !'o.t-..+i'R~) + 4Eit(P.2 -t2_{!_.,_-t.}t( 
.t 3 I 5 · · 2 I 1- 4- 2 
The important quantities that may now be derived are:-
(i) Effective value.of GJ:-
where "!' = maximum angle of twist 
= I w-j 
I> "-' i 
2 . 
o<_, e- ( ~ -t t) 
4b 
(ii) Max~mum torque in cross member:-
(iii) Maximum bending moment in longitudinals:-
A check may be performed using the condition GJ8 = 0 which 
gives 
(2) 
d... = .I. thus 
'l> 2'1 b.OL 
M - .,.L which is statically correct. max - .!..... 
'S'b 
Distributed Torque 
To account for the 
continuous distribution of 
bending moment along the 
whole length of the long-
itudinals a further term in 
the polynomial for w is necessary, i.e. 
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The boundary conditions are similar:-
at '>L"- 0 
"""' 
0 
"-"" 
0.. dw : 0 
cL,.. 
"<.. = 0 dlw "'- G:fo clw 
d..,._ ... b£1. cl-?<. 
A further condition satisfies the zero shear force in the 
longitudinals at i.e. 
Thus:-
0 
"" . 
= 
Giving equation (1) as 
w 
Following the same processes as before, the solution for ~3 
turns out as:-
This gives::-
"'' 
= c/.3 • .e· ( \" -t s. 1) 
4b '<! 
le, .. cl~ G:rB t (2~ + ~.}) 
L.b 
M 
... ~. = ET. o(3 (2~+~;) 
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(3) End Torque 
As the longitudinal 
members have high bending 
stiffness in comparison w~th 
the torsional stiffness of 
the cross members, they remain straight, and thus all cross 
members suffer the same torque. Simple static reasoning 
gives: 
Te. = -u. 
ZNb 
Taking the variation of the total potential energy as zero 
gives 
These results are confirmed by computer analysis of similar 
structures. 
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APPENDIX V 
Ladder Frame with Several Cross Members (Discrete Theory). 
(1) General Approach 
The deflected torm ot each longitudinal is found by 
solving the beam differential equation for:-
(a) The applied loading. 
(b) The torques applied by symmetrical pairs of cross 
members. 
concentrated force, and (ii) a uniformly distributed force. 
(i) 
at any position ~ ~ x 9 o 
= - .f (~' - X-') 4El 4 
(ii) 
at any 
<l.t 71.: 1 
2 
position x. 
.{3 
- ~ ( ~ - _{,__l-t 4 
For the pair ot torques in {b), applied at posit1.on Q -h.) t 
2. 
from each end 
at any position x. I 
~ = '· ( ..f,_}- - .,._') o.... i;1. ... 
at ')<. ., ..h. t/2. 
= -r .. -k·t'· ~ ~H 
Now the torques Tk are related to the slope of the 
longitudl.nal at the position k, and also to the torsional 
properties of the cross members. Thus, the equation of 
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~ 
compat~bility may be written 
The right hand side is a superposition of the slopes 
evaluated at the position k for the applied loading and 
the torques :from all the cross members. 
For two cross members (peripheral frame), only one 
compatibility equation is :formed; for four cross members we 
must solve two equations, etc. For ease of calculation, 
six cross members represents the limit for rap~d solutions 
of this type, for larger numbers or cross members, the 
continuum solution.should be adequate, see Appendix IY 
(2) Af2f2licat~on to Per~eheral Frame 
The compatibility equation is: 
"IJ> ::; 11'1. 
- '• L 
. 6J& 1(,1:1. Hl 
Te 
l'J: 
: ~ 
I -+ ?d:§. 
tG:f 
Is 
1 
le. lbj, 
" 1 + '2bfi 
LGS 
The bending moment at the centre is:-
M = 
1 
t - ~ 
'is".!:> T 
with Central.Toroue 
f' 
The detlect~on at the centre of each longitudinal is 
Tf) 
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(3) Application to ~our cross members w1th Central Toroue 
The two compati.bil1ty 
equat1ons 
Te. b 
G !., 
are:-
p~t 
lb 101. 
W' 
1~4 t: 1 
Ts e. Tf:_{. 
2.61 bE I 
lJL_t T,_ ..t 
6El ~1. 
These give the solution:-
Ts 
.t ( ~- } «1 ) 
"' 34"'-· o{Z-T 4b 1-
To. ~ 3t "3 ol., Ts 
1 
"b T 
where 
~, 
" * 
)) 
rXz 
-
-t ~¥ 
)'- = 2.bEl ~
.t.GJ" 
The bending moment at the centre is:-
le _ Tc.. 
1 T 
The deflection at the centre of each longitudinal is:-
= 1.. -
t2.b 
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(4) App11cat1on to s1x cross members with Central Toraue 
T, 
Tne three compati.bili ty 
equations are:- To 
Tab 
= 
re'- Tet 3 T< ~ To~ 
GJe. \bEl 2El. to t:;l. to.: l. 
lc_b 
= 
2t rtt ~Tst ~ r, e. t~ l 
c. :r~ Aoo El tofl lo El. toE I 
10 b = .1_l_L 2 Tst Tc. Q. Tot 
G'JB 4oo El tot-1 tol?1. \ot1 
which may be written:-
• <>-s f't/2 
'-
+ 
The general solution 1s not conven1ently expressed, and the 
equations are best solved numerically at this stage. 
The bending moment at the centre of the longitudinals 
is:-
= 
The deflect1on at the centre of the long1tud1nals 1s:-
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APPENDIX VI 
DEVELOPMENT AND USE OF FINITE ELEMENT COMPUTER 
PROGRAHME FOR FRAME STRUCTURES 
In the early stages of the work described in this 
thesis, it became apparent that the existing computer soft-
ware that was available was not suitable for the type of 
problem that was under investigation. 
It was therefore decided to write a simple programme 
which had sufficient facilities for the solution of 
. problems likely to be encountered, using existing software 
where possible. Sufficiently good texts( 69 • ?O)were 
available to assist with the conceptual design of the 
programme. 
The data format and subroutine arguments were made 
compatible with the existing software(GB), so that develop-
ments could be shared between the programmes. 
A complete listing of the programme and subroutines is 
given in Appendix VIII written in FORTRAN IV. Since the 
programme is totally in core with a storage requirement of 
29k words, most computers with FORTRAN compiler and 
sufficient storage, would accommodate it. A block diagram 
of the programme is given in Fig.A.VI.1. 
The basic operations are as follows:-
' 
Data Input 
After allocating block storage areas, the data, in 
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rigid format style, is read in. The simple card counts and 
changes in format from one set to another cause stoppages 
due to the more obvious errors, such as insufficient or too 
many cards in a set. · 
Bandwidth and Storage Check 
The semi-bandwidth of the assembled stiffness matrix 
and the total number of degrees of freedom are calculated 
and checks performed on their compatibility with the 
allocated storage areas. If they are exceeded, then an 
appropriate error message is printed, and the programme 
stops. 
Element Stiffness Matrix and Assembly 
The nodal numbers for the first element are read from 
the store LINK and the appropriate coordinates selected 
from the store COORD and stored in the array ELCO to be 
used in the subroutine argument. The member properties 
are similarly copied into GEOM from the store SECTS. The 
appropriate subroutine is called and the element stiffness 
matrix calculated. 
The assembly of the element stiffness matrix is 
achieved in two stages. Firstly, the submatrices along the 
leading diagonal of the element matrix are assembled into 
the appropriate position, only accounting for the lower 
triangles because of the symmetry condition. The the off-
diagonal submatrices are assembled in a similar way. 
The whole process is repeated for each element 
encountered in the array LINK, with the exception of the 
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negative reference number. This facility prevents the 
stiffness matrix being calculated for an element which 
is identical to the previous one, and saves time when 
regular structures are being analysed. Thus, if repeated 
elements (i.e. identical stiffness matrix in structure 
axes) occur in the structure, then it is economic to group 
them in the data, with negative reference numbers, apart 
from the first one in the group. 
The assembled stiffness matrix is stored in an 
abbreviated form, taking advantage of the symmetry and 
banded nature. The quadrilateral shape of the area bounded 
by the diagonal, the maximum semi-bandwidth, and the extrem-
ities of the matrix, is made into a parallelogram by adding 
a null triangle, and then stored row-wise i.nto a one 
dimensional array labelled as ASM. Fig.A.VI.2. should 
make this clear. 
The algorithms developed for this assembly were derived 
for a general element, with any number of nodes, and with 
any number of degrees of freedom per node, provided it is 
constant within the whole structure. 
Constraining the Assembled Matrix 
The technique adopted here was to "sweep-out" the terms 
in the rows and columns of the assembled matrix appropriate 
to the constrained degrees of freedom; and insert unity on 
the leading diagonal. Of course, the addresses of the terms 
in the array ASM have to be calculated from the nodal numbers. 
The appropriate term in the loading vector is also 
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nullified at a later stage. This operation has the effect 
of setting the displacement to zero, since the equation 
appropriate to the constrained degree of freedom now reads:-
I cL-- -=- . o 
'"" Solution of the Equations 
This is achieved by the standard subroutines REDUCE 
and BACKSUB which use the Gauss( 69 ) elimination technique, 
consisting of a reduction of the matrix to a triangle, and 
then obtaining the solution by back substitution. The 
routines were available in suitable form for this linear 
storage system of the (symmetrical) matrix. In the reduc-
tion subroutine the same array is used in the argument for 
both input and output to economise on storage space. The 
back substitution is repeated for each loading case, 
although the loop that controls this extends virtually to 
the end of the programme. 
The nodal displacements are output at this stage with 
suitable headings. 
Member Internal.forces in element axes are given by the 
product of the element stiffness matrix and the nodal dis-
placements appropriate to the element nodes, and transformed 
to element axes. Thus, the element subroutine is again 
accessed, transferring the product of the element stiffness 
matrix in element axes and the transformation matrix 
relating element axes to structural axes. The appropriate 
displacements are then chosen from the solution vector, and 
the product formed giving the element loads. These are 
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output element by element, again to conserve storage. 
Element Subroutines 
The subroutines calculate the element stiffness matrix 
in element axes, the transformation matrix between element 
axes and structure axes, and the element stiffness matrix 
transformed to structure axes by the triple product rule. 
In order to calculate element internal forces, the product 
of the element stiffness matrix and the transformation 
matrix is also calculated. 
The subroutine arguments contain the element sectional 
properties, the coordinates of the element nodes, the 
element stiffness in structure axes, and the product of 
element stiffness and transformation matrices. 
The following subroutines were written and appear in 
the programme listing in Appendix VIII:-
(i) Subroutine B3DINC - for a beam in three-dimensional 
space, with inclined principal axes. The derivation 
of the transformation matrix for this element is 
given in Appendix XI. 
(ii) Subroutine B3DFLX - for a beam in three-dimensional 
space, with inclined principal axes and three linear 
. springs and three rotational springs at each end. 
(iii) Subroutine BAR3D - for an axially loaded uniform bar 
in three-dimensional space. 
(iv) Subroutine BEAM2D - for a beam in the XY plane. 
The transformation matrix for the three-dimensional 
beams account for the possible inclination of the section 
principal axes. Several differing methods were attempted 
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in order to obtain a general and unique definition, but the 
following method is a reasonable compromise between simplic-
ity and uniqueness. 
The inclination of the principal axis labelled ;,.-on 
the section (about which I 2 is calculated and appears first 
in the sectional data), is measured by the clockwise rota-
tion, viewed along the beam axis in the negative x direction) 
of this axis from the line of intersection of the normal-to-
beam axis plane and the .structure axis plane X 0 Z as shown 
in Fig.A.VI.3. 
The singularity in this definition occurs when the axis 
is parallel with the structural axis o Y, since the normal 
plane and the structural axis plane are then parallel and do 
not intersect. The programme then uses the angle between 
the beam axis o z and the structural axis 0 z, this being 
defined in the data. 
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APPENDIX .VII 
SAMPLE OF DATA PREPARATION FOR 
CHASSIS FRA!~ AND OUTPUT FROM COMPUTER 
PROGRAI1ME 
-:!"= 
lo .;..~ :r= 
267 
. " 
'0 '"' 
P.,: -«~eo•!. •~ .... ,de 10 . 
JEBOROUGH UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY USERS NA."!E ~ Pl=/':1' •••••••• • _._::_·.: • • 
TOTAL ~EGREES ~NO. OF NO. OF JOB NO. OF F FREE- NO. OF CON- LOADING )ENTIFICATION NODES ~M PER ELEf/iENTS 'l'RAINED CASES 
MnnR NnnR.'1 
I 3 14 [ sl6!71 HI 911 Oil 111211 31! 41! • 16!! 711~1?~< "li22i23 12.:~J@..:Ij2§2 _'!13 0 1[3-213 313·~3-
le.e:sc~ .1. .1s h 2,S'i ' l.j 2 
IRDINA'IES OF NODES IN ASCENDING ORDER 
X* y* Z* NODE 
NO 
. 
:13141516!718191! II[i 2[13[14[1 sh 6[! 711 8/1 <Ji?. ,tz 1[22j2 J124t! s~EJ2 ~z~>:~ 913 
0 I-12J. 0 
1 
' 
I ' 
0 '2-1 0 2 
(,o - 1.] () 3 
~ 6o 4 l] 
' 
0 
. L_L 'I 2. 0 - 'Z-J 0 5 
'l-2.'0 1..,7 
' 
0 6 
<-\ .·. 
... , I '6 o - 2. 'J 0 7 
\%0 7.-J 
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0 8 
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12,4 0 -2.7 0 9 
-' 
'2.40 'Z-7 .o 10 I I 
' 
. 
13 10 10 -2.7 0 11 I I 
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I I 
~0 0 I o 27 < ' < I 0 12 
131(,,0 - 2.] 10 13 I I I I I 
. 
14 ?(, 0 27 
' 
,0 
"= 
UNITS 
CODS 
:No. 
,_,,~;zl~l 
>< 11 
I 
· GSI\'ERAL ?INITE EIE-TENT PROGRAM DATA SHEET TYPE 1 
Notes: 
1. Where column headings are marked with*, a decimal point may be 
entered in one of the columns or, if it is left out, a decimal 
point will be assumed after the last col~~n in that_box 
e.g. I l<d 71· 131 
2. All other items must finish in right hand columr 
of the box ·e.g. I I I 11191 
X* Y* z·• NODE 
NO 
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_.._ ' . ' ! -'-'-~-· -"----'---'- -'--'-•·-1 
·L. ·l··.:····t...··· . ··- ........ _ .......... __ .._.. _______ -----
--.. 1..-'--'-r··- '-'-.J .................... ..l.....t....!-
. ........ ! ... :...~! ·'·"--·l...l.. •. .J.J.....l.!-L .. I 
I ' ' ' ~" . ' . . . . . . . ~ ,-.. ---.. - -----.. ~ ... · .. ·"-1 
! .. '---~- L. '-'-•·-~- . ............._~ 
~-·---'-- .. '- __ ,_._._............ . . . . I 
~-- ................. _ --'-'-~--'-............... -'--"-~-~ 
I' .. .I.-<. --.•- ·' . I •' • ' . '· • ... ~ .. .-.......J .. ·- ~ ' -.•.---l·- •··-·· ~ .. -- .. J ~ r •• ....i-...l_J_,.t~~ ~ 
DATA SHEET T:lFE 4 
Notes: 
1. Only the nodes which are 
constrained nt?cd b0 entered. 
2. 1I'h~ nod~ !1U.'~bcrs :.iUSt be i:1 
us;>::ndi:n.:; order. 
3. Enter 1 in the approprj,_r,,. 
colu;~m i r a degre-e of frcedo::t 
is cons-trE!.lr:.cd.. Enter 0 if 
i ~: i:J fr~e. 
;\. 
' 
I 
::.. 
"' 
I 
I.OUGHBOROUGH UNIVERSITY OP TECHNOLOGY 
LOAD CASE 
IDENTIFI CA-
TION 
112131415161718 
I!>.J.,S T ,(Z, ' 
NODE 
NO, 
NO. OF 
LOADED 
NODES 
.1_.1 Oil Ill 2113 
' 
l"t 
NODAL LOADS DATA SHEET TYPE 5 
Notes: 
1. Start a new sheet fer each loading c~se, delete t.eading block for continuation sheet. 
2.- Only loaded nodes need be entered. '-
3. If there are more th~~ 6 degrees of freedom per node, continue on subsequent lines 
with the node number set at zero. 
* NODAL r..OADS N ORDER OF DEGFEl"S OF FREEDOM 
tl2l3l4ls 
1 ?.* y . ~~...!::.* ~----=!· 'l* .1 6* 
61 1lsl 9 !1 olttltzlt3IH>t' t 6lt 71t8t ~w2 112~2312412 !!2612 ~2!<12 ~3 d31~ 213313~13 jib'?h tll3 ~4 d4tl4~4o!44'4 ,,if):; if4S14~5asll52fs315415 '561s 1iss1s9i6 rJ6tl6 ,1; 316416' 
3 0 0 - 5.33 
' 
0 () 0 
4 0 0 5'33, 0 0 0 
., 0 0 - 5"3:?- ,0 i) 6 
(, 
,(. 
' 
0 53,3 0 0 c 
' ' 
7 
- L 0 
' ' ' ' 
0 
' 
- 'S,33 
' 
0 
' 
0 0 
'6 0 0 ~;; 0 0 0 
9 0 
' 
0 - 5':3.3 
' 
0 0 C) 
\0 
' 
0 0 
' 
5?,3 0 0 () 
_ , I I 
' 
0 - 0 
' 
- :r ?>3 0 i) D 
12. {) ,, "S:>,S ' 0 C) C) 
\ ,, 0 ~ 
. ' ' ' ' 
0 - s:;3, 
' 
0 0 0 
'11-1 0 .o • I I I ,s:,~ 
' 
,0 
' ' ' 
,cl 0 
,S' 0 0 -so:, J... 0 0 ' ,cl 
I<> 
_j_ 
--'-
0 0 15 ~2 I ' ,cl ' ' ,0 ,o I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
' 
I I 
' 
I I 
' • i I I .. 
LOUGHBOROUGH UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY 
LOAD CASE NO, OF 
IDENTIFICA- LCADED 
TION NODES 
Il21314lsi617IB ~ I 01IIii 211 3 
le,~ tJ,c H 
' 
2 
L ·' 
. 
' 
_, --'-
' 
' ' ' ' 
' 
' ' ' 
·-, .. ..L 
_, ' I I I I I I I I I I 
NODAL LOADS DATA SHEET TYPE 5 
Notes: 
1. Sta~t a new sheec fo~ each loading case, delete heading block fo~ continuation sheets 
2. Only loaded nodes need be ente~ed. · ~ 
3. If the~e a~e mo~e than 6 deg~ees of freedom per node, continue on subsequent lines 
with the node number set at zero. 
' 
' ' rl ' ' I I ' I I l ' 
' ' ' ' ' ' 
~ 
' [ ' 
' 
I 1 I 1 
' ' ' 
' ' ' ' l -:-. 
I 
OUTPUT FROM COMPUTER PROGRA!1ME 
ElA_fJD\il DTih; 1 R SIZE ()r A~;ll STORE;."" 1'l44 
~OAO!NG C ,\SF .. .D!STP. 
fJOD,\ L D I S P l1\ C E 11 E IJ T S 
ox llY !)7. RX RY RZ 
O,OOOE 00 o,oooe oo Q,OOQti no ., • 49,\F. .. O:i U,1Q2["()2 o,oooe oo 
,oooe 00 o;oooE no O,OOilf; Oil ".lt98E-05 ",192E"02 O,OOOE 00 
. ,OOOE 00 o. ,),)0~ ,') 0 ... 11 2 E 0 \J ".41(.[ .. 02 0,171\[ .. 02 O,OOQE 00 
,OOOE oo o;O,IOE 00 0,112[ on ".416E .. Q2 -,H6E .. O?. o.oooE OQ 
,oooe 00 o~o•.oE 1)0 -.t!OC.E :lO -.763[ .. 02 n. D3E"02 o.oooe 00 
,oooe oo O,<JO•lE 00 0,;!0(,1:: oo -,763[ .. (12 ".133~-02 O,OOOE 00 
,oooe 00 0,000E 'lO .... 26.1 E 0·1 -. Q92f; .. Q2 0. 'f07E-03 o,ooot oo 
,OOOE 00 O.JnOE 0•) 0, 26.)E (I,) •,992E-02 •• 707[ .. 03 o.oooe 00 . 
,OOOE oo o.onoe ,)Q ... 2:ll"lF. 'lO .,,07E•01. -,10RE .. ,2 O,OI)OE oo 
... . , ooo e 00 0. •1i10E ilO 0,230E 0,, . •,107E·01_ •. 206E~11 ___ o. ono e oo. 
1 000E Oil O,OOOE ·') 0 ",26,1E 0.1 •,992E.,02 .,707E.,U3 O,OGOE oo 
--
.. -. - --· ----
,OOOE oo o·:oooe ,)Q 0,26~E ()() •,992[ .. 02 o,7n7E-03 o,oooe oo 
... " ... - . 
,OOOE 00 o;O!lOE •10 •,206E on -.763(·02 -.133E•02 0,0•10E 00 
:-.-.:.... ;oooe 00 o;o.1ot: 00 0,(0f>E 00 •,763E·02 C .133E"02 O,OOOE IJO 
;OOOE oo o:oooe 00 .. ,1121: OD •,416E-02 -.1 761;•02 o.oooe 01) 
-. 
,oooe oo o·:(looe 00 0,112£: O:l ·.416E-02 0.171\E-02 o.oooe oo 
\.._ 
,oooe 00 o·;oooe 00 0,ll00E oo -.498["115 •.192E"02 O,OOOE 00 
c ·· , oooe oo o:ooor: 0)0 0,000( 00 •,498E .. 05 •),19?.E-02 o.onoe 00 
-·-··------
-
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-
EL,IJO, 
tHll'> E N b , 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
10 
, 1 
12 
1 
3 
2 
4 
3 
5 
4 
·5 
7 
6 
8 
7 
9 
8 
.. 1 0 
9 
1 1 
1 0 
12 
, 1 
13 
12 
EN!l LOAD 
0,1)0 
0,00 
.1,110 
1),00 
:;,oo 
0,00 
n.oo 
o.uo 
0,00 
0. ll 0 
0,00 
o.uo 
•1. 00 
0,00 
o.oo 
· o. o·o 
~.oo 
0,00 
0,00 
0,00 
o.oo 
0,00 
0,00 
t:l~I!EIIT IflTEHIJ,H FOQCES 
sv sz ToRnue 
.. 
- ---
0,00 
!) • 0 0 
o.oo 
o.oo 
0,00 
o.oo 
0,00 
o.oo 
o.oo 
0,00 
o.oo 
o.oo 
o.oo 
o.oo 
0,00 
o.oo 
o.ou 
0,00 
o.oo 
o.oo 
o.oo 
0,00 
o:oo 
. :,. .. 
1'i51l,06 
-1551\,06 
1551!,06 
1074.1i7 
-1074,1i7 
-1 n7r, 87 . . 
(,311.?.3 
w63t) 0 23 
207,67 
ll30fl,84 
-8300,84 
8300,84 
-11300,84 
6956,13 
8513. 
77135 
-6956,13 ~141627 
6956,13 •?7135 
-6956,13 141627 
4570,23 135731\ 
4570,23 ..,13573!1 
-4570,23 173552 
1581\,38 170411 
-207,67 . -1588,38 ~18287?. 
.•207,67. 
. 207,67 
15811,311 .,170411 
-1583,31\ 1R287?. 
- - -·--·--- -- ---·. 
207,67. 1581\,38 .. 170411 
... 
?.07,67 .... -1581\,38 -11\2877. 
.. 
.. zo7,67 1588,38 170411 
.;630,23 -4570.23 173552 
630,23 4570:23 .. 135738 
----
----·-
·- ·- 630 23 .. .. 1,570.23 ... 1 73552 
13 
14 
1 5 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
13 
, 5 
I 
1 4 
, 6 
"1 5 
1 7 
16 
, ll 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
1 0 
11 
12 -
13 
14 
15 
. 16 
17. 
•1. 00 ,). 0 () 
0,00 o.oo 
0,00 •1.00 
0,00 0.00 
n.oo 0.00 
0,00 0.00 
il,\)0 0.00 
n.no •1. 00 
0,00 o.oo 
0,00 o.oo 
o.vo o.oo 
0,00 o.oo 
---
0 .oo 0.00 
... 
o.oo 0.00. 
. - -
0. 0 0_ 0.00 
---. 
0,00 
.... ---- . -··-
. 0. 00 
------------·- - ---· --------
0. 00 !),00 
0,00 
-----
o. 00 
!),00 
- --
0,00 
0,00 o:oo 
i'l,OO o.oo 
.. -
--
o.oo IJ,OO 
...... 
0,00 o.oo 
o.oo o.oo 
-107' •• 1l7 ~6'151\,13 1 '·1 62? 
1071,,117 6956.13 -77135 
11)74,117 -6956,13 -14162? 
-1074,1\7 69%,13 77135 
-15511,06 -8300.84 84969 
15:>il,06 8300,64 851 3 
155.},1)6 
-8300.84 •l\49bQ 
-15511,06 8300.84 -8513 
30"1.44 -8513.73 -8300 
•307,44 
-
8513.73 •830(\ 
•4'l.RO -7834.12 - 1344 
49.80 - 7834.12 1344 
;.sl\.~7 -5889,55 2385 
-
_88, 37. 588?,S5 2385 
···--·-·-
-----
•110.44 -3141),30_ --. ___ 2'181 
__ 110,44. 
--
3140,30 
- --- 2981' 
-- ---- -~----· ···- ---------~---------- --- ------- -- --~-- --------- -
-- ------------------------ -~----- ----------.---
. -
-117,66_ "0,00 __ . 3176 
... --.---- ---------------- --- -- --------------------
-- ·-- 117. 66 - -· _____ Q. OQ _____ 3t7 6 
n110,44 
. 110,44 
.88,37 
88.37 
.... 49, RO 
.;.3140,30 
51\89,55. ·· .. 2385, 
-5889,55 ~2385. 
71!34.12 ...... -1344, 
•71\34.12 1344, 
o,oo .. ________ o,oo ____ . __ 307,44 .. ·· 11513.73 
.. 0. 00 •.. 0,00 -307,44 ..8300, 
\ APPENDIX VIII 
-
LISTING OF COMPUTER PROGRAMME 
FOR THREE DIMENSIONAL FRAME ANALYSIS 
: : ,. :· ··-··· -· '7 - ..,... •• -.·-
f1,\S'rH FRt-11/.f. 
r~ t:d. l V, I ? , .lA , l , L 2 , L:l; L Y, I<, K D , N M! E 
_ R.!:·\L L.G:IAilS, r.T 
fl Ill r: tl '' l n rl AS t.; ( 6 ,, 0 0) , 1J ,o (!, () 11) , I n D I F ( 5") 
nl! · r: 11 s IrH: t: < 1 2 , ·1 n , (i rt' n ( ?.C• > 1 F. 1. c o <?. , :n 1 N < 2 > , r c 1 2 , 1 2 > , K r <1 2 , 1 ?.> , 
1(>(1~).1'(1;~) 
1.>11\[liSI•Hl !11 (6,(,), 11;:! (6 1 6.) rl!~:<6,6) 
c o' q 1 o '' 1 r A" r , 11 n D ,, ~ , 11 i "' f: , .~ r- u: , 1' r. on s , N 1. c 1 n L 1 1 coo R n c 1 o o • 3 > , 1 s r: r n o , , 
1~CCTS(3~,?0),fl~(F(100I •L!NK(10Q,2)rtiNT(30)rlDF<30r6)rLNN(5,20), 
2 A P ( ~ , ? ll , 6 ) , L C rl fd ! E (5 ) .t: 1 .. 'H 5 ) 
CAI.L i>.i;F.(X1) ....... . 
G tl '. L Ti 11 F ( X ?. ) __ _ 
R E ri f• ( 1 , 1 n (; ) :.1 i\ 11 F. , ll fJ ~ f: S , IJ ll F R • t-1 l:L E , N C 0 11 S , I I L C , N IJ N I T 
100 fOH)IAT<?.X•A),fd~i) 
w f( ! TE ( ~ ' 1 (I ) :< 1 ' >: ;! , I U\' I E 
1fl pln!lf.1'(/,X,f':·;H F;;,\llf ,\:J.•\LV,S!S PROGRA'!//,5Xr511 DATE,SX,A8//, 
'I 5 X , :; li TIll!: , 3 X , M\ 11 • :; Y , .\ :)) 
C r~[A~ p;,.,.,; A;, 1!1 C261 
[>il 1 lo:1 ,tiO·>~S 
1 REt.D(1,101)(C00;1!J(!,J) •·!=1•3). 
10~ roJPrrA1<:;nn.o> 
!F<'II!'llT.f'1.1) sr.,Hi ::1, 
I F ( 'lll •·i l T • f. I) • ;>) S CA l:.::: 1 0 ·1 0 • 
IF C:!tl':!r. Efl. 3) ~C,'.!.:.::::12, .. 
DO ns l ::1 rf~i)DES 
!')0 Gli J::I,J 
93 COO:>[l (I, ,I) "COM<o ( l, J l • SCALE 
RE,", D ( 1 , 1 ll (,) •J RE F ......... ___ _ 
DO 202 t::1,;;~E;= _ ·--- _________ .. _________________ ___ _ __ 
P. u ~ (i , 1 0::;) ( Is E 1' ( ! '·' ) , .h, , 4 )_,_(sEc T_S (I I J) I J = 1 I 7) 
IF( ISF'r( lo 1,). l!;, 7)Gl' I''·- 33 ..................... _________ ......... .. 
PE!•)C1,117l(sECrS(!,J)•J=8r~4) __ .. ----~----·--·--------·· 
I f ( l <; f T ( l , I.) • LE , 1 1.) 'i 0 T !) 1 3 ... _ ..................... _______________ ·--- ______ .. 
REr\>!(1,117) (SEC'fS (I ,.I) ,J:1S,21l)_ ---------------------------·----
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:~3 
::'02 
1rn 
6 
1 1 7 
4 
11)7 
2.)0 
9'1 
X"X 
x:;;;x 
F 0 r r lA T C 1. I ~; , ?; ll , 0 ) 
f:'OPn~'T (~ox,·?~B.en 
[Ill:; J'-'1 ,llfUo 
!S~Isi:rc.r.:n 
P. E.'\ fl ( 1 , 1 0 t, ) ! I R E F ( J ) , ( !_ Jr l !< (J dl 1 ) , N 1 :: 1 , 1 S ) 
FVP!ll'\T ( 15,2 J ~) 
FOR•IAT ( l ~) 
DCl I, I ~'1 1 11tiJIIS 
n E ,\ :J < 1 1 1 n 7l 111 T u ) 1 < ; '' F C! , J > 1 J "1 , 6 > 
1'\JI~iiA'i C I r; • (,I~) 
no~; ,J~'==1,!JLc 
RE AD ( 1 , 1 n 0) L CI-I A: I E ( J .1 ) , 1n lJ ( J J ) 
no 'i 1 =1 ,1: t.:u .1.1 > 
P E.\ 'l < 1 , 1 n c l ur r 1 < J J , I ) I < .\ P < .r J , 1 , J > 1 J = 1 , 6 > 
F\1 1~ 1 1;\T(,\.'11!~) 
F 0 I!' I AT ( t S '(, F 1 I) • •\) 
DO (. l =1, 11rc LF 
~Jl IF; L = 1 :>ET ( I , :0 
Lll~LiiiK( I .2)•ll.IK( 1,1) 
!BniF(l)=<Ln~1>•NI•F~ 
I H ! !l ;J! F I I ) • r, T • Jfi W I .1 l I :3 'I I D" 1 R. 1''1 F ( I ) 
x::x 
r t S I ~ E c: l'l'l I 0 ~ rl 0 D F. S • 11 ' F P 
\I R l H (?. 2 (•'1) ' ~'I I D I 11:;' 7 s 
r 0 [(: 1 AT ( 1 1 I! iJ ~ !.J ) ' I ! D T I " , 1.) , 6 X 1 ;> 0 H S I Z E 0 F A S fl S T 0 q E D = , l 5// I l 
NH0'1t:•iiJ\)F~" -Jr,FR 
1 F < '1 s I :~ r:- r, n ,1 o ) 9? 1 9 7 , <) 'i 
UK1TE(~ 1 01) 
F01li1AH/// 1J4H t\Sil ·;r•.!"tl<;( T<)Q S~IALI. FOR PROBLE~I) 
STflr> 
IF ('!il•J'I~;>IJO)O'l 10519" 
URlH(? 1 91l 
Ftl1r!ATC///~21lll TOO_:IMiY OEGREtS OF rREEDr)l1) 
STfJP 
t;>5 C0''TJ'!il£ 
C F ') R: 1 (.. 01\ D i 'iti V F C T 0 ~ I H ~) P -~ _. 
8 
Dtl 60 l = 1 r 'HH)W 
qn(J);-;0,0 
Dtl 1 :;5 U\"1, ~~ LC 
1JrtiTE<:!,11~)tC'J.\r11'(L''>l _ _ _ __ _ ___ _ 
F•JRIIAT(fl/~~x.15~ L·J.\Ol.l'3_C,\SE •r4X 1 A<:I/)__ _ _____ _ 
tJl"''IL•I(t.(,) _____ _ ________ ... ____ .. _ -··- _ 
DO 'l l"!r'lL -----·-·---·-------
Pll 1 J"1, r:~F~ _ __ __ ____ _ _ _ ________ _ 
{lP((L'lli(l.6r!)•1)•1JD,:R+J):;.\P(l6,!rJ) _ 
lJ•Ji: L=~ 
C S ~ T UP EL l'! 1 F.lil $ TI F F : i E ~ j ~ 'I;) A SS E •1, B LE I N •\ S ~~ 
1 1 
.1 3 
nO 11_ 1::1 rn'>IZf: 
~SII(J)").O 
no 12 >:K=~ I 'IF LE 
IJO ~3 1::1 •'"I~L 
'l ( 1) ~ L 1 !j K (I( I( I I) -- --- -- -·--- - ---
no 30 IJ::1, ·HI EL ____ _ ____ _ 
oo :;o JJ::1 .1_ ---·-------------·---· -··-
30. E~CI)C!J,JJ)::r,OOxoCJ<U)IJJ) __________________ _ 
r,rJ ~ll ltl'=,,NREF _ _ ______ .. ___ --------·---- _________ _ 
I F ( 11 R g F ( K f:) ~I sET( I ll I 1) ) 2 6 I 2 7 I 2 6 
2"1 COil T l'<ll 1: _________ ---··--- -------------·--------------·- _____ _ 
.IS= IS ET C I!! 14) -------- ------------------------------··-···--·------ . 
DO. 29 11 .,, I I!'; ---------------·-··---------------------------·-----
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29 
2(., 
21! 
40 
GE0f1(ll)o:SF.CTS(I!ltl!) 
IS=!SET(III,?) 
X=X 
X=X 
GO TO (40t41hlS 
CA 1.1. B 3 0 Jfl C ( <i E 0 tl, E l C 0, K 1 KT) 
GO TO 4Q 
41 CALL El31'1FLX(r.EOi1,ELCO,KIKT). 
4'1 CONT!NliF. 
C A'SF.tl[lLV OF LO\J~R TRIAIIHES OF DIRECT SUBMATRICES 
DO 15 IJ:1.NNEI.. 
NN=fl(l!) 
DO 15 J::1,ND~R 
DO 15 !::1,J 
!N•((Hii•IIDFR>+J-NDFH)•IBW!D+IRJ 
1 5 AS 11 (IN):: A 511 (IN) + K (J +<I I" 1 > * N D F R, I+ ( I I ·1 ) * N P F R) 
C ASSEfiRLV OF COIIPLETE CHOSS MATRICES 
DO 16 IJ=1.t~NEL•1 
32 
37 
36 
DO 16 IK=1 ,JJ 
00 16 J=1 rNDrR 
DO 16 1::1rNDFR 
fJNI:::N(lJ+1) 
NNK::N(IK) 
I F ( N N I· N fl K) 31 r 31 , 3 2 
tN=((NNI•NDFR)+J·IIDFRl*IRWlD•(NNI•NNK•1)•NDFR•J-NDFR+I 
GO.TO 16 
!N=ccNNK•NDFR)+J•NDFR)*IUWID•(NNK•NN!"1)•NDFR•J•NDFR+I 
ASM(JN)::ASH(!N)+K(J+<IJ•NDFRI,!+((IK·1>•NDFR)) 
x=x 
CONSTRAINING OF ASSEMBLED MATRIX 
DO 36 l:::1,NCONS 
PO 36 J:::11NDrR 
L5=NIH (I l 
IF(IOF<t,Jl)~6,36,37 
L4=(t5•1l*NDFR+J 
llP(L4):~Q.O 
KN=L4* l RIJI 0 
ASf-I(KNl::1 .0 
DO 36 KK::1 dRill DR1 ---- ·- -- - . 
K1=CL5*NOFR+J•NOFR•1)•lBWtD+KK. 
LL=r.N+(JBIIID•1>•KK ____ .. 
ASI1(K1 ):0.0 -----········ -------··-·-·-- __ --····-···· ····--
AS tl ( L L l :: 0 • 0 _ . _. __ __ . ---·-. .. . . _ _ _ 
x::ox ···-· ··- ·····-···---- --······-·--- ----- .. 
CALL REoUCE(IBWlO,NROWrASH) . ··----·--·····--- .... 
CAlL BACKS U B ( 1 !l W I D , tl R 0 W 1 El P r AS ~I) --- - -· ··---------·- -·· --
WRITE(2,132l . ·-·· -------· 
FORIIATC22X,20H tiODAL DlSPLACHIENTSJ) 
IJRITEC2,131) 
131 FORIIAT<?Xr56H DX _ . --.DV ...... DZ 
1 RZI I> .. ___________ _ 
I.IIOTE(2,133HIJP(I) • t=1 tiiROW) 
1~3 FORIIAT<1Xr6(E9,3,2Xl) 
C *** SET UP ELEMENT STRESS MATRIX FROM SUBROUTINE 
WRITE(2,410> 
RV 
410 F0RHAl(////,30XI26H ELEMENT INTERNAL FORCESrlr17X,9H END LOADr 
16Xr3H SV,9X,,H SZ,7X,7H TORQUEr6Xr3H MVr9Xr3H MZr/o7H fL.NO.,/ 
25X19H '~ODE uo, •I> ... ---·------·- ___ .. - _______ -·-
DO 412 KK=1, NE LE --- ...... . ..... -·- ---· _______ ···--
DO 413 I =1 dH!E L ---·· ·--------··--··--------- ... _ ·-·-·· -· -·· 
413 N (I) =LINK ( KK, I) _____ -----------------------·-··-··--·--·---··· .. 
DO 430 IJ=1 ,NNEL ·-··~'--·----·--- ···--·---· 
·---····· .. --- 279 - -·-·-----·--·--····----·---------·--·---··-·-····- .. 
430 
427 
4?.9 
426 
4?./l 
440 
441 
440 
D0430JJ=1,3 
ELCO(IJ,JJ)=C00RDCN(!J),JJ) 
DO 42/l tll=1,NREF 
JF{I1REF{KKl-!SET(II!o1ll426,427,426 
COI~T!IWE 
IS"!SET(!l!,4) 
oo 429 !1=1,!5 
GEOH(Il):SECTS(I!lt!l) 
JS=ISET<II!,2) 
x·=x 
x=x 
GO ro <440,441>,rs 
CALL ll3o!NC(GE0111ELCO,K,I(T) 
GO TO 449 
CALL ll3oFLX(GE0111ELCO,K,KT> 
C011TI NliE 
c .... SELECT AppROPRIATE DISPLACEMENT& FROM BP AND STORE IN D 
DO 450 t:1,6 
450 
0 Cl ) = 0 P ( (I/ { 1) "1 ,. 6 +I ) 
0(!+6l=uP<<t1{2)"1)*6 +I) 
c *** PREHULTIPI.Y D OY KT t STORE IN P 00 451 1=1.12 
452 
451 
460 
461 
412 
. 135 
sUfi=O.O 
DO 452 J=1 .1?. 
SUH:SllH+CKT(tiJ)•D(J)) 
P(l):SUt! _ 
WRITE{2,460)KK,NC1l,CP(!),I=1,6) 
F 0 R 11 AT ( I • I 4 • "X • 13 I 3 X • 6F, 2 • 2 I I ) 
WRITE(2,461>N(2)1(P(ll•l=7112l 
_ F0RI!ATC/1Xtl3,3XI6F12.21/) 
x=x 
x=x 
CALL Tlt!ECZ) 
WRITEC2,131•)2 
rORt!AT<////,i!Xd6H RUN fiNISitED ATt2XtA8) 
STOp 
END 
lENT I LF'NGTH 12661 NAIIE F"AI~AL 
SUBROliTtNE R~PllCECtn\.I!D,ORDERITl 
!IH1ENS!ON SSC30) 15(900) tT(6000) 
.. INTEGER ORDER 
L=IOWID 
J :::1 
tS:::O 
!lO 3 fl:::1,IBW!D 
00 500 I4=1,!BW!D 
500 SS(I4l=T<I5+t4) 
.~ K=J 
50' ~S(!41=T!15+I'I 
15" 1 ~·I r,lJ! 0 
L ~ r:,I~J!l'IJil+?. __ _ 
JF CL1H,0,');> 
L1"1 
5? .J1 ~2 
K=J 
51 ~ ( 0 :~ I• En .1: + 1 ) :: F ( 11 ~ D r; :; - K + 1 ) - ~ ( () R DE R- J ) *SS ( J 1 ) IS S (1 ) 
~=1:-1 
.11=,!1+1 
·r F c 1:- 1.1 > o • 5 , , 51 
50 J=J-1 
!S:.:II'liJ!DwiOP,r.ER-1) 
SS(1 )"'T(I!;+1) 
rs:-: 1 5-Itllll fl 
~(011DEI!)"F(<)A~EK)/S';(1) 
r>O ~3 l:::2,1lRilr:R 
DV 'l 05 I I," 1 ,J 0 1·11 fl 
505 5S(!4)~Til~+l4) 
T 5:: I ~- ! 11 '.1 I tl 
x=o.o 
.11 :q ['.ill[) 
K"l·!Lilfiil+1 
IF (!•l'llllf>)0•5715? 
·~ = 1 .11~! 
57 x~X+~(ORDER-~+1)+SS(.I1) 
t:"V.+1 
,11~.11-1 
JF {J1a1)0,>},57 
53 F(0RDER-I+1)=(f(ORDiR·l•1)-X)/SS(1) 
~!;T'Ifl:: 
f. !I) 
... ---
o14HIT, lFtiGT<1 ~(\!), tl.'diE. O.~CKS.J~ 
- ---- .. ---- . ----------------- -------------------------- .. - ---
<; U !H: 0 il'l' I H 2 '1:1 D I cl~ ( C 1: Oi1 ' £ L r. 0 1 K 1 q )_ _ _ _________ .... __ 
REAL JVI!Z,JAil,Li'•L3,LY,K.•<fl ..... _____ _ 
P. 0 L >: T . _____ . ____________ ... 
t>IIIEI!S !;Jff 1((12 • 121, r (12112) ,q {12112) .... _______________ ... __ _ 
'lllir.113l:1il r.F.I)I1(151•cLCil(2,3l ... __________ _ 
t=Gr.CN<1l ··--·--------~--- __________ _ 
r~=•! E Oil ( 2 I ______ ---~--- __________ --------· 
A;l::(iE•)n(3l .... __ .... 
I l:::; f: <)'i ( 4) __ ___ _ _ ___ _ ______ --·--·- .. _ 
!'t'=r,E·J'I('}l 
·' ,\;:: lj ~ 0' 1 c 6) .. ------ -------- . ---- .,. 
_A I.F ti=G ~<lll ( 7) tS 7, 3 ------------------~-- ........ _____________________ . 
x=F.L~•1(~~1 l-~LC•.>(1 •1 l -~ __________ ..... ______________ ........ . 
V= EL r. J C ;> , 2) - r L C •H 1 , . •) . ______ . 
Z =EL C 0 ( ~ , 3) • F L C ·J( 1 , :; l ___ _ 
1. 2 = (;<*X) • ( Y *V) + ( l * Z ) . --- --- ---
L=:;•1P.HL2) --- -~ ------------ ... -----
L3=L(~*L ......... ------- --------·-----------------···------~-----
l Y= 5 Q ~n < ( ;( • X I+ ( l. * Z > J . ------- .. -- ..... ----------------------- ------ .. 
. G "E I ( 7. , * ( 1 • + t> R l I . . _ -·~----- _______________ ... - - - .. . .. - .... 
K ( 1 , 1 l :: E • An /L ____ _ __ .. _____ . _ .... _ _____ --- .. 
K ( 2 I 1 ) = 0. () - ----- -------------- -----~---------
K ( 2 I 2) "1 2. * E *I z I L3 - ------ -----.------ -------------------------- ~ -
- 281 - -------------
KI3,1),K(3,2)~0,0 
K(3,3l~12,*~•lY/L3 . 
I~ (1,, 1 ) , K ( f,, 2) t q I,, 3) "0; 0 
K ( '· I , .. ) :-:; (j * ,J ,, /I. 
Kl5,1l,~(5,~),~(5,4>~0.0 
~(5,3>=-~.n.~•IY/L~ 
V,(S,Sl"4."'F•tY/~ 
~(6,11,~(6,~),~(6,4),KI6,5l=0,0 
~(6,2)a~.0*E•ll/l2 
~(6,61~~.0*E•IZ/l 
;~(~·,1 >~: ... 1 ,*£•,\t(fL 
K(7,21,~(7,J),K(?,4);~(7,SI,~c7,6l=O.O 
K(7,71~E•A~/!. _ 
K(~,1),~(G,JioK(A,4),KI3,~),V(8,7):0.0 
K(R,2>~-1~.0•E*JZ/L3 
KIG.~la-6.0•E*ll/L? 
K(R,RI~12.n•E*!Z/L3 
·~('I, 1) I K ( 0 .?.), K (9. 4). 1: ('I. 6), .. ('l. 7), K (9, 8) ::Q. 0 
K(9,3)a-12.0•E•!Y/L~ 
K(9,5)~6.0•E•IY/L2 
v,(9,9)=1~.0•r•IY/L3 
V. ( 1 0 , 1 l , V. I 1 (J , 2 ) , 1~. ( 1 :'• , 3 l , K ( 1 •) , 5 ) , K ( 1 I) , 6 ) , K ( 1 0 , 7 ) , K ( 1 0 , 8 ) = i) • 0 
Kl1·i,'i),O,O 
f:(1 ),1,):-:·1. •G•J,\/L 
K(11J,1n>,G•Jr,/L 
•: < , 1 , , > d: <1 , • 7. > 1 K n ·, , 4 > , K <11 , 6 > • K < 11 • 1 > , K c 1 1 , 8 > 1 K < 1 , 1 ,o > "'o . o 
K<'i1 ,1):;•1 .•t-.•E•IY/L2. 
V.(11,91=6.•~·1Y/L2 
K(11 ,5h2.*E•lY/L 
K(11,111~~.*F*IY/L 
K < ~?. 11 > 1 r. < ~ 2. 3 >, K n 2. 4>, K < 12. s >. K < 12. 7>, K < 1?. 9 >. K c 12. 1 o > =o. o 
K( 1 2,11)::0,0 
K(1~,~>=6,wF.wiZ/L2 
~~~~~~~~·1.*6,*E•IZ/L2 
K(12,6)::2.D•r•!Z/l 
~<•2,121~4.0•E*!Z/l 
non1=1,12 
O•) ~ J;q,12 
9 ~{I,J):;K(J,!) 
JF(LYl5,6r5 
c~==~. 
GO TO 7 
5 S[;;ztLY. 
co::x/Lv 
? sG::v/L 
CG"LV/L 
SA,~J;l(.HFAI 
CA" COS C UFA) 
T(1 ,1 ):::.;JL _ ..... __ __ 
T(1,():(SM*SR)~(CA•sG•~d) 
'!" ( ~ , 3) " ( -1 ·• • C.\ • SS) ~ ( SA • $ G * C 3) ..... _ ........ ____ _ _ .. _____ ·--
T(2,1);:yJL __ . _. ___ 
. _ T ( Z , 2 ) ::CA* C (j ·- - .. ----- ----- - - ....... _____ _ 
T(2,3)::sA•C•:; -------- -·- ---- .. 
. .. T (3, 1 l:: l.l L . --······ --·----·· -------- ·------- __ 
T ( 3, 2) " ( • 1 • *SA • C R l ~ ( CA* S G * S (l) ---- -------· --- -·-··--·-·-· - .. -- .. 
T ( :1 , 3 ) " ( C A * C P. l ~ ( SA • s G * > il ) __ . ----- __ .. ___________ . ~- ... . .. . 
0 J 1 5 K 1 = 1 , :1 _ __ _ .. _ _ __ _____ .. __________ . _______ __ 
00 15 I "1, 3 _ _ ____ -------- ----··--·--- ----- ----··--------- ... . 
DO 15 J "1, 3 . ·---·-··----····-----··-··------- ----------- -----· ............. . 
15 Tll+C3*K1lrJ+I3•K1>>=TI!,J) --------·-------·----------·-·-
- 2 8 2 - . ------- --------------~-------
DO~(, 1.1::1,:\ 
I> 0 1 6 I :-: 1 + ( "l• ( l1 • 1l ) , '; * L 1 
DO ~r, .1::1+C:l•L1J,1?. 
1f. 'f(T,.Jlo:·1. 
!)\) 17 J\:=1 I 3 
no ,7 l=1+C:'I.IIl,3+0•rr> 
no 17 .r,.1,3•11 
'i? T(!,J>~tL 
no ?.S ! =1 t1?. 
bo ?5 .1::1,1?. 
SUI~;::(). 
oo ?J, l.1 ::1 ·1?. 
?.6 ~un,~!Jli+I 1:(J,L1l•T(L1•J)) 
25 KT ( l, .J );:~Ill\ 
[)l) ?.7 J:-,1,12 
01) ?i' J:;1,1?. 
SU!-1::0. 
(li) ?,P. l1 ::1.1 ;> 
?.il SIJII:::$1111+ <T ( L1, l l •KT ( L'1, J) l 
27 K(J,J)::siJ'I 
R.tT liP/ 
F.'J!' 
S U (1 q r) I IT [I/ [ r1 ' 0 r L X ( G t 0 I I , £ l C 0 , K , 1:T ) 
P. E I. L I V , I Z , J A , L , L?. , ~ 3 , L { , K , r; D , KT r K X 
D l t' fo 11 S! •lll 1: ( 1 2 , 1 2) , r ( 1 2 1 1 2) 1 q <1 2, 1 2) 'G E IH1 ( 2 0) 'El C 0 ( 2 1 3) ' ( l( <3,; 
1RX<:;,2) 
C ~E~]IJE BEA>I D~TA FROH GEO~ 
E ::lj[•.Hi(1) 
P>l"'iE•l•>c?.) 
A;{=GE)n(3) 
l l ::o; F.' li' ( /, ) 
!Y=CiE'J;I(5) 
JA"GE·.!I•({,) 
ALF<\'"~i:oJI1(7) !57 .3 
J<X<1 ,1 l=Gtllol(3) 
KX(2,1 l=G~0.1c9l 
J<X<1r1 i::Gc<'J'IC10) 
R X ( ~ r 1 ) "r, E Cl' I <11 ) 
RX(2,1 ):;loEO:Ic12l 
RX(3,1 ):.:1,[1)'1(13) 
KX<1 ,z,.,r,r:o.tc14> 
r.x < :-,;:: l, c. [ e>· 1 c 1 s > 
J<X ( 3, 2 l "r; t: 0·1 1 16) 
.RX<1 ,2).,GEO:IC17i 
RXC~,2l=G£(l:lc1S) 
"'X ( :;, ?. ) ,,;r,n•J c1Q) 
C C11LCULATE I!Eilnf:R PROJECTED LENGTHS,ETC 
X=ELC 1i(;',1 >-~LC•J(1,; l 
v=ELCLl(;>.~>-rLCon .;~> 
z=£LCIJC;>,3)-t;LCtJ(1,J) ........ .... . ............ . 
L 2" ( X * :0 + ( Y *V) + ( U Z ) .... .. .. .... ----- .... .... ......... -- ........ .. 
.. L=S'JRT C L2) -----·-------~---- ........ ~--------- ...... 
L3= L2* L ............................................... .. 
LY"'illRT ( O:*X> + (z+Z) l ...................................... .. 
G=E/ (2t (1+PR)) - .................................... _ ................................... - ........... -- ... .. 
C CALCllLAH PARAIJETERS··lN-~ATRIX-·----------------- ........ . 
. . . ...... - 283 - .......................... _ ........... ~-·-·----.................. .. 
c 
FY=(t/(E*I7.) _.. 11f1X(~,1) + 11RX(3,2ll*(U/{:>;•1'*!7.l + 1/KX<2•1l 
1 +,/KXC~~?) + L2/RXC3,1ll-(L2/C2•E•!Zl + l/RX<312ll-•2 
FZr.{l./(EwiV) + 'l/HX<2~U + 1/RX{212l)*CL3/{3•F*!Vl + 1/KX(311) 
1 •1/KX(]1?) + L21~~<2•1))-(L2/<2•E•IY) + L/RXC212l)*•2 
AYat/IE•!ll + 1/RX(3111 + 1/RX(312) 
HY~tz/<~•C*I7l + LI'IX{ll2) 
CY"t3/<:~•J:•!71 + 1/::Y,(2,1) +1/KX(2,?.) + t?.IRX(3,2) 
AZ•L!<~•!Yl +11!1X{2,1) + 1/RX{2,2) 
0 l" L 2/ (;> * r: * I V) ... 1./ i{ X ( 2 I 2) 
GZ~L31<3•[•JV) +1/~Xf3•1) •11rX<312) + L?.IRXC2t2l 
nV~L/(A*~*ll) •1/YXt?,1) - ,/KX{212) 
DZ=t!<~•E•IVI - 1/KXf3,1) - 1/KX(312l 
HE~L/<A'I•EI'·+11KXC1 ,1) "'1/KX11 1Zl 
RF~L/(G•JA) + 1/RX(1,11 + 1/RXC1•2l 
E'f<'1/'·:s 
F'f=1/i<F. 
FO~II S'fl PF;;ESS IH,T~ !X 
~(1 1 1) "ET 
K(1 ,(,l ::o•CT 
r-<2,2l ::: ,\'Uf'Y 
KC2,f,) " DV/~Y 
K(2,i'> iri":~v;r:V 
K(2112)<~ f<Y/~Y 
t:C3,3):;: /i7./0 
K<3,5l :.-f<Z/~Z 
K(3,8) " f·7/Fl 
K ( 3 I 11 ) " f; z I F z 
K(l,,4) " FT 
KU,I1oil::"rr 
K(515) " CZ/rZ 
v,(0; 1 o) "GZ/~Z 
t:e~~11 h CZ/fZ 
K(t-,6) " CV/rY 
1: (6, ill ""BV I r.Y 
K(i\,121" CYtrY 
r(717l r. [T 
K(l; 1 1\) " tY/r.Y 
K(8,12):;-'lV/I:Y 
K('i,9l " t\ZHZ 
K('l,11l:; fl7./~Z 
K<1011o,, rr 
K(11,11J;; CUFZ 
¥.(12112>= C'//FY 
~() ') ,,,112 
Dll r: J"'l1'.2· 
9 K(IIJ)"K(J,!) 
()0 :10 l:o1.6 
. ~- -
W!\lTE(2,3': l {K(!,J) ·~=1•6) 
r 0 R ii,', T I,; n 2. 2) 
IHLVl5,6oS 
6 su:::o, 
CB"'t, . ~~~-- _ ~ _ ·~~ -~ ~ ---~ 
GOro-:o -·---~---~··~· 
5 <;tl=7./L't --- ~~- -- -------. 
CIJ"X/ LV ~. ___ ~-----~~ ~·~--·- __ ·~-
? sG=VIL ~-. - -- ------- -~ ----- ~~--------~---~------
. CG= LV I L ---- ~- ~----------·-~---------~-·-·--·--~ ·--- -- ·--. · 
S 11" 3Jij CH FA) ~- -- ___ ----·~· . ___ ---·-··---- _ ~ ------ __________ -~ 
et,::: cos <,,Lf-A> ~- .. -·~· -·-~·---- __ _______ ~--- -~--~- --~·----
r < ~ 11 > ":<1 L ....... _ -----~---~--~~--~--~--~-------·~---·---·-·-~ ·-· 
T ( 1 I 2 ) " ( s il * s R ) " ( c A. s (; • c [l ) - -~~- -~~~ --·-··------------- ---- - --
T<1 13)::(-1.•C,\•SBl"(SA•SG•CI3) ----~- ~-----~-
284 - -·------------ . -~~·---
T(7.,1)"V/I. 
r(7,2l"r.ii*C!i 
T ( { I 3 ) ~1 s ,, * c G 
T0,1l"l./l. 
T(3,?,l~(~1 .• ~~·CRl"(CA*Si,+Su) 
T(3,3la(CA•Cnl·(~A*5!i+SG) 
(ll.l , ~ f:1 =1. :.; 
(l0 1) 1=1,3 
DU ~ 5 .I= 1 ' 3 
15 ~(1•(3•~1),J+(3+K1))::T(J,J) 
1)0 16 Uo:1,:; 
DO 16 !::1+CI•<L1•1l),3+L1 
Pll 1(, .1.,1+(')•l1),12 
1<\ TO,Jl=O. 
p(J 17 11::1.3 
~0 '17 ; .. ,+<:;•ii),J+(J•t:) 
TJ i) 'i 7 .J :; 1 , 3 *~I 
'17 T<J,J)"n. 
{)0 ~5 !:;1,12 
(l0 25 .1::1.1?. 
Sill!:;{), 
~0 ?.6 1.1,1.1? 
7.6 SU'iz:SUII+(I;(J,l1)+TCL1,J)) 
25 KTIJ,Jl:::;,IJrl 
c 
1 
c 
DO ?.7 1:=1,12 
DO ?7 J::1,1?. 
sur:.,o. 
()0 21\ 1.1:;1,1? 
. ' 
'sun,sll:l+ (T ( L1 • I) +KT ( l1 •-'>) 
K<i,Jhsi/1: 
RETiliU 
[!ID 
s u 3 'l 0 ;J T I 'I~ 'lE" i 10:: () (G f. 0 i I I EL c 0 I I(' KT) 
D 11' E iJ $ ! ,, 11 K ((,' 6) 'T (".I')) I KT ( 6 '6) 
qE~~ L.L~~LJ,K~~T,LY~JZ _ 
r.=(,r,OI<n) 
f1 ::(j[tJI~ ( 2) 
l=r,E0'1(')) 
X= r. L c 0 { 2 I , ) ~ FL c t.){, I 1 ) 
Y=ELC1l(;>l2l-r:LC0(1,~l __ 
L2"X*X +V*Y ___ _ 
L"'~')RT ( L2) 
L3=L+L? 
LY=Y 
Z E R 0 r, fl ~ 1\ Y _ F 0 ll K _ ___ ____ _ __ 
[l 0 , I "1 I (. --- -- - --
Du 1 J "'1 I ~· - -- --- -- ------ - - -- - - -
K(I.J>=.J --- ---------- --
F 0 ~I! S Tl FF i I E SS I:l L 0 CA L A X F. S -- -- - ---
K(11, > : E+A/L __________ ----------------- __ _ 
K(~ ,4) =·F:•AIL ------------------- ---- ---- --- -
_ K(2,2> = 12•E•!ZIU _ _ ___ --------------------------
K(213) "6+F•IZ/L? .. __ ----------------- -----------
.K(2,5l "~1:(2,2) ------------------------ ____________ _ 
K ( 2 I 6) " K ( 2' 3) - ----- --------------------·------. 
K(3~3> : 4•f*ll/L 
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c 
Q 
K<3,5l =·K(2,3) 
K(3,6l 
"' 
z .. r•IZ/t. 
;:(1,,4) ::: q 1 ',) 
~:(~,,5) .. KO,?.) 
r.<S,t'-) =-q2' 3) 
t:((>,G) ::: K n, 3 > 
()() 
" 
1=1,(· 
f> l) () J ;q ' r, 
~(l ,,1):::;:(,1, !) 
F 0 n 1-1 Tfl.;\IJS F!1HH,\''' t nn 
S''''\'/L 
Cli~:<IL 
T(~,1) 
" 
cr. 
T(1,;:l ==-~ (; 
r n, 3 > 
" 
r. 
T(2,1) ::: ~G 
l'((,;>l = r.G 
r<?.,:n 
" 
(; 
r0,1> 
" 
(l 
T(J,;'!) ~ 0 
T(3,3l :: 1 
t)o ,5 r,,,3 
[lO ~5 J::1 ,3 
15 T(I+3•J+3l "' T(I,J) 
DO~!; 1,1,(. 
(I 0 (. S ,I :; 1 , 6 
Still ::v 
!lO ~6 L1=1 ,r, 
1'1,\TR!X 
26 $UI1 .,SILt+ O:(t,Ln•T(L1,J)) 
25 KT(J,J):::~IIfl 
no ~7! .. 1,6 
Dll 2'7 J:::1 ,6 
S•Jri=O 
[>0 2;1 L1 ::1,6 ... -
7 3 S !J 11 " S I I: I + ( T< l 1. 1 ) * ,; T ( L 1. J )) 
?.7 K(J,"f)::~lJ!l 
~ ET'IR •I 
Et~ tl 
SlJf;;:QIJTI'I( 'lt.~3D(GEo~H,E~Cn,,<,KT) 
.. DPIENS 1•111 K:C6rto) ,T(",(,) t KT (6, 6). 
ll~;.L L,L2.L3,K,:'l,Kr,LY _ 
E"r;(O:I(1) 
A:::GEQ:t (;>) 
.. X"!: L C •) ( 2 , 1 ) ~ rl Cn (1 t 1 ) 
v:::~LC012,2l·ELCU(1,2l _ 
'- = r:: L c Cj ( 2 , ::; ) - E l c ,, ( 1 ' ::; ) -· ·- -·· 
L2=:<•X <-V*Y .+Z•l 
-· - -···--· --- ------
L"SORTIL2l _________________________ _ _______ ... 
L3::L2•L . ·----- ·----------------- -- -- .... - ..... 
. S"'I'•A/1. _ .. _______________________________________ _ 
__ _ _ _ .... K(1 ,1) .::S . ·····-- ------------------·-··········--·-------···---·---- ____ _ 
1((1 ,4) _ =·S __________ . ___________ --- -------------
I( ( '·., ) "- ~ ...... -- .. - -··- -- -------- --- ·-··--· 
K (1. , 4 > "5 __________ .. __________ ______ ___ __ _ __ -----· ____________ .. _ ........ . 
. L Y::SQR T( o:*X ).+ ( Z* l) L _______ -------------·------- ------
IF<LVl),6,5 ····-···--···-- __________ _ 
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~ 
7 
c 
, 
15 
Sn"n 
G 3:; ~ 
GO ·,·n 7 
S~l:::;!/LY 
Ctl"i:/l\' 
s <, "\' I L 
Cl.i"i.Y/L 
T(1,1) =~<!t 
r< 1 ,2l !:-sc•cu 
r(1,3l ~-st> 
T(2,1) ~ '1/l 
T(2,~) n I. fj 
T(2,3) '10 
r<3,1l "71 I. 
T(:i,2) "-sr.•sn 
T(3,3) "c ,, 
7.Eitc1 AR.P/IY FOR K 
DO 1 I= i , 6 
I)() , J~j ,.; 
I:(;IJ):) 
()IJ 1 5 !:::113 
j)U 1 s J !<!1 , 3 
T(l.~IJ+3) = T(iiJ) 
1)0 :>5 !:;: 1 I ,; 
[Jll ~5 J,jll, 
sun :n) 
£H) 26 l1r::1,() . . .. 
<;Ut: GSi.lit ... (V,(l1L1)>T(L11J)). 
KT!!,Jl=S'HI 
f)i) ;?7 1=:1 ,6 
DU (!7 J;;:j I(, 
surr.,o _ ···--·- .. _ .. ·-. 
nu:SL1=~·'> ..... . 
<;tJII ::SIJ•t +(TCL11!)*•;T(l11J))_. 
K < 1 1 J > = s u:t . ··-·- . __ 
RE71IP,!i 
FtH> 
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APPENDIX IX_ 
Stiffness Matrix for a Beam with Flexible Joints 
The stiffness matrix for an element consisting of a 
uniform section beam oeing bent in its principal planes, and 
connected to the nodal points with extensional and rotational 
springs of stiffness K and R respectively, is derived in this 
' 
Appendix. Six springs at each end are assumed with their 
stiffness aligned with the principal axes of the beam section 
and corresponding to the six degrees of freedom at each node. 
The formulation is first derived for a two dimensional 
beam with only two degre~s of freedom per node - deflection 
normal to the longitudinal axis and rotation •. The right hand 
screw rule applies tc moments in the positive direction along 
each axis. 
The most straightforward approach found which included 
the'effect of the springs is that based on Castigliano•s 
Theorem, namely:-
av 
aP 
This method applied to each degree of freedom in turn 
yields the terms in each column of the stiffness matrix 
appropriate to that degree of freedom. 
For equilibrium 
'(, 
'(, Y, .+ '(,_ ~ 0 M,( t t_)M, t 
M,+ M,_ - '1'. t " 0 1-"" 
Thus 
Y .... = -Y, 
Ml- ::. y L- ~'-\ • 
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If the strain energy consists of bending energy in 
the beam and elastic energy in the springs, then:-
V " J M?: <Mt. -+ l 2 s'2-2-E:l 2 K 
Thus ov 
"-
j_ SM f) M Me. + 2 ( ~ os) c)p t::l dP K dP 
now 
M 
" 
y ')(..- M, 
' 
ov :: a. M, 
-
b 'Y, 
(JM, 
au 
= 
ay, - .b M, + 
c. Y, 
where a = -l 
-t I 
-+ ..l 
tl -. R, R.._ 
b = {.'- t t 
2t=l R,_ 
c = .. p 
-+ ..l -+ .l -+ p ~El k, K.,_ R,_ 
Each of the four degrees of freedom is applied in turn, 
with the other degrees of freedom nullified. For instance, 
the termsin the first column of the stiffness matrix are 
obtained from 
giving 
ov 
oM, 
b, :: 
0 
A, 
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i.e. 
M, = A 
b- lAC. 
and b 
.y, 
" 0: H, 
b 
Substitution in the equation of equilibrium gives the 
expressions for Y2 and M2 • 
The stiffness matrix equation is therefore:-
'<. 0.. b -0.. b b., 
M, b c. -b cl e. 
-= 
I 
'(l. }1. -o.. -b 0... -.b f::.l. 
Ml. ~ cL -J, c G~ 
where d. := f 
6El 
.1. 
K, 
_L 
\(2. 
"" 
Cl-C.- b'l. 
and 
This result may be expanded to the full three dimensional 
matrix shown in Fig. S.-18. Note that the extensional 
and torsional modes are very simple, since the springs and bea1 
are in series, and their flexibilities are therefore additive. 
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APPENDIX X 
Energy Solution to Peripheral Frame 
Since the principal planes of the members lie in the 
plane of symmetry of the structure, no in-plane bending occurs 
and as the structure is symmetrical about the x axis (see 
inset figure) and the loading is anti-symmetrical, the 
following conditions may be deduced:-
(i) No bending moment exists in the members "A" at their 
centres. 
(ii) No bending moment exists in the members "B" at their 
centres. 
Thus, for equilibrium 
0 "' p (o..-tc) - YB 0,. - ls 
and 0 
" MB -+ '(8 b 
The redundancy in this structure 
is taken as Y8 , thus 
Mll 
"' 
-Y b e 
T!!> "' P(c..-t c)- Ye c.. p 
t:~· 
In member A. Ms 
Ye 
lv\ ::: p x., c:.,x, ~0 
lv\ :: (Ys - P) :t. 0.. >,.. x, ');. 0 1 
.,. 
= -Y 1<..3 0..~ I! x 1 q o 
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In member B. 
I = 
Making the substitution in the strain energy expression 
'differentiated with respect to YB gives the following equation 
for YB:-
= oZ F' 
o..• 
-t o..b ( 0....,. c) -t o..[<A ;-c.) 
where = 
"5 E 1.~ (, j B i?-T 
o-• ;- "\:, l. ;- b'!> -t oYt> -t "'-.,_ 
-t b' ~ .1. w. ... 'c;,JA o;e1.9 <>:re kT k ... ks 
The rotational stiffness KT and KM refer to torsion and 
moment in the "B" member joint, the stiffness Ks is the shear 
stiffness of the "B" member joint. 
The displacement of the loaded point(s) may be found 
from Castigliano•s Theorem as:-
= 
With infinite joint stiffnesses substituted in this 
equation, the expression for the torsional stiffness of a 
peripheral frame coincides with that derived by similar 
theor/ 11 ) • 
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(i) 
Take 
• 
. . 
Since 
and 
Now 
• 
• • 
Thus 
• 
• • 
Thus 
APPENDIX XI 
Direction cosines of a beam with 
inclined principal axes 
Construction for x 1 z 
·-' . 
OD = 1 
AD = sin a 
< ADC = y 
< ACD = 90° 
AC = AD sin y 
= sin a 
< BAC = 90 
0 
AB = AC cot 13 
= sin a 
OB = cos a 
OE = OB sin 13 
x•·z 
OE 
= = AD 
-
• I 
\ 
sin 
sin 
y 
(AD is 
(DC is 
(since 
y cot 
\ 
\ 
\ 
perp. to x axis) 
perp. to x'z' plane) 
<BAD = 90°) 
ll 
+ sin a sin y cot 13 
= cos a sin 13 + sin a sin y cos 
- cos a sin 13 
-
sin a sin y cos 13 
293 
-
13 
(ii) Construction for ylz 
~· 
\ 
-;/ :t.' 
Take OD = 1 
• . 
OB = sin a 
Since < OAB = 90° (AB is parallel to x 1z 1 plane) 
OA = OB cos y 
ylz OA sin a 
• • = = cos y OD 
(iii) Construction for z•z as in (i) 
CF = AC sin a 
= sin a sin y sin a 
now OA = cos a 
and OG = OA cos a = cosacose 
• OH = OG - GH • • 
but GH = CF 
• • OH = cos a cos a sin a sin y sin a 
I OH a a sin a sin Y sin a • • • z z = = cos cos -OD 
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(i v) For X 'y' y 'y' z'y 
Since oy is perpendicular to oz and in the same plane, the d.c. 's 
obtained by adding 0 are 90 to a in the appropriate expression. 
x'y = Sin a sin (3 cos a sin y cos (3 
y 'y = cos a cos y 
z'y = sin acos (3 - cos a sin Y sin (3 
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